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Abstract

The nonlinear properties of semiconductor laser amplifiers have been investigated, 

particularly at the transparency bias point, in the InGaAsP/InP and GaAs/AlGaAs 

material systems.

An all-solid-state F-centre laser system has been developed. It consisted of a 

diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser mode-locked at 77 MHz repetition rate, producing pulse 

durations of 6-20 ps with an average power o f 2.2 W. The Nd:YLF laser synchronously 

pumps the F-centre laser producing pulse widths as short as 4ps with average powers of 

200 mW. The available wavelength tuning range was from 1.45 pm to 1.55 pm. The 

Nd:YLF pump laser, although not designed to do so, Kerr lensed mode-locked. The 

reason for this unexpected behaviour was investigated and was shown to be due to the 

unusual laser cavity design. Thermal lensing is shown have a significant impact on the 

cavity stability and is believed to degrade the laser performance.

The nonlinear coefficient, n%, has been measured by self-phase-modulation, for 

pulses of picosecond duration in a 5QW InGaAsP laser amplifier at a wavelength of 1.5 

pm. Subsequently a pump-probe study, showed the likely origin of this nonlinearity was 

carrier heating. The pump-probe studies have also shown that this nonlinearity saturates 

for mW power levels at the pulse durations used. The gain saturation caused by carrier 

heating is modelled and the calculated saturation powers relate well to the pump-probe 

data. The mechanism that causes the effective saturation of the nonlinearity is therefore 

attributed to carrier heating induced gaip-ggtpration.

For the first time an integrated active asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

laser amplifier has been fabricated in the AlGaAs/GaAs material system. This structure 

has been characterised as a laser and tested as an all-optical switch at the transparency 

bias point. The Mach-Zehnder was switched with pulses of 100 fs duration 

corresponding to a pulse energy of 3pJ. The device shows inferior performance to 

passive waveguide and fibre all-optical switches, in the area of switching contrast.



Similar active amplifier switches in the nonlinear directional coupler configuration also 

show better characteristics. The poor performance of the Mach-Zehnder used here is 

believed to be due to arm asymmetries caused by gain saturation or fabrication 

variations.

A detailed model o f the switching characteristics is presented. However it was 

not possible to use the model to deduce key material parameters because the model 

provided a good fit to the experimental data across a wide matrix o f parameters, up to 

100% variation in n2 , a  and p.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the modern world, electronic and optical communications play a pivotal and perhaps 

vital role. This leads to a seemingly inexhaustible demand for more transmission 

capacity. One aspect of this is the drive to exploit the large and as yet under-utilised 

bandwidth available in optical fibre. Subsequently there is huge interest in developing 

new technologies and techniques that can enhance transmission capacities.

An important component in such optical systems is the light source, the 

semiconductor laser, the properties o f which have an important influence on attainable 

transmission rates. Improvements in the understanding o f the nonlinear optical 

properties of semiconductor lasers may allow higher modulation speeds to be attained 

and could point to which material types offer the best performance. In the ultrahigh 

speed transmission systems of the next century semiconductor laser amplifiers could 

play an increasingly wider role, providing more complex functions than just the optical 

source. Semiconductor laser amplifiers, because of their strong nonlinear optical 

properties, are contenders for all-optical signal processing elements such as all-optical 

switches, wavelength converters, multiplexers and demultiplexers

This thesis focuses primarily on the ultrafast nonlinearities in the InGaAsP/InP 

laser material system at a wavelengths around 1.5pm and the demonstration of an active 

asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI) laser amplifier all-optical switch in 

GaAs/AlGaAs, at a wavelength o f 0.86pm

The remainder o f this chapter gives a brief background to nonlinear optics, all- 

optical switching and reviews the recent work on the nonlinear properties of 

semiconductor laser amplifiers.
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1.1 Nonlinear optics

For modest light intensities the optical properties of materials are independent of light 

intensity. Nonlinear optics  ̂ is concerned with the situation where the light intensity is 

sufficient to interact with the propagation medium and alter the materials properties.

It is the interaction of an electric field with the charged particles which compose 

the material that leads to nonlinear optical phenomena. The effect o f this radiation on 

the material is described by a polarisation vector, P, which is expressed as,

P = c , - z - E  =  ) (1.1)

where so is the free space permittivity, E is the electric field, is the linear 

susceptibility and the terms are the nonlinear susceptibilities. D is the electric

field displacement vector which is expressed as,

D ^ £ , . E  + P (1.2)

The quadratic % term gives rise to frequency mixing, in the simplest case frequency 

doubling and the electrooptic (Pockels) effect. The cubic term can produce four-wave 

mixing, two-photon absorption, Raman processes and leads to an intensity-dependent 

refractive index. This intensity-dependent refractive index leads to many useful 

processes. Considering only the term the refractive index becomes,

n = n^+n2l  (1.3)

where no is the linear refractive index, I is the light intensity and n.2 is the nonlinear 

index.

1.11 All-optical switching

The intensity dependent refractive index, produced by the third order nonlinearities is 

generally referred to as the optical Kerr effect. Kerr like materials ean be utilised to form 

all-optical switches In an all-optical switch the light signal can be switched or 

manipulated by another control light signal without recourse to electronics. As the Kerr
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effect is an electronic process, involving the interaction of radiation with the bound 

electrons which compose the material, it recovers virtually instantaneously. Kerr based 

all-optical switching therefore offers the potential for faster switching and hence higher 

data transmission rates in communication systems.

Many variants of all-optical switch are possible and some employ geometries 

that are familiar from conventional integrated optical switches. Some key configurations 

are the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and the nonlinear directional coupler (NLDC). In 

Chapter 6 the nonlinear Mach-Zehnder is described in detail. The NLDC consists o f two 

parallel waveguides which interact due to their close proximity. The optical modes of 

this system can be viewed as two orthogonal super modes, which are composites of the 

modes of the original waveguides. When both of these modes are excited a periodic 

transfer of power, or beating, between waveguides occurs because o f the difference in 

the effective indices of the supermodes. One important property of the directional 

coupler is that complete power transfer, between guides, only occurs when both guides 

are identical, or more strictly phase matched. Similarly the greater the asymmetiy 

between guides the less the power transfer. The NLDC uses the nonlinear index changes 

to destroy the coupler symmetry and hence frustrate power transfer between 

waveguides. At low light intensities the refractive index of both guides is identical and 

the interaction length can be selected so that the signal in one guide couples over to the 

other. At higher optical intensities the coupler is no longer symmetric, because of self 

induced index changes, and most of the signal remains in the input guide. Further 

configurations  ̂ such as Fabry-Perot cavities, Bragg gratings, nonlinear X switches and 

other mode interference devices are possible.

All-optical switching has been realised in various materials with Kerr like 

responses. Optical fibre, although it has a small nonlinearity, can be successfully utilised 

because its low linear losses makes long lengths possible. Switching has been 

demonstrated in a fibre nonlinear loop miiTor a version o f the Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer. Optical switching has also been realised in semiconductor waveguides, 

in AlGaAs, at a wavelength corresponding to half the band gap These devices also 

exploited a Kerr based nonlinearity with an ultrafast recovery time; this nonlinearity is 

also weak and peak powers of the order of Watts are required. The half band gap 

operation is important to reduce the degrading effects of two-photon absorption.
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Nonlinear effects resonant to the band edge  ̂ are on the other hand far larger, but are 

slower because o f the large interband recovery time.

One goal underlying much of the work in nonlinear optics, in particular all- 

optical switching investigations; is to identify a material system which offers a large 

optical nonlinearity, which recovers with an ultrafast time constant, and can be used to 

form a suitable waveguiding geometry. The development of ultrafast all-optical 

elements with low optical power requirements is the ultimate goal.

1.2 Nonlinearities in semiconductor laser amplifiers-review

Recently nonlinear effects observed in semiconductor laser amplifiers have aroused 

much interest. Improved understanding of these nonlinear processes would improve 

understanding of direct laser modulation dynamics, pulsed and mode-locked 

semiconductor lasers The nature o f these nonlinearities also merits examination, 

because if suitable, they could be utilised to produce all-optical processing elements 

such as optical routers, multiplexers, demultiplexers, frequency shifters and pulse 

shapers

A brief overview o f some of the recent work in this area now follows, as well as 

some of the potential applications.

A phenomenon that is well understood is the interband nonlinearity associated 

with saturation of gain for an amplifier at high bias currents, or absorption saturation for 

a device at low drive current. This occurs because of the finite number of carriers in the 

conduction or valance bands and the non zero interband carrier recovery time. Strong 

stimulated emission or absorption shifts therefore alters the equilibrium carrier 

populations. If an optical signal of sufficient intensity is propagated through an amplifier 

structure, saturation will occur as the number of occupied states in the conduction or 

valence band aie reduced, and correspondingly the devices gain or loss saturates. 

Saturation power levels are generally in the submilliwatt regime and depend on the 

material and device structure. The relatively low saturation levels lead to the concept of 

flared amplifiers and lasers, where the intensity is reduced by an expanded waveguide 

region allowing higher output powers. Loss saturation can be utilised to form self
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switching devices such as Q-switched and mode-locked diode lasers These devices 

employ a short section that is unbiased or reverse biased, which acts as a saturable 

absorber. In the saturable absorber a pulse sees less absorption than a c.w. signal as the 

higher peak intensity saturates the absorption, the device therefore preferentially 

supports pulsed operation. These effects can also be utilised for pulse shaping, where 

the trailing pulse edge experiences saturation induced by the leading edge The time 

constant associated with these interband effects is in the nanosecond regime.

Gain nonlinearities have an important bearing on laser modulation dynamics. 

Discrepancies between experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the 

interband gain saturation effects described above do not fully describe laser modulation 

dynamics there are some other effects involved. To account for this discrepancy an 

additional nonlinear gain is generally introduced in the modulation literature by the use 

of a term which compresses the gain at high light intensities but takes no account of 

the mechanism behind these effects. The simplest representation o f this is to employ a 

saturation parameter s, which compress the laser gain for high optical powers, as shown 

below,

{n -  nt) (1.4)

where g is the gain term, a is the slope of the gain carrier density relationship, n is the 

carrier density, nt is the camier density at transparency and P is the photon density in the 

active region. Carrier induced refractive index changes are generally introduced, in the 

modulation literature, via the linewidth enhancement factor, a , which relates an induced 

change in the material refractive index to a corresponding change in its gain. The 

linewidth enhancement factor is expressed as,

where % is the susceptibility, ko is the vacuum wavenumber, n is the refractive index, g 

is the gain or absorption of the medium and N is the earner density. This parameter is 

one o f the key pointers to a semiconductor lasers modulation performance. The
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magnitude o f a  is dependent on device structure which shows there is potential for 

its optimisation. The linewidth enliancement factor is a manifestation of the Kramers- 

Ki'onig dispersion relations  ̂ which relate the real and imaginary components of the 

refractive index to each other, over frequency space. Equations 1.4 and 1.5 indicate the 

two empirical parameters that are key in describing laser dynamics, at the onset of this 

thesis the nonlinear physical processes that gave rise to the observed modulation and 

saturation behaviour were not well understood. The nonlinear properties of 

semiconductor amplifiers merited attention because of their important bearing on laser 

modulation and saturation behaviour.

The nature of these ultrafast nonlinearities have been investigated in the time 

domain by pump-probe studies and in the frequency domain by four-wave mixing 

(FWM) FWM occurs because o f the non zero value of the nonlinear

susceptibility and is a useful method of obtaining information on nonlinear processes 

without requiring the use of short pulse laser systems. The experimental data is 

somewhat inconclusive, but indicates that several processes exist with time constants in 

the 100 fs regime FWM in amplifiers may also be utilised in demultiplexers or 

frequency translators  ̂ in the high speed optical systems of the future.

Pump-probe studies have been carried out on a range o f different structures in 

the AlGaAs and InGaAsP laser systems mainly in the small signal regime. These 

studies employ short, typically 100 fs, pulses from mode-locked lasers to probe the 

nonlinearities in the time domain. Several mechanisms have been observed, the relative 

magnitudes of which depend on the laser structures involved and the pulse durations 

used. The origin of these nonlinearities is still under investigation, but a consensus 

appears to be emerging. Both gain and refractive index nonlinearities have been studied. 

Several ultrafast features have been observed, including two-photon absorption (TPA) 

and carrier heating effects that exhibit a delayed turn on. The time constants attributed to 

these effects are not resolved for TP A and are around Ips for the carrier heating. When 

the refractive index dynamics are observed these components are seen to have 

effective n2 ’s of opposite signs. These nonlinear effects are described further in the next 

chapter.

All-optical switching has been demonstrated in amplifiers biased at transparency 

in the directional coupler configuration in the AlGaAs material system and in
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InGaAsP Quaternary material If these nonlinearities are to be successfully utilised 

there are many areas which require detailed analysis including: TP A signal attenuation, 

likely device throughput, saturation of the nonlinearity, the interplay between these 

competing nonlinearities, optimum switching pulsewidth, preferred device structures, 

the gain components o f the nonlinearity and their role in degrading switch performance. 

The motive for examining the all-optical switching performance of amplifiers at 

transparency, in particular, is that they may prove a compromise option that lies 

somewhere between the fast, but weak, Kerr nonlinearities (seen in optical fibre and in 

AlGaAs at half the band gap) and the strong, but slow recovering effects of resonant 

interband nonlinearities.

It was from these perspectives that the nonlinear properties of semiconductor 

laser amplifiers were investigated.

In this thesis a pump-probe study is performed on InGaAsP/lnP laser amplifiers 

at around 1.5 jam using a synchronously pumped F-centre laser as the light source. 

Although this does not have sufficiently short pulses to reveal information on the 

ultrafast effects described above, it will excite the nonlinearities associated with carrier 

heating, which can be perhaps more readily utilised, as the other effects are only 

dominant for subpicosecond pulse widths. These studies are performed in the small and 

large signal regimes to investigate the saturation intensity of the nonlinearity.

An active asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been constructed in 

AlGaAs/GaAs laser material and demonstrated as an all-optical switch. Its performance 

and limitations are investigated.
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Chapter 2

Semiconductor lasers and amplifiers

2.1 Introduction

Lasing action in semiconductors was first demonstrated in 1962. The device consisted 

o f a forward biased GaAs p-n junction with two polished facets forming the cavity 

minors. Lasing occurred at the junction where electrons and holes recombined. These 

early devices were of limited practical application, as threshold currents were high and 

room temperature operation was not feasible.

In order to reduce lasing thresholds double heterostructure devices were 

developed, where the active layer is sandwiched between two layers with a lower 

refractive index, which also have different band gaps. This double heterostructure forms 

a slab waveguide leading to increased efficiency as more light is confined to the active 

region. In addition to the improved optical confinement, the band gap step improves the 

confinement of electrons and holes to the active region. The realisation o f such 

structures requires the lattice constants of the “sandwich layers” to be closely matched, 

otherwise defects will degrade the devices performance.

Early laser structures were formed from AlGaAs / GaAs layers but a wide range 

of materials now exist encompassing the ultraviolet to the far infra-red regions. Of 

primary interest to telecommunications are quatemaiy laser structures formed from InP/ 

InGaAsP layers which can produce laser action at 1.31pm and 1.55pm, which 

correspond to the spectral regions where optical fibre shows low attenuation. Initially a 

wavelength around 1.31pm was used, as lasers were easier to produce at this 

wavelength. Now most new fibre systems are deployed around L55pm utilising the 

lower loss that this wavelength experiences, although ordinarily dispersion is worse at 

1.55pm.
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2.2 Applications

The semiconductor laser because of its compact nature and source of coherent light has 

numerous applications, however only those relevant to telecommunications are 

described in this section.

Semiconductor lasers provide the source of light for optical fibre transmission 

systems. In order to transmit information they must be modulated, the simplest way of 

achieving this is to modulate the laser drive current and hence the light intensity. This in 

itself causes a number of problems. According to the Kramers-Kronig relations \  a 

change in a material’s absorption, such as one induced when a laser is modulated, will 

also cause a change in the refractive index. The ratio of the rate of change of the real 

and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index is termed the linewidth 

enhancement factor as defined in Chapter I. For telecommunications applications, the 

laser linewidth requires tight control as dispersion in optical fibre can limit maximum 

data transmission rates. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) schemes also require 

tight wavelength control. Because of these tight wavelength requirements simple Fabry- 

Perot laser structures formed between cleaved facets are not suitable for high 

transmission rates over long distances as they produce a broad linewidth and rarely lase 

in a single frequency mode, particularly when modulated. For this reason semiconductor 

lasers incorporating a Bragg grating either DFB (distributed-feedback) or DBR 

(distributed Bragg reflector) lasers are employed. However even in these structures, the 

modulation induced refractive index changes will tune the grating and broaden the 

linewidth. Two alternative approaches are to employ a modulator external to the laser 

cavity or ensure the grating region is outside the laser amplifying region either by 

engineering the band gap or forming an extended external cavity, possibly a fibre 

grating. Another area where semiconductor lasers have received attention is where they 

are employed as optical amplifiers to regenerate a signal. Semiconductor optical 

amplifier structures are ostensibly the same as semiconductor laser structures, the 

difference being that amplifiers employ AR coated or angled facets or both to prevent 

laser action occurring. Amplifiers offer potentially high gains o f 40dB and wide 

bandwidths of 40nm. To date the widespread use o f semiconductor amplifiers has been 

limited because of their polarisation sensitivity. This is highly undesirable as standard
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single m ode optical fibres do not m aintain a particular polarisation and the resultant 

polarisation through a length o f  fibre is highly sensitive to environm ental factors. 

How ever recently less polarisation sensitive sem iconductor am plifier structures have 

been developed

2.3 Laser structures

In this section the basics and concepts o f  som e im portant sem iconductor laser structures 

are introduced.

2.31 lateral confinement structures

p-type
contacts

active region & 
separate confinement 
heterostructure

n-type contact

Fig. 2.1 A generic ridge waveguide structure.

As m entioned in the introduction, laser efficiency is enhanced by providing a 

w aveguiding double heterostructure. Equally so, an optically confining structure in the 

other plane will reduce thresholds and if  correctly designed can produce a largely single

m ode output which is im portant for fibre coupling efficiencies. One technique is to
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embed a segment o f the double heterostructure within two surrounding layers. Such 

devices are called buried hetero structure (BH) lasers and generally involve two material 

growth stages with an etch stage in between. The optical mode within BH laser 

structures is strongly confined, hence lasing thresholds are lowered.

A technique allowing easier fabrication and only one growth step is to produce a 

more weakly guided structure such as a ridge waveguide or a rib structure. The lasers 

employed in this project were of the ridge waveguide structure, a generic diagram of 

which is shown above in Fig. 2.1.

The lateral confinement in the ridge waveguide structure is provided by the 

effective index step produced by the ridge. If suitably designed this structure can be 

tailored to only support the zero order mode or produce a largely single mode laser 

output. The structures forming the laser active region are now briefly described.

2.32 Bulk and quantum-well lasers

Until recently most laser structures employed an active region composed of a single 

material, typically 0.1 gm thick, the term bulk is applied to such devices. Many of the 

laser properties are determined by the electronic band structure of the active region. The 

band structure o f ciystalline solids is complicated with multiple valence and conduction 

bands and various direct and indirect band minima However in semiconductor lasers 

most of the interactions of interest occur around the direct minima between conduction 

and valence bands. The band gap is generally simplified to a series of parabolic bands, 

as shown below in Fig. 2.2. The energy states of these parabolic bands are described 

by,

h^ i f
E(k)  = - ------  (2.1)

47T-m

where k is the wave vector and m is the electron or hole effective mass, which is 

specific to the each subband. Because of the crystal anisotropy, certain directions are 

harder for holes to move in, this leads to the concept of the heavy hole (hh) and light 

hole (Ih) bands. Spin orbit coupling gives rise to the split-off band. In bulk material the
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density of states varies with the square root o f the energy.

conduction band

quasi fermi levels

stimulated emission

heavy hole band

light hole band

split-oiT band
>

Fig. 2.2 Simplified hand structure fo r  a bulk laser. The k^O position is where 

the conduction and valence bands are closest, the heavy hole and light 

hole bands “touch " at this point.

^ well width, x

bulk

energy

Fig. 2.3 The wave functions fo r  the first two levels fo r an electron in a quantum well 

laser and a representation o f  the corresponding density o f  states.

In the early 70’s it was realised that lasers incorporating thinner layers o f around lOnm 

and less would offer superior performance characteristics. These lasers, termed 

quantum-well (QW) employ thin layers of different band gaps. If sufficiently narrow
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the energy states for an electron in a QW become a series o f discrete levels as illustrated 

above. Fig 2,3 also shows that the density o f states in a QW laser is modified from that 

in a bulk laser and does not continuously depend on energy. It is the quantisation of the 

energy levels in QW lasers that leads to many improvements over bulk structures. vj/i(x) 

and \|/2 (x) are the wavefunctions for the first two states that an electron can occupy. The 

physical interpretation of the wavefunction is that | ij/(x) |  ̂ represents the probability 

that the particle is found at that particular point.

QW structures are realised by interleaving different compositions of materials,

generally materials from groups III-V of the periodic table are used for near infrared

wavelengths. By altering the compositions that form these layers, the band gap energies

can be controlled, some possible materials are AhGai-xAs in which the amount of

aluminium and gallium is varied and Ini-xGaxAsyPi.y in which the quantities of all the

component elements are adjusted to provide the desired material properties. A possible

QW structure is shown below in Fig 2.4, employing five Ino.ssGaAs wells and InGaAsP

quaternary layer barriers, the compositions are selected to provide a lattice mateh to InP

with the quaternary layer chosen to have a band gap of 1.26pm. This design employs

4.5mn thick wells and 12 nm thick barriers, to give lasing wavelengths around 1.53pm.

Also illustrated are the variations in valence and conduction band across what would be

the device active region, showing the potential barriers.
conduction band

inruinr
ÎE g
vInGaAs

Eg
InGaAsP

JULfUUl
valence band 

In G a As well

InGaAsP barrier
Fig. 2.4 A possible MQW InGaAsP laser structure and corresponding band gap.

The band structure is also significantly modified in a QW laser, as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

One significant difference between bulk and quantum well structures is that the heavy 

and light hole bands are no longer degenerate at k=0 in the quantum well case, which 

means generally that the Ih band plays little part in providing optical gain. Polarisation
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selection is enhanced in QW structures as TE radiation (polarisation parallel to the plane 

of the well) interacts with or is emitted by both hh and Ih bands whereas TM is only 

emitted by the conduction band-lh transition. This does not occur in bulk material as the 

cairiers are not constrained in any particular direction. The selection rules also forbid 

transitions between different valence and conduction band states.

representation of 
the fermi level 
position

hh transition
- TE allowed
- TM forbidden

11=1 heavy hole band

n=l light hole band

Ih transition 
- TE & TM allowed

n=l conduction band

TM dominates over TE 
with a ratio of 4:1

In a QW laser 
the hh and Ih bands 
are seperate at k=0

: n=l split-off band k

Fig. 2.5 Simplified band structure fo r  a quantum well laser, fo r  momentum 

parallel to the well growth direction. An important point is the 

splitting o f  the hh and Ih bands which leads to enhanced polarisation 

selection. Not shown is the repeated band structure due to the other 

electron and hole states, as illustrated in Fig 2.4.

The band structure o f Fig. 2.5. is repeated for the higher (n=2, n=3...) energy states, 

which form repeated valence and conduction bands with a greater band gap than the n=l 

case. Lasers operate predominantly on the n=l transition.

Initially lattice matching between layers was viewed as essential for producing 

devices with low defect counts and long life expectancies, but this view has been 

reappraised recently. Small amounts of lattice mismatch induced strain can further 

enhance laser performance and indeed appropriate strain can have a positive effect on
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suppressing defects Strained layer QW lasers are now the prefen*ed choice for most 

applications. The addition o f biaxial strain alters the material band structure, the net 

effect of this being to alter the separation between the hh and Ih bands. Compressive 

strain lowers the Ih band and tensile strain raises it, which can be useful in tuning the 

polarisation selection of lasers. The benefits o f QW lasers is a detailed area which has 

been studied extensively. In order exploit the advantages which follow from the 2-D 

density of states a QW laser must be carefully designed Well designed QW and 

strained QW structures are superior to bulk devices in many respects Some of these 

benefits aie listed below:

• Wavelength control: The dimensions of the quantum well specify the 

wavelength at which the device operates, wavelength control is therefore 

improved over bulk devices.

• New wavelength ranges: A wider range of emission wavelengths is possible, 

particularly if strained layers are used.

• Lasing threshold: Because a given carrier density is required to achieve 

transpareney, a thinner single QW active region requires less eurrent to reach 

transparency. However this advantage is offset by the poor mode confinement. 

In practice it is often necessary to use multiple quantum wells with a separate 

confinement heterostructure. The 2-D density of states means that a high gain is 

available at the bottom of the band, unlike in a bulk laser where the lower energy 

states must be filled first, before a high gain is achieved. This is the key reason 

why threshold densities are reduced. At higher current densities in a MQW laser 

the n=l level saturates as injected carriers go into higher levels, which do not 

contribute to the lasing mode. As a result the gain saturation effects are more 

significant than in bulk structures, particularly for devices with fewer QW ’s.

• Improved temperature performance: There is a two fold explanation, the Fermi 

levels show less temperature dependence because of the 2-D density of states, 

and the limiting effects o f intervalence band absorption and Auger 

recombination are reduced, because of modifications to the valence band.

• Enhanced polarisation selection: Because the Ih and hh bands split and interact 

with each polarisation differently in QW structures, as illustrated in Fig 2.5, it is 

possible to used strained structures to further tune the polarisation selectivity.
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• Modulation characteristics Modulation performance is improved because the 

differential gain ôg/Ôn is higher in suitably designed QW structures, which leads 

to an increased relaxation oscillation frequency. The line width enhancement 

factor, which is important in line width broadening, is also redueed in QW lasers 

and further still in strained layer structures.

For these reasons QW lasers have replaced bulk devices for most applications.

2.33 Nonlinear effects and transparency in lasers

Some of the recent literature on the nonlinear properties of semiconductor laser 

amplifiers, relevant to this thesis, has been reviewed in the previous chapter. In this 

section some of these nonlinear processes are covered in more detail, with reference to 

some of the experimental studies presented later.

QWgain

transparency 
point \ bulk

carrier density, n

loss

Fig. 2.6 A diagrammatic representation o f  optical gain injected carrier 

density fo r  a QW and a bulk semiconductor laser^. The transparency point 

is where stimulated emission exactly balances interband absorption. A 

linear relationship between gain and carrier density is often assumed fo r  

bulk devices.
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Any strong variations in carrier density in a laser amplifier will alter the balance 

between gain (stimulated emission) and loss (absorption), as suggested by Fig. 2.6. 

CoiTespondingly, strong variations in the optical intensity also perturb the carrier 

equilibrium, the net result being self-induced gain and phase changes in the optical 

signal. Therefore it should be noted that an intense pulse will saturate the absorption, 

subsequently experiencing more gain, when the device is biased below transparency in 

Fig. 2.6. Similarly, a gain reduction will be experienced by an intense pulse travelling in 

a medium biased above transparency. These interband variations in earner density have 

a slow recovery time, of the order of nanoseconds. When the device lies exactly in- 

between gain and absorption, the transparency point is reached. At this point, although 

the net rate of interband transitions will be zero, there is still a substantial absorption 

loss due to free-caiTier absoiption. The transparency condition also varies with 

wavelength as illustrated in Fig. 2.7, meaning that for a given wavelength near the band 

gap, the transparency condition can be reached by adjusting the bias current or, for a 

given current, transparency will be seen at a certain wavelength.

gain

%o

c
’(5
O)
-oc(C■e
c

n2>n1

/n 1

N
wavelength, X

transparency
point

 ̂i loss

Fig. 2.7 Representation o f  optical gain variation with wavelength fo r  a given 

bias current in a QW laser. Increasing drive current will increase the 

peak gain and shift the characteristic to shorter wavelengths. Due to 

the density o f  states step features can be observed fo r  higher current 

densities corresponding to the higher occupancy levels in the QW.
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The transparency point can readily be identified in an amplifier, by monitoring the sign 

of the small signal voltage bias variations which are induced by an injected optical 

signal. The optical signal alters the Fermi levels in the device, which translate to a bias 

voltage shift, when the amplifier is tuned past transparency these signal voltage 

variations change in sign. When a device is operated at transparency, the long lived 

interband nonlinearities are cancelled out leaving only ultrafast effects, this means that if 

suitably biased, amplifiers at transparency provide a useful medium for investigating 

and exploiting these ultrafast nonlinearities. Some of these ultrafast nonlinearities are 

now described.

gam

energy levels depleted 
around 'lasing' wavelength 
hole burnt in gain 
distribution

wavelength

.^energy

k

n

surrounding electrons 
rapidly fill in hole

conduction band

stimulated emission
quasi fermi level

heavy hole band

Fig. 2.8 Illustration o f  spectral hole burning, a strong optical signal depletes the 

carrier concentration and causes a dip in the gain spectra, as 

illustrated above. The hole is rapidly filled  in by surrounding carriers 

with a subpicosecond time constant.

Any intense pulse propagating through a laser amplifier medium will see the slowly 

recovering interband effects mentioned above, associated with the depletion of the
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carried density, corresponding to the wavelength of the optical signal. In addition, as 

shown in Fig. 2.8, there is a fast recovering intraband effect laiown as spectral hole 

burning, in which the passage of an intense optical pulse depletes the carrier 

distribution.

The ‘neighbouring’ carriers, however, quickly fill in this hole through phonon 

interaction. This process has a suhpicosecond time constant. Although the hole fills in 

an ultrafast time scale and a new Fermi level is established, the distribution only 

recovers to its initial state in a time determined by the interband time constants. Spectral 

hole burning will have an identifiable signature depending on the laser amplifier bias 

conditions, in absolution an ultrafast increase in transmission will be induced, the 

opposite occurs when the device is biased in the gain region. At the transparency point, 

no ultrafast hole burning effects should occur.

phonon interaction

energy levels 

carrier heati

single-photon
absorption

^energy

k

conduction band

two-photon
absorption

heavy hole band

Fig. 2.9 Illustration o f  carrier heating and two-photon absorption, two further 

ultra fa s t nonlinearities significant in amplifiers.

Another ultrafast process is two-photon absorption, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Here 

two photons can ‘simultaneously’ interact with an electron and excite it to a higher 

energy level. Two-photon absorption is an important loss mechanism at high peak 

optical intensities, one of its key signatures being its intensity squared dependence.
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Also illustrated in Fig. 2.9 is a carrier heating, in general, this term can he given 

to any process that raises the Fermi level by exciting carriers to higher levels, or heating 

the distribution. Generally in this thesis we are concerned with the type of carrier 

heating where free carriers are excited to higher levels by free carrier absorption as 

illustrated below. Also possible is earner cooling.

The nonlinear processes described here, their relevance to laser performance, 

applications and all-optical switching, represent the starting point for this thesis. The 

investigation of these effects in InGaAsP and AlGaAs laser amplifiers is described in 

later chapters. Of particular interest is which of the various nonlinear processes 

described here is dominant, for pulses in the picosecond regime. The magnitude and 

saturation of the nonlinearity seen hy picosecond pulses is also investigated.
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Chapter 3

Fabrication of semiconductor laser amplifiers

3.1 Introduction

A large proportion of the devices described in the later chapters of this thesis, in 

particular the asymmetric Mach-Zehnder laser amplifier, were fabricated in the class 

10000 clean room at Glasgow University, using fairly standard photolithographic 

techniques In addition the dry etching, plasma deposition and metal deposition 

facilities were also widely used. The majority of devices produced were in the 

Ga As/AlGaAs material system. Although much work was done in the InGaAsP/InP 

quaternary system, ridge waveguide lasers of acceptable quality could not be produced. 

Therefore the long wavelength lasers which were used in this thesis were supplied in bar 

form by Nortel. The AlGaAs wafers used were grown by molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE) at Glasgow and produced devices that lased around 0.86pm. The quaternary 

wafers were grown hy metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) at the 

University of Sheffield and hy Nortel at Harlow and produced devices that lased around 

1.5 pm. Full details of the wafers grown are given in Appendix I.

In this chapter a brief overview of the fabrication techniques used to produce 

semiconductor laser chips is given.

3.2 Fabrication processes

3.21 Sample preparation

Semiconductor processing is done in clean environments where the quantity and size of 

airborne contaminants are controlled. The devices fabricated in this project were 

processed within class 100 cabinets in a class 10000 clean room. It is necessary to
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ensure the surface o f the wafer is clean and free from contamination at all times. A four- 

stage cleaning process was used before each processing step, consisting of: 

trichloroethane (later Opticlear for safety reasons), acetone, methanol and deionised 

water. The procedure used was to place the samples in each of these solutions in 

sequence in an ultrasonic agitator for 5 minutes. After the cleaning process the samples 

were blow dried with dry nitrogen and briefly baked in an oven to remove any residual 

moisture.

3.22 Lithography

Contact photolithography was used to pattern structures for laser waveguides and 

more elaborate devices. The Shipley S I400 series of resists were used. Generally 

S I400-17 was used for fine geometries as it formed a thin film around 0.5pm thick. 

S I400-31, which forms a film around 2 pm thick, was used for larger features and to 

produce a tougher resist to withstand some etches. The resists were evenly deposited 

onto the sample surface, which was then spun for typically 30 seconds at 4000 r.p.m. 

Prior to resist deposition a solvent was used to promote adhesion. The resist was then 

baked in an oven at 90° C for 30 minutes to remove solvents ready for patterning. The 

samples were aligned to the mask and exposed to U.V. light. Exposure times varied 

according to the resist type used and the size of the features involved. The exposed areas 

of the resist were removed hy immersion in a 1:1 water, developer solution for 75 

seconds, ready for the next step. If a tough resist was required a post bake was used after 

development.

3.23 Dry etching

Generally, wet etching is isotropic and produces undercut etch profiles. Etch depths are 

also difficult to control accurately unless etch stop layers are used. For most waveguide 

fabrication dry etching was employed as it can produce near vertical etch profiles, with 

better controlled etch depths. In most dry etching the reactive gases are ionised to form a 

plasma. The ions are then accelerated onto a plate holding the sample. By using 

appropriate etch conditions; near vertical low damage etch profiles can be obtained. 

Reactive ion etching (RIE) was the technique used for most o f this work. For 

GaAs/AlGaAs a SiCU etch process  ̂was used on an Oxford Plasmatech RIE 80. For
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InP/InGaAsP a CH4 :H etch process was used on an Electro Tech 340 machine, this is 

described later. An in-situ interferometer monitor was employed to control etch depths. 

The etch depths were measured with a surface profiler to verify the accuracy of the in- 

situ monitor.

3.3 Laser fabrication

The specific techniques used to produce the laser structures in this project are now 

outlined. Initially, broad area gain guided structures were fabricated to characterise new 

wafers; their fabrication is first described. The procedures for fabricating RWL 

structures and the techniques used for producing the asymmetric Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (AMZI) laser amplifiers o f Chapter 6  are then described. Finally InP / 

InGaAsP fabrication and device mounting techniques are outlined.

metal contacts 
NiCr/Au or Ni/Au for AlGaAs lasers 
Ti/Au for quaternary lasers

typically 
500pm long

SiO
layer

subsfraite

thick

cleaved 
facet

metal contact 
Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au

Fig. 3.1 'Generic ' oxide stripe laser.
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3.31 Broad area oxide stripe lasers and material characterisation

The fabrication o f oxide stripe lasers provided a quick and convenient method of 

characterising new laser material The characterisation data provides information on 

lasing wavelengths, device thresholds and slope efficiencies allowing a decision to be 

made on whether the material is suitable for further use, or is poor and should he 

abandoned.

Fig. 3.1 shows a generic oxide stripe structure. A window in the SiOz, through 

which current is injected, defines the laser cavity. Mirror facets are fonned by cleaving 

along a ciystallographic plane.

The fabrication procedure for Ga As/AlGaAs lasers is now outlined. The laser 

active region, the p and n regions and the contact layers were laid down in the material 

growth steps. In order to make a simple gain guided structure, essentially only a window 

which defines the pumped area need be formed. A layer o f 200nm of plasma enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) SiOz was first deposited on the sample p-side. 

Photolithography was used to pattern a resist mask above the SiOz, allowing a 75pm 

wide window in the SiOz to be etched using buffered HF. The p-type contacts were then 

deposited.

The metalisation scheme and semiconductor contact layer play an important 

part in determining the devices electrical characteristics. Contacts which have a 

negligible resistance irrespective o f voltage bias are laiown as ohmic or non rectifying. 

Generally for lasers olimic contacts are desirable, in order to minimise device bias 

voltage. The work function difference between the metal and semiconductor determines 

the nature o f the contact. In an n-type contact, if  the metal work function is greater, a 

potential barrier is created between the metal and semiconductor, corresponding to a 

step in the conduction band at the interface, forming a Schottky barrier. An ohmic 

contact results if  the semiconductor has the larger work function. The opposite is true 

for a p-type contact. For a highly doped semiconductor contact layer (doping 

concentration o f typically lo '^ to 10^  ̂ cm-3) ohmic contacts can be achieved, 

irrespective of the work function differences, because a thinner potential barrier results. 

If the barrier is sufficiently thin electrons have a significant probability of quantum- 

mechanically tunnelling through it. For low resistance ohmic contacts, an evaporated
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gold alloy was used; for the p-type contacts to GaAs, Ni/Au or NiCr/Au was preferred. 

The initial layer of Ni or NiCr provided the adhesion and allowed an ohmic contact and 

the gold provided a thicker low resistance contact pad suitable for wire or solder 

bonding. For devices requiring wire bonding NiCr/Au was preferred. Ti/Au contacts are 

also possible but are not necessarily ohmic to p-type GaAs because of the small work 

function of Ti. However an ohmic contact is possible, through quantum tunnelling, as 

noted previously. Ti/Au contacts were used in quaternaiy laser structures as they 

provided good adhesion (to InGaAs) and performance. The thicknesses were 70nm of Ti 

and 150nm of Au for Ti/Au and 40nm of Ni or NiCr and 150nm Au for Ni/Au and 

NiCr/Au. For wire bonding thicker (1pm) gold layers were used. Following this the 

substrate was lapped using AIO3 powder until it was 150pm thick. A 1:2 water / 

ammonia solution was used to deoxidise the n-side, prior to evaporation. The n-side 

contacts were then deposited, an Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au alloy being used with thickness of 

14mn, 14nm, 14nm, 1 Inm and 150nm respectively. The n-side was usually annealed for 

30 seconds at 350°C. The devices were then cleaved into bars forming the optical facets 

and then cut into individual chips. The techniques used to fabricate InGaAsP/ InP lasers 

were very similar.

After the fabrication steps were complete the lasers were diced into chips, of 

varying length, generally lengths o f 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100 and 1500 pm were used. 

These chips were tested on a pulsed test set up with a 200:1 duty cycle, the L-I and V-1 

characteristics were automatically recorded by a Labview programme. The advantages 

o f the pulsed test is that it does not require the chips to be bonded onto a mount and 

temperature stabilised, which would be necessary if a c.w. drive current was used. The 

characterisation process generally involves the testing of broad area lasers o f various 

lengths, from this the tlireshold o f what would be an infinite length device can be 

obtained; this is one key measure of the material quality. Other parameters that can be 

calculated are the internal quantum efficiency and the losses at transparency. The 

obtained characterisation data for the wafers used is listed in Appendix II. Typical 

thresholds for infinite lengths in AlGaAs broad area lasers were 300 A cm'^. Calculated 

losses at transparency ranged form 6 . 6  to 17cm'*. All the wafers grown for this thesis 

were deemed to be of suitable quality for subsequent RWL fabrication.
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NiCr/Au or Ni/Au contact
for AlGaAs lasers
(Ti/Au for quaternary lasers)

current
injection

MQW &
separate confinement 
heterostructure

Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au 
n-type contact

Fig. 3.2 Ridge waveguide laser structure.

3.32 AlGaAs Ridge waveguide laser fabrication

The AMZI laser amplifiers, described later in Chapter 6  were fabricated in the ridge 

waveguide structure, which can be used to produce single mode waveguides. Fig 3.2 

shows a schematic of a complete GaAs/AlGaAs ridge waveguide laser (RWL). The 

structure is formed by partially etching through the upper cladding region to form a 

narrow ridge which provides lateral confinement. The fabrication steps are described 

below.

1. Formation of the ridge structure.

•  PECVD deposition of 200nm SiOz on the sample p-side surface, this is later 

used as a mask for the AlGaAs etch.

•  Photolithography to form the resist mask for the SiOz etch.
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•  CzFô RIE etching of SiOz to pattern the SiOz, forming the mask for the 

GaAs/AlGaAs etch. Strip resist.

•  SiCU RIE etching of AlGaAs to form the ridge waveguide structure.

•  Removal o f the SiOz mask layer with a buffered HF solution.

2. Formation of a SiOz layer with windows on top of the ridges. This ensures that the 

injected current is confined to the areas intended.

•  PECVD deposition of 200nm SiOz.

•  Photolithography to form the mask for the current window.

•  HF wet etching of a -1 .5pm  wide window in the SiOz, on top of the ridge.

Strip resist.

3. Substrate thinning and contact deposition.

•  Removal of the p-side gallium oxide layer with 1:1 HCl, HzO or 1:1 N H 3 ,  

HzO solution for 60 seconds.

•  Evaporation of the Ni/Au or NiCr/Au p-side contact.

•  Thinning o f the substrate to <150pm thick (hand lapping using 9pm A I O 3  

powder).

•  Removal of the n-side gallium oxide layer using a 1:1 NH 3 , HzO solution.

•  Evaporation of the Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au n-type contact.

4. Cleaving into individual laser chips.

3.33 Fabrication and testing of symmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometers

As part o f this project a range of integrated asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

laser amplifiers were fabricated in GaAs/AlGaAs. A diagram of these devices is shown 

in Fig 3.3 and SEM pictures are shown in Fig 3.4-6. Although the fabrication techniques 

were broadly similar to those described for RWLs, several different process steps were
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required to form these more complicated structures.

electrical contacts

ridge waveguide structure iOpm

Fig. 3.3 AMZI laser amplifier structure.

Photolithography has a limited resolution determined by the wavelength of the 

light used to expose the resist, the mask to sample distance (when contact printing is 

used), the resist thickness and the feature resolution on the mask plate itself. The contact 

lithography techniques used made fabrication of structures < 1pm difficult. There is 

inevitably a loss of resolution, this was particularly obvious at the ‘tip' of the Y junction 

as is shown in Fig. 3.4. If appropriate steps are not taken, significantly blunted Y 

junctions can be produced, causing back reflections and losses. Also the point of the Y 

junction can break up. causing scattering. In order to produce Y junctions that were not 

overly blunted the original nichrome master mask plates were used. These plates were 

formed by e-beam lithography and consequently have good resolution. It was also 

necessary to underexpose the pattern in order to produce sharp Y branches. Where an 

exposure time of 3.5s was normally used for a 3.5pm geometry, this was reduced to 3.1s 

to produce less blurred Y branches. Ensuring a good contact between mask and sample 

was also important.

To produce multiple contacts on the AMZI p-side, the lift-off process was used. 

Prior to contact evaporation, thick layers of resist are patterned in the areas where spaces 

in the contact layer are required.
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Fig. 3.4 Bluntening o f  a Y branch tip to ~1 pm.

117X 25KU WD'31MM S 0 80 0 8  P ' 0 8 8 0 0
2 6 0UH----------------------

Fig. 3.5 Three adjacent AMZls showing the separate input and Mach-Zehnder 

contacts.

After evaporation the samples were soaked in acetone, which removes the resist and 

‘lifts o ff  the metal layer on top. To enhance this process a 15 minute chlorobenzene 

soak was used half way through the initial resist baking, prior to photolithography. The 

chlorobenzene soak leads, upon development, to a more undercut resist profile, which 

facilitates lift-off. For successful lift-off it is important not to over post-bake the resist.
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A post-development-bake of 5 minutes was used. It was also important to ensure that 

the sample, and hence the resist, was not heated in the metal deposition stage. Ammonia 

was not used here as an oxide removal etch, as it attacks the resist. Hydrochloric acid 

was used instead. In order to produce contacts that could be wire bonded, a NiCr/Au p- 

side contact was used for the AlGaAs AMZI lasers.

235X 25KU WD 32MM S 0 0 0 0 6  P 0 0 6 6 2  
206UM----------------------------------------------

Fig. 3.6 A closer view o f  the split contact between input waveguide and the 

Mach-Zehnder, showing the 10pm separation.

Fig 3.6 shows a SEM of the split contact on an AMZI. Due of the high resistivity of the 

MBE grown GaAs/AIGaAs structures, a 10pm gap between contacts provided sufficient 

isolation and no additional passivation was required. Measurements gave in excess of 

300 Q isolation.

The Mach-Zehnders and adjacent Fabry-Perot lasers were tested using the pulsed 

test set up, described in Section 3.31, allowing good devices to be selected for 

mounting. Thresholds were typically around 10mA for 500pm long Fabry-Perot devices, 

but larger for the long AMZI sections. The AMZI was fabricated from wafer B454, a 

4QW structure, primarily because of it’s availability. Further details of the AMZFs 

lasing performance is given in Section 6.32.
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3.34 InGaAsP/InP laser fabrication

In the course o f this project, quaternary laser structures were fabricated. The tecliniques 

were broadly similar to those described previously. The main fabrication differences 

were: the native oxide removal etches were not believed to be necessaiy in the InGaAsP/ 

InP material system, Ti/Au p-type contacts were used, a different etch chemistry was 

required for InGaAsP/InP RWL and it was important to ensure the ridge side walls were 

oxide “passivated” .

Broad area lasers were first produced to characterise the material, the results of 

which are described in Appendix II. Ridge waveguide structures were then formed using 

a CH4 :Hz dry etch which etches both InP and InGaAsP. Similar CH4 :Hz dry etches have 

been shown to provide near vertical anisotropic etch profiles The process used 

an Electro-Tech 340 reactive ion etcher and the parameters are outlined in the table 

below.

Parameter Value

gas flow 3.5 seem CH4   ̂2.6 seem Hz

pressure 14 mtorr

r.f. power 100 W

d.c. bias -850 V

Table 3.1 Methane hydrogen InP/ InGaAsP dry etch.

During the CH4 :H2 diy etch a polymer formed on the sample, which was removed 

immediately after the etch, using an oxygen plasma. For a total ridge etch of typically 

1.4pm, 1 pm was dry etched using the above process and the remainder wet etched using 

a 3:1 orthophosphoric acid / hydrochloric acid solution, which etched InP at -1 p m  per 

minute, using InGaAsP as an etch stop. The wet etch was necessary because the dry etch 

alone produces considerable surface damage leaving rough surfaces.

A great deal of time was spent trying to produce devices using this process, but 

no lasers of acceptable quality were produced. Subsequently, this process, although it 

produced structures which looked visually acceptable, was found, because o f the high 

ion energies, to cause damage to the laser active region, killing the luminescence 

An alternative etch chemistry based on bromine was also tried, but this also proved
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unsuccessful. Later alternative lower damage etch processes were developed but 

not at a time that could be utilised in this project. Dry etching is the preferred technique 

for waveguide fabrication as there is little mask undercut and near vertical etch profiles 

can be obtained irrespective o f the crystallographic orientation, but with hindsight, at the 

time, a better solution would have been to solely wet etch the laser structures.

3.35 Device mounting

Devices requiring to be operated c.w. were mounted on gold plated copper blocks with 

indium solder preforms. The blocks were designed to allow access to both facets. 

During mounting the block was initially heated to ~180°C and covered in a flux solution 

to prevent the indium oxidising. An indium ball of a size appropriate to the device being 

mounted was placed on the mount, left for a few minutes to heat up and then agitated 

until it melted into a pool. The laser amplifier chips were then positioned on top o f the 

indium pool, p-side up in the case of the AMZTs. The mount was then cooled leaving a 

securely attached laser. Subsequently the block was left in a solution of trichloroethane 

to remove any flux traces and then rinsed in acetone and methanol.

3.4 Conclusions

The fabrication techniques described allowed good quality single mode RWL structures 

to be produced in GaAs/AlGaAs. The ridge waveguide geometry allows complex 

structures such as Y branch splitters and combiners to be realised and results in low 

thresholds. In the AMZI structure, separate eontacts are provided for each section, with 

sufficient isolation to allow all sections to be biased independently. The techniques 

described have been used to produce an integrated Mach-Zehnder laser amplifier 

structure, the characterising and testing of which is described in a later chapter. 

Originally the intention was also to construct the AMZI in the InGaAsP/InP material 

system for 1.5 pm operation but the dry etching process in existence at the time did not 

allow devices of suitable quality to be produced.
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Chapter 4

Experimental laser system

4.1 Introduction

In this section, a description o f the experimental laser system developed and used to 

perform most o f the experiments on optical amplifiers at 1.5 pm is given. The laser 

system consisted of a FM mode-locked diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser producing pulses 

of 20-40 ps FWHM duration at 77 MHz repetition rate. This was used to synchronously 

pump a KCFTl F-centre (aka colour centre) laser. This provided a c.w. or mode-locked 

tuneable optical source at around 1.5 pm. This was, to our knowledge, the first diode- 

pumped F-centre laser developed.

The Nd:YLF laser and its performance is described. An interesting, but 

unintended property of this laser was its ability to Kerr lens mode-lock (KLM). In this 

chapter the reasons for this are analysed and it is shown that, because of the unusual 

cavity configuration, the Kerr medium is the LiNbO] phase modulator. Some problems 

with the current Nd:YLF pump laser are discussed and their possible solutions 

identified. The F-centre laser is then described and finally some suggestions for 

improving the complete system performance are discussed, but first, a description of 

some of the diagnostic equipment used is given.

The author is indebted to Craig Hamilton for his work on the same Nd: YLF and 

F-centre laser system^ his work set up and characterised the F-centre laser’s c.w. 

performance. The initial demonstration of the FM mode-locked and KLM 

synchronously pumped F-centre laser was by Craig Hamilton, subsequently the 

autocorrelation system was set up by the author. The author’s contribution is the 

refinement and use of the system as a tool to perform a series o f experiments and the 

characterisation and analysis of the mode-locking mechanism and its stability. The laser
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was run daily over a period o f 2-3 months and its performance noted in terms of 

pulsewidth and stability for KLM and FM mode-locking. Consequently the limitations 

o f the system became evident, the quantification and ABCD matrix analysis of the 

laser’s KLM, thermal instability and the suggested improved system are the author’s 

own work. Considerable time was spent trying to optimise the existing laser cavity, in 

particular; experimentation with various mirror positions, the inclusion of an adjustable 

aperture, the use of an active feedback system to adjust the cavity length, variation of 

the phase modulator position and drive power. The F-centre laser was modified for the 

coupled cavity or additive-pulse mode-locked configuration, with a length o f fibre 

forming a subsidiary cavity, in order to produce subpicosecond pulses. However there 

was insufficient time to characterise this configuration in detail.

4.2 Diagnostics

A brief description of some of the more elaborate diagnostic equipment required to 

monitor and characterise the lasers performance is now given.

The simplest method of monitoring the output of a pulsed laser is with an 

oscilloscope and high speed detector, chosen for the appropriate wavelength range. Such 

detectors are generally suitable for monitoring pulse repetition rates of up to 50 GHz 

although specialist devices can operate faster. Whilst this technique can be used to 

monitor pulse trains from typical mode-locked solid state lasers with repetition rates of 

around 100 MHz, it provides little information on pulse durations shorter than 100 ps, 

which is typically the combined oscilloscope and detector time constant.

A standard technique for measuring short pulse durations is second harmonic 

generation (SHG) autocorrelation, where the laser signal is split in two and a variable 

delay is applied to one pulse. These two pulses are then recombined and focused on a 

nonlinear ciystal which generates a SHG signal. By monitoring the SHG signal as a 

function o f relative pulse delay, it is possible to obtain information on the pulsewidth, 

providing the pulse shape is known. The obtained SHG signal is maximised when both 

pulses overlap perfectly and quickly decays either side o f maximum overlap as SHG has
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an intensity squared dependence. Table 4.1 shows the conversion factors to translate the 

autocorrelation FWHM into a pulsewidth FWHM.

Pulse Shape ‘r ' >

V2

sec '(f) 1.543

Table 4.1 Relationship between autocorrelation FWMH, tp and the pulse 

FWHM, t.

CîystalPellicle 
Beamsplitter

Rotating
Mirrors PMT  

H ousing
ocussing  
Mirror

Adjustable
Retroreflector

Fig. 4 .1 Schematic o f  the autocorrelator used fo r  pulsewidth measurements.

There are several variants of autocorrelator, the phasematching can be of type II where 

the two pulses are orthogonaly polarised or more usually type I, where both pulses have 

the same polarisation. Two possible configurations exist, the collinear autocorrelator, 

where the two pulses travel through the crystal along the same optical path and the non- 

collinear or background free arrangement, where the paths of the two pulses intersect 

within the crystal and then diverge, the generated SHG travels at an angle that bisects 

the paths formed by the two pulses.
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The autocorrelator used here was a Femtochrome FR-103 IR, a schematic of 

which is shown above in Fig. 4.1. The autocorrelator employs type I phase matching and 

a non-collinear geometry which provides a background free autocorrelation. The device 

is designed for measuring ultrashort pulses, so to prevent pulse broadening the mirrors 

are metal coated and a thin pellicle beamsplitter is used. The nonlinear medium is a 

100|am thick LilOa crystal which can be used in the wavelength range 0.9 pm to 1.6 pm, 

if a suitable fundamental blocking filter is used. Rather than using a loud speaker, which 

can only translate a small amount, or a PZT stage, which would introduce positioning 

uncertainties, a continually rotating mirror geometry is used, which produces a 

continually varying path length corresponding to an optical delay o f between 0  and 1 2 0  

ps. The time delay produced varies linearly with the parallel mirror assembly angle for 

the small angular changes involved. A micrometer controlled retroreflector is provided 

in the other arm to provide a calibration check.

The technique used to align the system, was to first block the stationary arm and 

adjust the signal from the other arm through the aperture, onto the photomultiplier tube. 

The crystal angle, focus point and input polarisation are then adjusted to maximise the 

SHG signal. Following this, a small amount of further adjustment is required to obtain 

an autocorrelation signal.

4.3 Diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser system

The pump laser for the KChTl laser was a diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser developed by 

Microlase Optical Systems.

Diode-pumping  ̂ has come to the fore in recent years because of the 

development of high power diode sources, which have many advantages over more 

traditional flashlamp-pumps. Laser diodes can be precisely tuned to match the 

absorption band of the gain medium, whereas flashlamp-pumping is an inefficient 

process, as only a small proportion of the white light pumps the required transition, the 

rest is dissipated as heat. This heat dissipation itself causes problems and water cooling 

systems are required to remove excess heat from the laser rod and flashlamp chamber in
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high power systems. These cooling systems are bulky, expensive and result in nosier 

laser operation compared to their diode-pumped equivalent.

A more short pulse laboratory workhorse laser is the Nd:YAG but more recently 

new materials have been developed, in particular Nd:YLF, which in many respects is 

similar to Nd:YAG but offers some advantages. Both obviously employ the rare earth 

neodymium ion, YAG (yttrium aluminium garnet) and YLF (YLiF4 ) are the host 

materials. A comparison between Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF is shown in Table 4.2 below.

Nd:YAG Nd;YLF

Lasing Wavelength 1.064pm 1.047pm

Pump Wavelength 0.810pm 0.797pm

Upper State lifetime 250ps 450ps

Gain cross section 6.5x10'^^ cm^ 1 .8 x lO ''W

Fluorescence linewidth 6 cm'' 1 2 cm'’

Table 4.2 Comparison between NdiYAG and Nd:YLF.

H R @ 1.04:7^m 
ROC 1 ,5m

T=10 % @ 1.047jrm
     ^

4 W Laser
/

D iodes

%
Nd:YLF

Rod
C oupling

Optics

L iN bO j Phase 
M odulator

Fig. 4.2 Mode-locked diode-pumped Nd: YLF laser.

From Table 4.2 it can be seen that Nd:YAG and Nd;YLF offer similar performance, 

although Nd:YAG is better suited for high power lasers because o f its larger gain cross 

section, Nd:YLF has the potential for supporting shorter pulses because of its larger 

linewidth. Also, Nd: YLF possesses better thermal properties and less attention has to be 

paid to thermal lensing effects, which can be a source of instability. For these reasons a 

diode-pumped NdiYLF system was chosen rather than the more typical mainframe 

flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG.

A schematic of the experimental laser system is shown in Fig. 4.2 above. The
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rod is pumped by two 4 Watt AlGaAs laser diodes (supplied by SDL) which are 

temperature tuned to the Nd:YLF absorption line. One of the diode’s polarisation is 

rotated by 90 degrees, allowing the pump beams to be combined at a polarising 

beamsplitter and following this are some beam shaping optics which define the pump 

beam size within the rod and hence the pumping efficiency The rod is 1cm long and 

end pumped. One end is Brewster cut and the other flat, which is HR coated at 1.047 

pm to form one o f the three cavity mirrors. Astigmatic compensation for the Brewster

angled rod surface is provided in the cavity dog leg angle. A 1.5 m radius o f curvature 

(ROC) mirror positioned 77 cm from the rod surface defines the beam waist within the 

rod which is estimated to be 300 pm (1/e^ radii) from ABCD matrix calculations, which 

are discussed later. The final mirror is formed by a 10 % output coupler. Frequency 

modulation is provided by a 2.5 cm long Brewster-angled LiNbOa electro-optic phase 

modulator, which was located about 4 cm from the rod. The beam size here is relatively 

small so a modulator with a small aperture can be used, without requiring any additional 

optics. The laser repetition rate is set by a fixed frequency oscillator at 77.74 MHz.

4.31 Nd:YLF c.w. and FM mode-locked operation

When operated at full power with pump diode cun'ents of 5.5 and 5.25 A, output powers 

of up to 2.2 W were routinely obtained form the Nd:YLF laser, with single-mode beam 

profiles.

When mode-locked, the average power was virtually the same as the c.w. case. 

The modulation voltage applied to the phase modulator was adjusted for shortest pulses, 

as too much power tended to produce broader pulses, also at high powers the modulator 

driver generated some higher harmonics, rather than a pure sine wave. Continually 

monitoring with a fast detector showed that the mode-locked pulse train laser tended to 

hop phase by 180 degrees and only by slightly adjusting the cavity mirrors and length 

could this be eliminated and the most stable shortest pulses obtained.
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SHG intensity

FWHM i

Fig. 4.3 Autocorrelation o f  Nd:YLF laser when F M  mode-locking. FWHM  

autocorrelation width o f  57ps, pulsewidth o f  40ps.

The shortest pulses measured were 20 ps FWMH, which is significantly shorter than 

those obtained from typical lamp pumped Nd:YAG systems which produce pulses in 

the 60-100 ps regime. Fig. 4.3 shows an autocorrelation of a FM mode-locked pulse, in 

this case for a pulsewidth of 40 ps duration.

4.32 Mode-locking techniques and Kerr lens mode-locking

Mode-locking is the name given to a powerful range of techniques which enable the 

optical power within a laser cavity to be “forced” into periodic pulses in the time 

domain. This is useful because these pulses can be ultra-short, down to femtoseconds in 

duration, giving high peak powers. These high peak power pulses have a range of 

applications in the nonlinear optics field. In this section a brief overview of mode- 

locking is given, followed by a listing o f the principal mode-locking techniques.

Most lasers support many longitudinal optical modes, as they have a large gain 

bandwidth compared to the cavity Fabry-Perot mode spacing. If unperturbed these 

modes exhibit random phase relationships, in other words the modes are not in phase 

with each other. The output in the time domain is therefore the random sum of all the
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oscillating modes. An interesting behaviour occurs when the individual cavity modes 

are forced to be in-phase with each other or mode-locked. When this occurs regular 

pulses are produced in the time domain, with a pulse spacing corresponding to the cavity 

round trip time, or a submultiple. The origin of this pulse train can be understood by 

considering the fourier transform of the optical spectrum, which gives periodic pulses in 

the time domain, with a pulse width proportional to 1 /vp, where Vp is the spectral 

envelope or bandwidth. As many lasers have a broad bandwidth, mode-locked 

pulsewidths are significantly shorter than those obtained through other techniques. 

When mode-locking is initiated, by what ever method, the laser cavity is altered to 

favour the passage o f pulses, preferentially favouring the shortest. This allows pulse 

durations to approach the theoretical limit, for a given gain material. The ultimate pulse 

duration, for a given bandwidth, is known as the transform limit. For a transform limited 

gaussian pulse Equation 4.1 links the pulsewidth and the bandwidth,

t p ' E v ^  « 0.441 (4.1)

where tp is the FWHM pulsewidth in the time domain and Avp is the FWHM spectral 

bandwidth. In practice not all o f the cavity modes can be phase-locked, and with some 

mode-locking methods significant frequency chirp is experienced, however some mode- 

locked lasers approach the transform limit.

There are several techniques of attaining mode-locking, some of the main 

methods are outlined in the table shown below.

Active modc-locki

The laser is forced to i

Mode-locking
method

n g

node-lock by an applied modulation

Summary'

Amplitude 
modulation (AM)

Intuitively this is the simplest method to understand. The loss of the 
laser cavity is modulated, either by modulating the gain medium or 
by an additional modulator which is introduced into the cavity. In 
solid state lasers one method of achieving AM mode-locking is 
through synchronously pumping. In this scheme one laser, usually 
FM mode-locked, pumps another. If the cavities are matched in 
length, the pumped laser mode-locks. The advantage of this scheme
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is that pulse shortening occurs, the final pulsewidth is shorter than 
that obtained with FM mode-locking alone.

Frequency 
m odulation (FM)

In traditional solid state lasers an acousto-optic or electro-optic 
modulator is introduced into the laser cavity. When this is 
modulated at a frequency of c/2L mode-locking occurs. This was the 
method traditionally used for the mode-locking of mainframe lamp- 
pumped Nd:YAG lasers. Although recently the lasers themselves 
have evolved into compact diode pumped systems, the FM mode- 
locking techniques remain essentially the same.

Generally these techniques do not reach the transform limit. Particularly for systems 

with a large gain bandwidth, these techniques are generally only useful for picosecond 

pulse generation. For shorter durations alternative methods have to be employed.

Passive mode-locking
These methods do not force the laser to mode-lock through an externally applied 
modulation, instead tlicy rely on mi element within the laser cavity, a saturable 
absorber, which has a lower optical loss for an intense optical signal. These systems 
therefore favour pulsed operation and, because the saturable absorber action increases 
for shorter pulsewidths, they are superior over active mode-locking in obtaining the 
minimum pulse duration for a given gain medium. They arc also less sensitive to 
cavity length fluctuations, as in general, they do not require to be phase-locked to an 
external oscillator.

In recent years, in parallel with the development o f new laser materials, 
several new mode-locking techniques have been developed these techniques fonn 
the last three mode-locking methods described here.
Traditional saturable 
absorber

Traditionally a dye jet provided the saturable absorber action. 
These schemes are limited by the recovery time of the dye and 
the optical intensity on the dye. This necessitates tightly focused 
beams and colliding pulse schemes.

This technique is limited by the availability of a dye at the 
desired wavelength.____________________________________

Additive pulse (APM) 
or coupled cavity

Developed from the soliton laser in this scheme the light in a 
subsidiary cavity is arranged to interfere with the main cavity 
signal. A non liner medium, usually a short length of optical 
fibre (typically 20cm) forms part of the subcavity. The laser 
utilises nonlinear self phase-modulation in the fibre. When the 
length of the subcavity is suitably adjusted, the phase 
relationship between the cavities means that the pulses from the 
subcavity interfere with the pulse in the main cavity, 
constructively in the centre of the pulse and destructively at the 
pulse wings; short pulse operation results. One disadvantage of
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this system is that it is necessary to accurately control the eavity 
lengths to within a fraction of a wavelength. This is 
accomplished with an electronic feedback loop, which relies on 
the variation of the average output power that occurs when the 
cavities are detuned.
This technique has been successfully applied to a wide range of 
solid state lasers including; Ti:sapphire, Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF. 
In some F-centre lasers APM is not self starting and 
synchronous pumping is still used to initiate it._______________

Kerr lens
mode-locking (KLM)

Following its discovery in 1991 Kerr lens mode-locking 
revolutionised the field, providing a simple means of ultra-short 
pulse generation. KLM is arguably the preferred method for 
obtaining femtosecond laser pulses, as it does not require the 
phase-locking of the cavity to an external modulator or 
inteferometric length control.

This technique also relies on nonlinear self-phase- 
modulation (SPM), which in an unguided medium gives rise to 
self-focusing. It is this self-focusing which leads to an effective 
saturable absorber action; if an aperture is suitably placed 
within the laser cavity, short pulses, which experience more 
self-focusing, will on passage through the aperture, experience 
less loss. The cavity therefore favours short pulse operation. In 
order to exploit KLM the laser cavity must be suitably designed. 
The nonlinear element is often the gain medium and the aperture 
within the cavity should be positioned so that the SPM induced 
changes in the beam waist result in a lower round trip loss .In 
order to maximise the effects of self focusing it is necessary to 
detune the cavity from what would be the position of maximum 
stability for c.w. operation.

KLM has been successfully utilised in a wide range of 
laser materials including Ti:sapphire, Cr:LiSAF, Nd:YAG, 
Nd:YLF and Criforsterite. Some gain materials, Ti:sapphire for 
example, have a sufficient nonlinearity to give self focusing. 
Other materials do not, then an additional nonlinear element is 
required. A natural “soft aperture” is provided in some gain 
materials, formed by the overlap between lasing and pump 
beams. KLM is normally not self starting, usually some fonn of 
cavity perturbation is necessary to initiate it.________________

antiresonant 
semiconductor 
saturable absorber 
mirror

This technique uses a resonant nonlinearity in specifically 
tailored semiconductor material, which forms one of the cavity 
mirrors. The saturable absorber mirror is a multi-layered 
structure, grown by MBE, sandwiched between two high 
reflecting surfaces, forming a thin Fabry-Perot étalon. Either a
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metalized surface or Bragg reflector is used to form the mirrors. 
The Fabry-Perot cavity is operated at anti-resonance, to reduce 
the intensity in the medium (hence reducing the likelihood of 
damage), this also importantly raises the saturation intensity, 
favouring shorter pulses. This technique has been used in 
isolation and in combination with other techniques, to achieve 
mode-locking in picosecond and femtosecond lasers

Table 4.3 Mode-locking methods

Of importance to the Nd:YLF laser used in this thesis is KLM, as described in the table 

above. Fig 4.4 gives a diagrammatic explanation o f Kerr lens mode-locking, for a three 

m inor cavity. There are several key elements necessary in order to obtain KLM, which 

are discussed below;

Kerr medium. A essential element for KLM is a medium within the laser cavity 

which provides self-focusing of the optical beam, effectively introducing an 

additional lens into the cavity, which is only seen by short pulses. This self- 

focusing alters the laser resonator, changing the beam width.

Cavity design. In order to exploit the self-focusing, the cavity should be 

designed so the self-focusing introduced by the nonlinear Kerr lens leads to a 

large variation in the beam width. In practice this means that the laser resonator 

is designed to be close to the instability limit. Instead o f the resonator design of 

Figure 4.4, usually a four mirror resonator is used with two curved mirrors. By 

moving the relative mirror positions of the curved mirrors the cavity can be 

adjusted to be near the instability limit.

Hard or soft aperture. To encourage the mode-locking an appropriately sized 

aperture should be placed in the cavity, at a position where the Kerr lens induced 

beam size variations are maximised. The aperture preferentially lets past high 

intensity signals. Apertures can either be a physical hard aperture or an effective
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soft aperture form ed by the overlap betw een pum p and lasing beams.

Self  starting. N ot all KLM lasers se lf  start, i f  this is the case the laser cavity 

requires to be perturbed in order to initiate m ode-locking.

aperture positioned  
so that the high 
intensity pulses 
experience less loss cavity curved 

mirror or lens
output
couplerKerr

medium

path of  
high intensity  
beam

path of  
low intensity  
optical beam

Fig. 4.4 Diagrammatic illustration o f  Kerr lens mode-locking in a three mirror 

cavity. Shorter pulses experience mode self-focusing and will therefore 

have a narrower beam waist at certain positions in the cavity, this is 

where the placing o f  an aperture will promote KLM. The gain medium 

is not shown, but in many lasers the laser rod itself form s the Kerr 

medium.

The next section describes the KLM  behaviour, as observed and analysed in the 

experim ental N diY LF laser.

4.33 N diY L F Kerr lens mode-locked operation-experimental

The laser system , w hilst designed to FM m ode-lock would, if  suitably adjusted, undergo 

sudden pulse shortening caused by w hat was attributed to Kerr lensing. W hen initiated 

KLM  w ould cause the pulsew idths suddenly to shorten from 20-30 ps to typically 6 ps
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FWHM as shown below in Fig. 4.5, this went along with a sudden 3 % increase in 

average power.

SHG intensity

10 ps 

FWHM

Fig. 4.5 Autocorrelation o f  Nd: YLF laser when Kerr lens mode-locking. FWHM  

autocorrelation width o f  10 ps, pulsewidth o f  6.5 ps.

Although the average power suddenly increased when KLM was initiated, it was 

necessary to detune the laser cavity slightly from the position o f maximum average 

output power in order to promote KLM. The KLM operation was readily identified, 

even without autocorrelation, as a green 2nd harmonie signal, generated within the 

LiNbOg phase modulator, would markedly change in intensity when KLM was initiated. 

The average powers obtained with KLM were typically 1.7 W or less.

The KLM operation allowed the laser to produce significantly shorter pulse durations. 

With the aim of allowing these shorter pulses to be obtained routinely, the KLM 

behaviour was further investigated. The KLM did not self-start, as is not uncommon and 

was the case in the first lasers in which KLM was observed. In order to initiate the KLM 

it was necessary to adjust the cavity, either by adjusting the output coupler, one o f the 

internal elements or just vibrating the optical bench. Once initiated the laser would 

continue to KLM for a time vaiying between minutes and several hours, however if left 

unadjusted a beating effect was observed between the KLM and the phase modulator 

driver frequency as shown in Fig. 4.6. The cavity length required constant adjustment if 

this was to be avoided. Fig. 4.7 shows the laser drifting over a five minute period when
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KLM, monitored by observing the SHG signal produced in the LiNbOg phase 

modulator. If the drive to the phase modulator was removed, the KLM stopped virtually 

instantaneously, similarly KLM proved impossible to initiate without the phase 

modulator driver switched on. As illustrated above in Fig. 4.4 the KLM process relies 

on an aperture in the cavity. Although there is no hard aperture in the cavity, several 

effects such as the overlap between the pump and lasing beams in the rod or effects in 

the phase modulator can produce an effective aperture. Subsequently an adjustable 

aperture was experimented with, this is described in more detail in Section 4.34. An 

attempt was also made to actively stabilise the cavity length by using the green 2nd 

harmonic signal, generated within the phase modulator, to drive a feedback loop 

controlling the position of one o f the cavity mirrors. Initial experiments proved 

unsuccessful and time was not available to pursue this further.

Ims / division

Fig. 4.6 Low frequency heating between the Kerr lens mode-locking frequency 

and the phase modulator driving frequency. Observed when the green 

second harmonic signal is monitored.
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e
3 0 0  s

Fig. 4.7 Cavity drift over time as shown by the intensity o f  a SHG signal over five  

minutes.

4.34 Nd:YLF Kerr lens mode-locked operation-analysis

Following the results outlined above, showing that the KLM was difficult to control; the 

Nd:YLF cavity was analysed using an ABCD matrix approach detailed in

Appendix IV and the origin o f the self-focusing nonlinearity was investigated.

KLM has been observed in Ti:sapphire and Cr:LiSAF lasers where the

Kerr medium is the gain material, but in NdiYLF and NdiYAG the nonlinear index, ni is 

small ”  (6x10''* cm^ w '  for Nd:YAG and 1.7x 10'"^ cm^ w ‘ for Nd:YLF) and for 

diode-pumped geometries the beam waist in the rod is quite large. For these reasons 

KLM has mainly been achieved in NdiYLF lasers using an introduced KeiT medium 

such as Schott glass, typically SF 56 For these reasons it was thought unlikely that 

the NdiYLF rod was the nonlinear medium.

Following further analysis, the LiNbO] phase modulator was identified as the 

likely Kerr medium as its U2 is an order of magnitude larger than that of the gain 

medium. The quoted nonlinear indices n2 , are 1.7 x 10’*̂  cm^ W'^ for NdiYLF and 9 

X 10'^^ cm^ for LiNbOg. The phase modulator is also significantly longer than the 

rod and therefore will induce more self-focusing. The unusual cavity arrangement, with 

the phase modulator located next to the NdiYLF rod means the beam size in the LiNbO) 

is similar to that in the rod (ABCD matrix calculations, described next, give only a 1 % 

change in beam size between rod and modulator). Although there is no hard aperture in 

the cavity, the overlap between pump and cavity modes provides a ‘soft aperture Also 

the phase modulator has an associated aperture and aperturing effects have been
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attributed to thermal lens aben'ations in similar laser systems.

In order to investigate the laser behaviour further, an ABCD matrix approach 

was used to look at the boundaries of stability in the cavity and model the effects of 

self-focusing. The parameters used in the ABCD matrix models, listed in Appendix V, 

are shown below.

Parameter Description Value

L fod NdiYLF rod length 1cm

nMrod refractive index o f the NdiYLF rod 1.8

kphase length o f the LiNbOs phase modulator 2.5 cm
n  19
"phase refractive index o f the LiNbOj phase modulator 2.2

R 2 radius o f curvature o f the cavity dog leg mirror 1.5 m

L the cavity length, adjusted to mode-lock at 77.74 MHz 1.948 m

L i distance between the rod and the phase modulator 4 cm

L ] distance between the phase modulator and curved mirror 69.95 cm

L 3 distance between the curved mirror and output coupler 1.14 m

Wo the beam radius in the Kerr medium, calculated 308 pm

ll2 nonlinear index o f the LiNbO] rod 9 x  IQ-'^cm^ W'^

tp FWHM pulsewidth 6 ps

P av the power in the laser cavity 20 W

f s f The focal length o f the Kerr lens, this is discussed later

Table 4.4 Parameters used in the ABCD matrix model o f  the Nd:YLF laser 

cavity. The dimensions given are with reference to the cavity 

configuration shown in Fig. 4.2.

The results of the linear stability analysis, for varying positions, Lg, o f the curved cavity 

mirror are shown below, in Fig. 4.8. The 1/e^ beam radius was calculated to be 307 pm 

in the rod, 930 pm at the curved m inor and 779 pm at the output coupler, for the cavity 

configuration used.
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NdiYLF cavity linear stability analysis
T3
2 m irror

position
0.695m

C 1200 

■- £  800

m axim um
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0.6 0.7 0.8 1 . 10.9 1.0 1.2
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Fig. 4.8 Linear stability analysis fo r  the Nd:YLF laser cavity fo r  various 

positions o f  the focusing mirror. The two extremes o f  the graph are 

the boundaries o f  instability.

As shown in Fig. 4.8 the position of the focusing m inor has been designed to produce a 

beam radius in the rod allowing maximum pumping efficiency, rather than producing 

the most stable cavity configuration. It must be borne in mind that although it looks as if 

the cavity is close to the instability limit, the distances involved are large, around 5 cm.

The effects of the Kerr lens can be readily modelled if  the self-induced index 

change across the pulse area is approximated to a quadratic, as shown below.

n{ x ) ~n^ +n^ f

2^2 f x1 -
Wq

2x 2\
1 K  + « 2 ^ ) \ _

V Wo -Mo 7
(4.2)

where x is the distance from the pulse centre, wq is the beam waist, Jo is the peak optical 

intensity and rn is the nonlinear index. The characteristic ABCD matrix of a medium of 

length L with an quadratic index variation of M = ^ ^ (l-2%^ ! b^)  is given by Equation 

4.3
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a b cos(2 • L !  b) ~ ' sin(2 ’ L I b )  
b

c d
—

2
-

- - • s i n ( 2 - L / è )
b

cos(2 ' L i b )

(4.3)

The focal length, f, o f a medium described by the characteristic ABCD matrix is given 

by f  =-l/c, where c is the third matrix element. Using the index variation described by 

4.2 and applying the small angle approximation, the following expression is obtained.

L
(4.4)

When the air to dielectric interfaces are included the following expression is obtained 

for the Kerr lens

f  Ken ~
Wr

(4.5)

For the parameters shown in Table 4.4, assuming a peak intensity of 3.06 xlO^ W cm'^, 

corresponding to a 6 ps FWHM pulse duration, the calculated focal length of the Kerr 

lens was 32 m. The Kerr lensing ABCD matrix model starts with the beam waist for 

the c.w. case and uses this to calculate a first solution for the Kerr lens, which is refined 

during successive iterations (trips around the cavity) until the solution converges. The 

calculated size change caused by this Kerr lens is a 0.5 % decrease in the beam waist in 

the rod. Although the Kerr lens is wealc, because of the unusual cavity design with the 

relatively weak focusing mirror, it does have some influence. This modelled 0.5 % 

change in mode size is small compared to that seen in other KLM lasers; a change in the 

beam waist of 1.9 % was modelled in a KLM diode-pumped Nd: YAG laser by Lui et al 

Some o f the parameters o f the Nd: YLF laser, such as the exact cavity length, are only 

estimated to an accuracy of +/-5 cm, the amount of self-focusing may therefore be 

underestimated. Fig 4.9 shows that a 5 cm shift in the mirror, from the assumed position 

causes a significant effect and enhances the Kerr lensing, giving an enhanced mode
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waist change ôw/w of 1.5 %.

2.0

estim ated actual 
m irror position 
0.808 m

0.5

0.0
0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95

effective mirror position (m)

Fig. 4.9 Kerr induced change in the beam waist in the rod, fo r  various curved 

mirror positions.

In the next section it is also shown that thermal lensing in the rod, plays a significant 

role in this particular laser cavity, and its effects should not be ignored.
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Fig. 4.10 Calculation o f  the Kerr lens induced change on beam size across the 

cavity.

One method o f promoting KLM would be to include a hard aperture in the 

cavity. This was experimented with, but despite the systematic trial o f a variable width 

slit in various cavity positions, no improvement in KLM operation was observed. The 

ABCD matrix model was used to map suitable positions in the cavity, for the inclusion
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of a slit, that is, positions where the beam waist is reduced because of self-focusing. Fig. 

4.10 illustrates the results of this analysis. Suitable positions are close to the laser rod, 

with the beam showing the biggest reduction in size inside the rod. This explains why 

the experimental trials with an adjustable slit failed; it was impossible to place the slit in 

the optimum position, next to the laser rod, as this position was occupied by the phase 

modulator.

To conclude, in this section it has been shown that the Kerr lensing behaviour is 

explained if the LiNbOs is considered as the Kerr medium. This is a peculiarity which is 

specific to this laser, because of its unusual cavity design with the modulator adjacent to 

the rod and the long cavity length. This gives a small beam waist in the modulator, 

which results in significant self-focusing. The analysis also shows that the optimum 

position for an aperture would be in the rod, leading to the conclusion that the effective 

aperture in the cavity is a ‘soff aperture in the rod, or possibly the phase modulator 

which is nearby. The ABCD matrix model with the estimated cavity parameters gives a 

0.5 % reduction in the mode size due to the Kerr lens, although it should be noted that 

the cavity lengths are only roughly known to within +/-5 cm, from measurement and the 

mode size variation may lie in the range 0.2-1.5 % if the outer limits of the measurement 

uncertainty are taken. This small variation may explain why the KLM was not self- 

starting and would not continue after the r.f. power to the phase modulator was switched 

off. In order to promote KLM, without redesigning the laser, the position of the curved 

mirror should be moved closer to the rod, nearer the instability limit. This would 

however alter the beam waist in the rod, reducing the pumping efficiency.

4.35 Thermal lensing effects and an improved NdiYLF laser system

The diode-pumped NdiYLF laser system, described above, showed a number of 

improvements over traditional flashlamp-pumped NdiYAG systems, notably in the area 

of reduced amplitude fluctuations. However, there were a number of problems with the 

system, in particular the uncontrollable nature o f the KLM and a stability problem that 

was attributed to thermal effects in the laser rod, following analysis and discussions 

with the laser manufacturers. This stability problem manifested itself primarily when the
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laser was operating mode-locked, if  left unattended the pulses would tend to broaden as 

the cavity length drifted. This occurred within a time frame of minutes, in order to 

produce useful pulsewidths when either FM mode-locked or KLM the cavity required 

continual adjustment. These problems are now analysed and some solutions are 

suggested.

The laser in its present configuration presents several problems for controllable 

KLM operation, in particular the dual function of the LiNbOs (as the Kerr medium and 

phase modulator) and the beating between the oscillator frequency and KLM oscillation 

frequency. The previous stability analysis has suggested that to enhance KLM the 

curved mirror should be moved closer to the rod. An alternative solution would be to 

reanange the cavity, moving the phase modulator to a position in the cavity where the 

beam size is larger, and so less self-focusing would occur. This would allow another 

KeiT material, such as an appropriate Schott glass to be employed as the Kerr 

medium. A hard aperture could then be included, in a suitable position. Finally to 

prevent the beating problems a regenerative technique could be employed, actively 

adjusting the cavity length to phase-lock the KLM frequency to a reference oscillator.

Alternatively the KLM could be abandoned altogether and FM mode-locked 

operation used. To remove the tendency of the laser to KLM would also require the 

removal of the phase modulator to a position in the cavity with a larger beam size.

Material Parameter Value Reference

NdiYAG K, thermal conductivity 14 19

NdiYAG dn/dT, 7 X 10'*’ K‘' 19

NdiYLF K, thermal conductivity 6 W m'' K'' 19

NdiYAG dUo/dT, ordinary axis 

dUg/dT, extraordinary axis

-2 x  10“'’ K’' 

-4 x  10'^ K''

19

Table 4.5 Thermal properties o f  Nd: YA G and Nd: YLF.

One remaining problem with the NdiYLF laser was an instability caused by 

pump induced thermal focusing in the laser rod. These instabilities occur because small
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fluctuations in the thermal focal length result in corresponding beam waist size 

fluctuations. Thermal focusing is more commonly a problem in NdiYAG, which is one 

o f the worst mediums for thermal lensing  ̂ and usually it is necessary to account for 

these thermal effects in the cavity design. The key thermal properties o f both NdiYAG 

and NdiYLF are shown in Table 4.5 above. According to the laser manufacturers, 

thermal effects were not included when the NdiYLF laser cavity used here was 

designed.

There are several possible thermal effects involved: the thermal gradients

and constraining of the rod can result in stress birefringence, the length of the rod will 

vary in width with thermal expansion as the temperature will vary from the rod centre to 

edge and finally there is the pump induced temperature change in the rod which in turn 

changes the refractive index. Here we consider only the thermal lensing due to the pump 

induced index changes, as this is usually the most significant effect. With this pumping 

geometry a quadratic temperature distribution is expected over the pumped area with a 

logarithmic distribution over the remaining area of the rod. If uniform heating is 

assumed over the pump beam area, the effective thermal lens is given by ^

fih "
I 'Tt -  K-

dn (4*6)
 Œ' P
dt

where Wo is the radius o f the pump beam, a  is the fraction of pump power absorbed, P is 

the pump power, K and dn/dt are thermal parameters as described in the table above. 

Note that Equation 4.6 is similar to the expression for the thermal lens where the entire 

rod is pumped uniformly except that Wo would be by the rod radius. If we assume that 

20 % of the pump power is absorbed, resulting in heat generation and a pump radius of 

300 p.m, a thermal lens of focal length 1.06 m is obtained. Because dn/dt is negative in 

NdiYLF the thermal lens caused defocusing. Including this thermal lens in the ABCD 

matrix model results in a large change in beam waist, 397 pm including the thermal lens 

compared to 307 pm without.
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Fig. 4.11 The effect o f  a range o f  assumed values o f  thermal lens on the self- 

focusing. Little difference is observed.

Fig. 4.11 shows that although the thermal effects tend to move the cavity closer towards 

the instability limit, which would be likely to favour KLM, little difference in the 

fractional change of the beam waist in the rod, Ôw/w, is observed as thermal defocusing 

tends to increase the mode radius in the rod, which leads to a weaker Kerr lens.

It is difficult to reduce thermal lens variations in lasers to less then 1 % In 

order to provide stable KLM the cavity should be designed so that ôwthermai, the 

thermally induced beam size variation at the aperture is small. In this cavity this is not 

the case as the Kerr medium and soft aperture in the laser rod are close together. One 

method o f reducing the laser’s sensitivity to these fluctuations would be to reduce its 

cavity length and therefore employ a stronger focusing curved mirror. Another 

alternative would be to design a more complicated cavity, with additional mirrors which 

minimised susceptibility to thermal lens changes.

The NdiYLF laser was one of the first prototype lasers supplied by Microlase 

Optical Systems and it was designed to mode-lock at 77 MHZ comesponding to a cavity 

length of 1.948 m, as this is a similar repetition rate to that of traditional lamp-pumped 

systems. Later systems from Microlase used a shorter cavity o f 1.23 m which 

corresponds to a 122 MHz repetition rate. One effect o f reducing the cavity length is 

that a ‘stronger’ focusing mirror is required, this means the cavity is less susceptible to 

the effects of the thermal lens and mirror angular misaligmnent  ̂ . Using the ABCD 

matrix model, a possible shorter cavity was designed, which could employ a 75 cm
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ROC curved mirror located 55 cm from the rod. The sensitivity to length variations of 

the thermal lens was calculated for the existing YLF cavity and the proposed shorter 

cavity, assuming a thermal lens of focal length 1.06 m, as calculated. Figs 4.12 and 4.13 

show the calculated variations in the beam waist for small variations in the length of the 

thermal lens. The gradient of Fig. 4.13 is much shallower indicating much better 

resistance to thermal variations. For example, the ABCD analysis shows that the present 

cavity shows a beam waist variation of 2.5 % for a 5 % change in the thermal focal 

length whilst the proposed shorter cavity design shows only a 0.07 % change. The 

analysis also shows that the inclusion o f the calculated thermal lens in the present 

Nd: YLF cavity moves nearer to the instability boundary.
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Fig. 4.12 Beam waist variation with thermal lens length variation fo r  the 

present Nd: YLF cavity.
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Fig. 4.13 Beam waist variation with thermal lens length variation fo r a proposed 

shorter laser cavity.
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The ABCD matrix stability parameter, m=(a+b)^/4 is 0.85 without inclusion of the 

thermal lens and 0.94 with the lens. Here a value greater than one represents an unstable 

cavity. The pushing of the cavity nearer the instability limit by the thermal lens shows 

that it can make a significant impact. The proposed smaller cavity, because it is in the 

centre of the stability region, will not suffer these problems.

4.4 F-centres

Certain alkali halide F-centres (or colour centres) can be used to create broadly tuneable 

lasers Using a suitable range o f hosts, laser action can be provided across a wide 

portion of the infra-red spectrum. These lasers are homogeneously broadened, mainly 

through the strong coupling of the F-centres to the surrounding crystal lattice and its 

phonons. This provides a wide pump and gain bandwidth, offering the potential for 

short pulse formation.

F-centres are formed when defects are introduced into alkali halide crystals. The 

simplest case is the F-centre, where an electron trap is produced when a halide ion 

vacancy is introduced into the lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 4.14(a). Another case, shown 

in Fig. 4.14(b), is called the V f  centre and occurs when a single electron is trapped by 

adjacent halide vacancies.

Halogen

e
F-ceînter

Alkali

C entre

Halogen

Alkali

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.14 F-centre defects a) left, the simple F  centre, an electron trapped by an 

anion (halide ion) vacancy and b) right, the F f  centre produced by 

two adjacent vacancies.
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The pumping cycle o f the system as illustrated in the energy level diagram of 

Fig. 4.15, is a four-step process. The first step occurs when an electron absorbs 

radiation, raising it from the ground state to one of the p-like higher states. Upon 

excitation the system rapidly relaxes and following an interaction with a lattice phonon, 

there is a corresponding adjustment of the wavefunction and the ground state effectively 

rises. The system is now in the relaxed-excited state (RES). This interaction with a 

lattice phonon leads to a Stokes shift between the absorption and emission bands. The 

remaining steps are radiative emission, after which the system returns back to its normal 

configuration through phonon emission.

The simple F-centre is o f little use in lasers, and although the Y2 centre does 

lase, more useful laser materials can be produced through the introduction of lattice 

impurities. These impurities offer several advantages, in producing new tuning ranges, 

pump bands and improving the shelf life o f the materials. There are two types of 

important laser centres which use introduced impurities, the Fa(II) centre, where a 

halide ion vacancy containing a trapped electron is adjacent to an introduced impurity 

metal ion. The other F-centre is the Fb(II) centre in which two impurities are present. 

Fig. 4.15 shows the normal and relaxed state of the Fa (II) centre.

Alkali Halogen

m  A  j j k  -

Metal
ion

# # # #
normal(vacancy) configuration

p levels

absorption

1 s-like level

Alkali Halogen • • • •
• • • •

relaxed configuration

relaxed-excited state (RES)

radiative emission

phonon interaction 

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.15 Configuration o f  Fa(II) centre and typical F-centre associated energy

levels fo r  a) the normal configuration and b) the relaxed excited state.
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The use of F-centres has several associated problems. L f  centres have a limited 

shelf life. Over time orientational bleaching occurs, in which the axis of the centre 

becomes rotated, consequently reducing pump efficiencies. It is possible to reduce this 

using multi-wavelength pump schemes and low temperatures to slow down these 

effects. Even so, there is still a tendency for the centres to move through the crystal and 

eventually aggregate, becoming non-laser-active. The association o f impurity ions in the 

Fa(II) centre tends to anchor and stabilise the defects. However, to increase longevity 

the ciystals are usually stored and operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K) and 

kept in the dark. Operation at cold temperatures also increases the quantum efficiency of 

luminescence.

F-centre formation is a complicated process that needs to be precisely 

controlled in order to produce crystals o f high optical quality. The process usually used 

to produce laser active centres involves several main steps. First a crystal with an 

appropriate impurity concentration is grown, simple F-centres are then created by 

additive coloration or radiation damage. The additive coloration process involves 

placing the crystal in a vapour of the alkali metal, which diffuses into the crystal. In 

certain ciystals the additive coloration process is not suitable, then a radiation damage 

process, usually an electron beam, is used. This is done at low temperatures typically 

-100°C to prevent aggregation of the defects. The F-centres are then ionised by a brief 

exposure to light. The ciystals are then heated close to room temperature to aggregate 

the defects into laser active centres. The creation of centres with impurity ions is a 

slightly more complicated process.

The F-centre laser employed in this project used KCkTl crystals supplied by the 

University of Utah, which were produced by the irradiation process.

4.41 KChTl F-centre

KChTl lasers are broadly tuneable around 1.5 pm, have a large gain bandwidth capable 

o f supporting pulses of subpicosecond duration and compared to other laser sources 

around 1.5 pm they offer more flexibility. A laser with a similar wavelength range is the 

NaChOH F-Centre but this is slightly more complicated as the F-centres require
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pumping at an additional wavelength to reorientate the axis o f the laser centre. NaCi:OH 

offers the advantage of a longer shelf life as the OH ions stabilise the defects unlike in 

KCf.Tl which fades over a period of months.

7s^p

6p^p3/2

phonon

interaction

emission

1040nm 
pump band ISlOnm

Free T1 ion Tl‘̂ (l) centre

Fig. 4.16 Energy levels o f  an isolated thallium ion and the Tf ( l )  centre.

The KChTl F-centre consists of a neutral thallium ion Tl^ adjacent to a halogen vacancy 

in a KCl salt crystal. The energy levels of this system are closely related to those of 

an isolated thallium ion because the electron is localised at the thallium ion. However, 

the neighbouring lattice alters the energy levels somewhat, Fig. 4.16, above, shows the 

comparison between the energy levels for thallium and the Tl^(l) centre As illustrated 

the pump band is around 1040 nm, suitable for pumping with neodymium ion based 

lasers and the maximum luminescence is centred at 1510 nm. Other important 

parameters of KChTl are a relatively long upper state lifetime of 1.6 ps and a 

luminescence FWHM of 150 nm.

4.42 Experimental KCliTl laser system

The main component of the laser system was a St. Andrews University built liquid 

nitrogen cryostat, shown in Fig. 4.17, which keeps the laser ciystal cold, prolonging its 

useful life. The cryostat cooled the crystal via a cold finger assembly which was 

connected to the liquid nitrogen chamber, a needle valve controlled whether the nitrogen 

was connected to the cold finger or not. In order to prevent high rates o f liquid nitrogen
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evaporation there is a vacuum jacket around the nitrogen chamber, so in this sense the 

cryostat was like a large Thermos flask. The vacuum in the jacket was maintained for 

long periods of time using a SORB pump. This was a type o f sorption or getter pump 

which operates by the absorption and trapping of gas molecules at low temperatures in 

an ‘active’ material in the pump. Unlike other similar systems, the crystal chamber just 

contains the crystal assembly and not any of the cavity mirrors. A three-way valve 

allowed the crystal chamber to be evacuated and in normal operation it was connected to 

the vacuum space inside the jacket. Fig. 4.18 shows the area around the laser head. Two 

Brewster windows allowed access to the chamber in which a vacuum was maintained. 

The crystal was also positioned at the Brewster angle. The cryostat maintained the 

temperature of the cold finger for up to 36 hours without needing to be refilled. 

However after long periods of use, about six months, the SORB pump became saturated 

and cold spots and condensation were produced on the cryostat.

Filling point Vacuum
Jacket

Three way 
vacuum valve

Crystal chambeiSorb pump

Cold finger

Crystal Holder

Fig. 4.17 A simplified diagram o f  the F-centre laser cryostat.
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This was a sign that the SORB pump needed to be regenerated, which was done by 

either heating the SORB pump or by pumping out the jacket area for a period of two 

days. The crystal was first removed and the nitrogen left to evaporate.

A diagram of the laser cavity and pumping arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.19. 

The five mirror cavity used was similar to established dye laser cavities, the pump laser 

was the Nd:YLF as described previously. There was a slight offset between the pump 

and lasing axies and with careful alignment it was possible to avoid feedback into the 

pump laser from the 45 degree mirror. The two focusing mirrors around the laser head 

provided a small beam waist of around 30 pm within the crystal. The additional Im 

ROC mirror positioned 0.5 m from the output coupler improved the cavity stability 

when the cavity is extended for synchronously pumping. Tuning was via a biréfringent 

filter. For synchronously pumping, the cavity length was adjusted to that of the Nd:YLF 

pump laser via a translation stage on the output coupler, until short pulses were 

obtained.

Crystal
Holder

F-Centre
Crystal

Infrasil
BB/HR @ Window1.50 & 1.047pm

ROC 100mm

BB/HR 
1.50pm 

ROC 50mm

IPump
Beam

F-Centre
Beam

Fig. 4.18 F-centre laser cryostat crystal chamber showing pump and lasing
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Modelocked 
Nd:YLF Laser

Output
Coupler

Laser
Output

BB/HR 
1.50pm 

ROC 50mm
Laser Cryostat

HR @ 1.50pm F-Center
ROC 1000mm Crystal

BB/HR @ 1.50 6 1.047pm 
ROC 100 mm

Fig. 4.19 Synchronously pumped F-centre cavity and pumping arrangement.

The KChTl laser ' produced powers of 200 mW when operated c.w. or pulsed 

(for a new good quality crystal) at 1.5 pm for 2 W pump power. A 25 % output coupler 

was found to provide the maximum output power. Threshold was obtained for around 

200 mW pump power. The tuning range was in excess of 100 nm around 1.5 pm. It was 

noticed that by introducing an aperture into the Nd:YLF cavity an improvement in F- 

centre power could often be obtained, this may be because the aperture produces a more 

compact pump beam in the F-centre crystal which overlaps more efficiently with the F- 

centre beam waist. When mode-locked, through synchronously pumping, the laser 

produced pulses at best o f 10 ps FWHM when pumped with a 30 ps pump pulse and 4 

ps when pumped with a 6 ps pulse. The autocorrelation of the FM mode-locked system 

is shown in Fig. 4.20. As the laser wavelength was tuned away from its maximum 

power an increase in pulsewidth was observed. This occurs because KCliTl has a 

relatively small gain cross section, for an F-centre, and the radiative decay time is long 

compared to the time between pulses, intense pump pulses and high intracavity power 

are required for the shortest pulses. When required c.w. operation was achieved by 

switching off the mode-locker in the Nd:YLF, which caused little beam misalignment 

because of the low powers involved, or adjusting the F-centre cavity length such that
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SHG
Intensity

17ps

Fig. 4.20 Autocorrelation o f  F-centre when synchronously pumped with the FM  

mode-locked YLF. Autocorrelation FWHM 17p, Pulsewidth FWHM  

11 ps. Pulsewidth durations o f  4ps FWHM for were achieved when the 

pump laser was KLM.

4.43 Future work- improved KClrTl laser system

In this section a description o f the coupled-cavity or additive-pulse arrangement for 

producing subpicosecond pulses is given. Finally suggestions for improving the present 

KChTl laser system are put forward and discussed.

Although the synchronously pumped laser produced pulses as short as 4 ps, 

shorter subpicosecond pulses would be desirable for nonlinear investigations. One 

recently developed mode-locking technique that has been successfully applied to F- 

centre lasers is additive-pulse or coupled-cavity mode-locking as outlined in Table 

4.3. This technique employs a nonlinear element in a subsidiaiy cavity, an optical fibre 

is most often used. When the length o f the subsidiary cavity is correctly adjusted, pulse 

shortening occurs as the SPM of the subcavity pulse causes it to combine constructively 

with the centre o f the pulse from the main cavity and destructively with the wings. In 

KChTl lasers coupled cavity mode-locking is usually not self-starting but is usually 

initiated through synchronously pumping.
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The coupled-cavity mode-locking of the KChTl laser was briefly investigated in 

the Michelson configuration The cavity arrangement used is illustrated below.

optical fibre
PZT mirror

20 cm long, 

~25mW in 

fibre

output -40m  W laser head

subcavity
20/ 80 BS

main cavity

Fig. 4.21 Coupled-cavity arrangement used.

A  20cm long piece of Coming dispersion-shifted fibre was used in the subsidiary cavity. 

Index-matching gel was used to remove back-reflections from the fibre ends and its 

perfoimance monitored by verifying that synchronous pumping was not degraded when 

the secondary cavity was unblocked, allowing light to couple into the fibre but blocking 

the return beam. A power of 25 mW was coupled into the fibre and a coupling ratio of 

8:2 was used between the main and subcavities. Coupled-cavity mode-locking was 

initiated by monitoring the spectrum from the main cavity and adjusting the subsidiary 

cavity until substantial spectral broadening was observed. A spectrum of 6 nm FWHM 

was observed, as shown in Fig. 4.22. However coupled-cavity mode-locking could only 

be maintained for a few seconds and although short autocorrelations were observed 

there was insufficient time to capture the autocorrelations before coupled-cavity 

operation stopped.
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intensity (a.u.)

6nm FWHM

154015001480 1520
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 4.22 Output spectrum o f  the coupled-cavity F-centre laser. The FWHM is 

6nm. The trace below the spectrum is a reference output, from  the 

spectrum analyser used, which is used to give the horizontal 

wavelength calibration.

A  feedback system was available to control the length of the subcavity but short pulse 

operation could not be sustained long enough to allow it to be used. The instability of 

the coupled-cavity mode-locking was attributed to the peak powers o f the synchronously 

pumped pulses just being on the edge o f the powers required to initiate the process. The 

tell tale signature of short pulse operation, spectral broadening, could only be obtained 

when both the pump and F-centre lasers were carefully optimised for maximum power. 

There was insufficient time to experiment with different configurations o f fibre length 

and coupling ratios. If a time bandwidth product Ôt ' Ôf =0.3 is assumed for a sech 

squared pulse shape the obtained spectrum of FWHM 6 nm gives a 5f= 790 GHz, 

which suggests that a pulse width of -380 fs was obtained with the coupled cavity 

configuration.

As mentioned in Section 4.33 there were a number o f problems with the Nd: YLF 

system used to pump the F-centre and this obviously reflects on the F-centre laser’s 

performance. One solution offered was to reduce the length o f the Nd:YLF cavity until
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its repetition rate was around 120 MHz, which would require a corresponding decrease 

in the F-centre cavity length. Changing the cavity length would affect the mode waist 

inside the crystal and, if  cavity stability were not to be sacrificed through the removal 

of the 1 m curved mirror, a slightly different curved mirror ROC or position should be 

employed.

4.5 Conclusions

An all-solid state KChTl F-centre laser system was developed, which was to our 

knowledge the first diode-pumped F-centre to be demonstrated. The system consisted of 

a diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser which was FM mode-locked and in turn synclii'onously 

pumped the F-centre. The pump laser showed comparable performance to flashlamp- 

pumped Nd:YAG lasers, with the advantages of smaller size and reduced noise that are 

products of diode-pumping and the use o f Nd:YLF as the gain medium. The Nd:YLF 

laser is capable of producing shorter pulse durations because of the greater linewidth of 

Nd:YLF compared to Nd:YAG.

The laser, if  suitably adjusted, would KLM producing pulses of 6 ps FWHM. 

This KLM operation has been attributed to the unusual cavity design with the LiNBOs 

phase modulator forming the Kerr medium. ABCD matrix calculations have shown that 

the Kerr lensing is weak, explaining why it did not continue without being driven by the 

r.f. signal on the phase modulator and why the KLM was not self-starting. These 

calculations also confirm that the optimum position for an aperture to promote KLM is 

at the laser rod and they indicate why experiments with an adjustable slit failed.

Whilst the Nd:YLF system showed ~1 % noise variation when operated c.w., a 

stability problem, attributed to the thermal lensing in the rod, limited the performance of 

the laser. Calculations show that the thermal lens moves the cavity nearer the instability 

limit, meaning that small fluctuations in the length of the thermal lens can lead to 

significant changes in beam waist. These thermal instabilities proved significant in 

limiting the performance and potential of the laser system.

Several suggestions are made to improve the laser cavity either by promoting 

KLM or by utilising FM mode-locking but significant cavity changes are required. A
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shorter length cavity is shown to be less susceptible to thermal lens variations and would 

produce a resonator less sensitive to mirror angular variation.

This system with its broad tuning range and capability for short pulse generation 

is ideal for investigations into devices for telecomms applications at the long 

wavelength window around 1.5 pm. In the next chapter the system has been used to 

investigate the linear and nonlinear properties of InP/ InGaAsP laser amplifiers.
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Linear and Nonlinear Properties o f  InGaAsP Optical Amplifiers-Chapter 5

Chapter 5

Linear and nonlinear properties of InGaAsP optical 
amplifiers

5.1 Introduction

Semiconductor lasers in the InGaAsP material system have found widespread use as 

directly modulated pulse sources for high speed optical fibre telecommunications links 

and as pump sources for erbium-doped fibre amplifiers. However, InGaAsP laser 

amplifiers have proved inferior to fibre amplifiers at 1.55 pm because o f their 

polarisation sensitivity and low saturation powers, although recently less polarisation 

sensitive amplifiers have been developed  ̂ and flared amplifiers offer the prospects of 

increased saturation intensities. Another key area where semiconductor laser amplifiers 

could play an important role involves the utilisation of their strong optical nonlinear 

properties. As outlined in Chapter 1, these nonlinearities have potential for use in 

photonic switching and all-optical processing devices.

In this chapter some of the general characteristics of the amplifiers examined are 

presented and measured gain saturation characteristics for c.w. and pulsed inputs are 

related to an amplifier model. A pump-probe technique is used to examine the recovery 

times and magnitudes o f the gain nonlinearities and the nonlinear coefficient, n2 , is 

measured using self phase modulation. The satui'ation of the carrier heating nonlinearity 

is investigated at transparency and this is related to a theoretical model o f the carrier 

heating process.

5.2 Laser amplifier details

In this section the characteristics o f the long wavelength semiconductor laser amplifiers
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used in this thesis are described. The devices, which were used for all of the 

experiments in this chapter, were grown, fabricated and AR coated by BNR Europe Ltd 

at Harlow, because of difficulties experienced, at the time, in fabricating RWL 

structures at Glasgow. These devices were supplied in bar foim, requiring only to be 

cleaved into chips and solder mounted. The devices were originally grown in a 

development programme for 1480nm erbium-doped fibre amplifier pumps and so the 

material gain peaks are around this wavelength.

The structures^ were composed of 5 x 6nm thick GalnAs MQW’s with 

Gao.17Ino.8 3Aso.3 7Po.63 barriers, lattice matched to InP. Horizontal optical confinement 

was provided by a RWL structure as described in Chapters 2 and 3. Ridge widths were 

3pm and device lengths were 500pm. Both facets were AR coated for 1.5pm, using a 

multilayer dielectric coating. Before the devices were selected for AR coating, mounted 

laser chips from nearby on the wafer were tested, allowing devices with good L-I 

characteristics and suitable wavelengths to be chosen.

For c.w. operation the laser chips were mounted p-side down using indium 

solder on gold plated copper blocks, which were designed to allow access to both facets 

for lensed fibres or objective lenses. The blocks were temperature controlled.

5.21 Device characteristics
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Fig 5.1 Spectrum at 70mA fo r  a laser from  wafer E526. Most o f  the 

investigations were performed on devices from  this wafer. Amplifiers 

fabricated from  this wafer are expected to be blue shifted by lOnm.
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The BNR amplifiers used in this thesis were available from four wafers, providing gain 

peaks from 1470 to 151 Onm, these devices were first characterised as lasers, as 

described in Appendix III. Devices from suitable wafers were then AR coated. 

Threshold currents for uncoated devices were typically 25-3 0mA, for a 500pm long 

device. The amplifiers which were used for the majority of the investigations, including 

the pump probe study were from wafer E526, which had a room temperature 

photo luminescence peak of 1483nm and a lasing centre wavelength of 149 him. The 

spectrum of an uncoated device is shown in Fig. 5.1, above. It is important to note that 

there is a shift between the expected lasing wavelength, in an uncoated laser and the 

gain peak in an AR coated amplifier, which occurs because the carrier density in the 

laser becomes clamped above threshold. The gain peak of an amplifier was typically 

lOnm below the lasing wavelength o f a similar uncoated device. This is illustrated in 

Fig. 5.3, for 1.55pm lasers and amplifiers with a 6 MQW strained layer active region, 

although these devices were not investigated as their gain wavelength was on the edge 

of the F-centre tuning range. Fig. 5.2 shows the corresponding L-I characteristics. 

Adjacent bars were selected from the wafer, one was cleaved into laser chips and the 

other was AR coated and cleaved into amplifier chips. The amplifiers of E526 showed a 

similar trend, although the appropriate spectra are not available to illustrate this.
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Fig. 5.2 Comparison between L-I characteristics for uncoated devices andAR  

coated devices from  wafer E l 007.
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Fig. 5.3 Spectral characteristics fo r  uncoated laser, to the left and to the right an 

AR coated laser amplifier, from  the same wafer (E l007), a shift o f  

'-lOnm is seen in centre wavelength. The drive current in both cases is 

50mA.

5.22 Anti-reflection coatings

There are two different types of amplifier; travelling wave amplifiers, where facet 

reflectivities can be neglected and Fabry-Perot amplifiers, where facet reflectivities 

cannot be neglected and the resultant gain is therefore of a multi-pass nature. Whilst 

Fabry-Perot amplifiers offer large gain, they have a narrow bandwidth For this reason 

it is important to ensure the AR coatings are as good as possible and the residual 

reflectivities are low. For the experiments in this thesis it was necessary to use AR 

coatings, firstly to suppress lasing and secondly to produce a device which gives stable 

amplification.

A double layer** AR coating was deposited on the devices at BNR, the thickness 

of the layers were optically monitored, in situ, this allowed reflectivities as low as 0.1%,
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when optimised. Fig. 5.4, shows that no lasing^ is seen up to 150mA, higher currents 

were avoided in order to prolong the device’s longevity. Device thresholds before 

coating would have been typically 25-30mA.

The value of these residual reflectivities can be estimated by examining the 

ripples in the gain spectrum Another technique involves using a cleaved fibre butted 

close to a coated facet to form a Fabry-Perot cavity In this case, the ripples in the 

spontaneous emission spectrum were measured. For a small single-pass gain reflectivity 

product, the peak-to-valley ratio of the gain ripples is given by

1 + VR iRj G
\2

I - V R 1R2 G,
(5.1)

where Ri and R2 are the facet reflectivities and G is the single-pass gain.
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Fig. 5.4 L-I characteristics fo r  the amplifier used to estimate the AR coating 

reflectivities- no signs o f  lasing fo r  currents up to 150mA.

Fig. 5.5 shows ripples o f 5% in the amplified spontaneous emission spectrum due to the 

residual facet reflectivities. Assuming the ripples in the spontaneous emission spectrum 

are the same magnitude as those in the gain spectrum and using the amplifier model 

(described later in this chapter) to estimate the single-pass gain at 50mA to be 14 for a 

500pm device, the estimated residual reflectivity, from Fig. 5.5, is 0.17% at 1.5pm (the 

AR-coating wavelength). The spectra at 1.48pm exhibited larger gain ripples and a 

similar calculation again at 50mA drive cun'ent gives a reflectivity of 0.4%.
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Fig. 5.5 Ripples in the spontaneous emission spectrum fo r  an amplifier at 

50mA. From this data the residual facet reflectivities were 

calculated.

5.23 Coupling arrangement

For most of the experiments described in this chapter the amplifier was maintained at a 

constant temperature via a thermo-electric cooler and a thermistor. The amplifier mount 

was placed on a micropositioner and input and output coupling was via objective lenses. 

The best technique for aiding coupling alignment was found to be chopping the input 

signal and then using a lock-in amplifier to monitor the photocuiTcnt of the unbiased 

amplifier, whilst viewing the amplifier output on an infra-red camera. Using this 

technique the lock-in reading should reach a maximum when the maximum signal is 

coupled into the active region. A Melles Griot 45x lens with an NA of 0.7 was used as 

the input objective and a Newport F140B long working distance lens was used as the 

output objective. The input coupling efficiency was estimated to be 15% and the output
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coupling efficiency was estimated to be 50%.

5.24 Transparency

25
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<
E
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H 1460 1480 1500 1520
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5.6 Transparency current variation with wavelength, fo r  an amplifier from  

wafer E481.

In semiconductor amplifiers the input signal can be amplified or attenuated depending 

on the amplifier bias, the point between these two conditions is termed transparency. At 

transparency, the current is such that interband absorption and stimulated emission 

cancel and so an injected signal produces no net changes to the Fermi levels. Although 

interband absorption and stimulated emission cancel at transparency, there will still be 

considerable losses due to waveguide scattering and free carrier absorption. Free carrier 

absorption losses are the most significant and are typically in the range 20-40 cm ''. The 

transparency point can be determined by chopping the input light and monitoring the 

amplifier terminal voltage with a lock-in amplifier, at transparency the lock-in signal is 

zero. The transparency current variation with wavelength is shown in Fig. 5.6, above.

5.3 Amplifier gain saturation

Although amplifiers are capable o f providing large internal gains o f greater than 30dB, 

the achievable gains are limited by poor coupling efficiencies and the low gain
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saturation powers. The arrangement shown in Fig. 5.7 was used to examine the 

saturation behaviour of the amplifiers.

waveplate 
on rotation stage

KChTl
isolator

- K - e
chopper

stepper motor 
controller

GPIB

photodiode

erture

-► 1 \  IÎ4?. [ /
■ I ■ ■ ■ 4

L-I amplifier

Fig. 5.7 Experimental arrangement fo r  examining gain saturation.

The output from the F-centre laser was passed through a variable attenuator, provided 

by a half-waveplate and a polariser. A computer controlled rotation stage was used to 

turn the waveplate. A fraction of the signal was split onto a photodiode to monitor the 

input power level and the remainder was coupled into the optical amplifier. The output 

from the amplifier was focused through a small pinhole onto another photodiode. For 

each reading the computer rotates the waveplate and then captures the input and output 

signals from the lock-in amplifier.

Fig. 5.8, below shows the measured amplifier gain for various drive currents. 

When the amplifier was biased sufficiently within the absorption regime the effects of 

absorption saturation were observed. When the device was biased in between the gain 

and absorption regimes, at the transparency point, no saturation effects were observed.
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Fig. 5.8 Amplifier saturation fo r  bias currents o f  10mA (absorption), 17mA 

(transparency) and 70mA (gain).

The effects observed above are caused by the injected signal reducing the carrier density 

and hence gain.
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Fig. 5.9 Amplification o f  c.w. and pulsed inputs fo r  different drive currents fo r  

7mw input power.

The amplification for c.w. and pulsed inputs was compared for various drive currents as 

shown in Fig. 5.9 above. The pulses employed were of 3Ops duration produced by 

synchronously pumping the F-centre laser. The effects observed occurred because for a 

pulsed input the pulse leading edge saturates the gain, reducing the amplification of the 

pulse’s trailing edge. The opposite effect was observed when the device was biased in 

absorption. At transparency no significant amplification differences were observed for 

c.w. and pulsed inputs at the power levels used.
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5.31 Am plifier modelling

Amplifiers and lasers can be accurately modelled using a rate equation approach . A 

model was first developed to examine c.w. amplification and then expanded to include 

short pulse amplification. The programs were written in Mathematica and are listed in 

Appendix V. The basic rate equation used has the form

where n is the carrier density, I is the current, q is the electron charge, R is the 

recombination rate, go represents the material gain, P is the power inside the device, h is 

Planck’s constant, f  is the optical frequency, w is the active region width and d is the 

active region thickness. Spontaneous emission is modelled via the term pgoS, where 

(3 is the overlap of the spontaneous emission with the amplified signal and S is the 

amplified spontaneous emission photon density averaged over the device length. The 

recombination rate term R,

R - A n  + B n ^ + C n '  (5.3)

includes the effects of nonradiative, bimolecular and Auger recombination which have 

constants A, B and C respectively. Cavity gain per unit length is expressed as,

g = '^g o -(^  (5*4)

where f  is the modal confinement factor and a  is the linear loss term. The gain is often 

modelled using a linear approximation

g , = a ( n ~ n f  (5.5)

where a is the slope of the linear gain-carrier density relationship and nt is the earner 

density at transparency. For QW structures, however, a logaritlimic approximation^^ is 

Icnown to be more accurate, where the gain is given by.
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go = r -  In (5.6)

where y is a fitting constant. Fig. 5.10 shown below compares the linear and logarithmic 

expressions. The parameter y was chosen to match the published gain characteristics of 

similar BNR MQW lasers at a current significantly above threshold (100mA), the 

value used is also close to that quoted elsewhere for MQW lasers
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Fig. 5.10 Logarithmic and linear gain relations.

The amplification experienced by light in the amplifier travelling a distance L is then 

given by.

Po = Pi • (5.7)

where Pi is the input power. The table below gives the values used to model the MQW 

InGaAsP amplifiers at 1.5pm.

Parameter Description Value Reference
A linear recombination rate negligible at 25° C 18
B bimolecular recombination 

constant

lo  '" ernes'* 18,9,13

C Auger recombination constant 4xlO'^^cm^s'' 18,9,13
a linear loss term 30cm ' 9,13,10
F confinement factor 0.07 20
d active region thickness 0.1 pm
w active region width 3.5pm
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1 amplifier length 500|Lim
a gain coefficient 7xlO‘‘W 20

y logarithmic gain coefficient 1424 cm"' 19
nt transparency carrier density I x l O ' W ^ 18,9,13
f optical frequency 0.196x10 '^ Hz

q electron charge 1.6xlO ''‘-'C
h Planck’s constant 6.625x10'^Us

Table 4.1 Parameters used in the amplifier model.

In the c.w. model the amplifier was split into small sections in which the gain 

was assumed to be linear. Equation 5.2 was used to calculate the carrier density in each 

section using the calculated amplified power from the preceding section. The gain in the 

section was then calculated from Equations 5.4 and 5.5 and was used to amplify the 

signal. Residual facet reflectivities were ignored in the model. Fig. 5.11 shows the 

modelled gain when spontaneous emission is ignored. This shows a similar saturation 

power to those found in measured devices: in Fig. 5.8, a 3dB point o f 0.1 mW for 70mA 

drive is found when a 10% coupling efficiency is assumed, which was similar to the 

modelled response
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Fig. 5.11 Modelled amplifier gain against input power fo r  various drive 

currents, neglecting the effects o f  spontaneous emission. Using the 

linear gain expression.
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Fig. 5.12 Modelled amplifier gain against input power fo r  various drive 

currents. The solid lines show the gain calculated using the 

logarithmic gain expression and the dotted lines indicate the results 

calculated fo r  a linear expression.

A model for the effects o f short pulse amplification was developed following the 

approach of Agrawal Using Equations 5. 1 and 5. 5, but discounting the spontaneous 

emission term, the following expression is obtained,

dg .... go -  g  
dt Tc

gP
Esat

(5.8)

where Estat=ho)cj/a, a=wd/E and Xc=n/R as defined in 5.3 . The small signal gain is given 

by go=ra.nt(I/Io“l) and Io=q.V.nt/xc which is the current at transparency. Equation 5.8 

can be integrated to give,

\ ‘t P
V . Esat

(5.9)

This expresses how the amplification changes over the pulse shape. This approach 

assumes that the optical pulses are significantly shorter than the carrier interband 

relaxation time and uses the linear expression for gain in terms of carrier density. 

Therefore Equation 5.5 is only valid for small signal variations in gain, in a device with
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a nonlinear gain carrier density relationship, nevertheless it provides an illustration of 

self-induced pulse distortion. In the pulse amplification model the small-signal carrier 

density was calculated from 5.2, for a given current. From this Tc was calculated. The 

gain across the pulse was then calculated from 5.8. The graphs below, Fig. 5.13 and 5.14 

show that substantial pulse shaping occurs for sufficiently intense pulses. When an 

amplifier is biased in the gain regime the leading edge of the pulse is sharpened and the 

trailing edge broadens, the opposite occurs for an amplifier biased below transparency.
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Fig. 5.13 Calculated pulse shaping fo r  a 2ps FWHM pulse with pulse energy o f  

Ip J fo r  50mA bias.
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Fig. 5.14 Calculated pulse shaping fo r  a 2ps FWHM pulse with pulse energy o f  

3OpJfor 50mA bias.
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5.32 Injection locking

During the course of the investigation o f the gain saturation effects, an amplifier, 

(device E481 #5) was examined which had poor AR coatings and lased at 60mA. This 

compares to 30 mA for an uncoated device and a threshold of greater than 150mA 

(although devices were never driven sufficiently hard to prove that they did lase) for a 

successfully coated device. An interesting property of this device was observed when it 

was operated above threshold and used in a typical amplifier configuration, with light 

coupled from an external source, and the output monitored; if  sufficient signal was 

coupled into the device it was possible to suppress lasing as shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Fig. 5.15 Suppression o f  lasing by injected signal, fo r  device E481 #5 at 70mA.
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Fig. 5.16 Amplification experienced by an injected signal in an ‘amplifier 

above threshold, device E481 #5 at 70mA drive current.
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It was possible to separate the lasing signal from the injected signal using a spectrum 

analyser as the lasing wavelength of the device was 1.48pm and the injected signal was 

at 1.5pm. Similarly if the gain o f the ‘amplifier’ was monitored above threshold, a sharp 

transition in the gain was observed when the injected signal is sufficient to suppress 

lasing as shown in Fig. 5.16.

5.4 Self phase modulation

An optical pulse travelling through a medium with an intensity-dependent refractive 

index can experience induced phase changes over its duration. This process is called 

self-phase modulation (SPM) which leads to spectral broadening as frequency is the 

time derivative of phase. In a Ken* medium the refractive index is given by,

(5.10)

where no is the linear refractive index, n2 is the nonlinear coefficient and I is the optical 

intensity, which varies over the pulse. The instantaneous phase shift is given by.

where 1 is the effective length of the medium and X is the wavelength. For a gaussian 

input pulse o f intensity,

/ ( 0  = V " ' " ' '  (5.12)

the effects o f self-phase modulation can be calculated by solving the equation

(®) = | i P  I' (5.13)
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this is the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the pulse amplitude with a 

intensity dependent phase shift term. Which gives the intensity spectrum after self-phase 

modulation. For an instantaneously recovering refractive index the broadened pulse 

spectra for various phase shifts are shown below in Fig. 5.17.
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Fig. 5.17 Calculated spectral broadening (after reference 21).

The easily identifiable pulse spectra associated with a given phase shift allows spectral 

broadening to be used to estimate the nonlinear coefficient, \\2 .

5.41 Experimental spectral broadening in a InGaAsP amplifier

An experimental arrangement similar to Fig. 5.7 was used, but in this case the output 

from the amplifier was coupled into a short length of multimode optical fibre which was 

connected to an Advantest spectrum analyser to monitor the spectral broadening. The 

laser pulses used were o f duration 20ps FWHM which was significantly larger than the 

anticipated recovery time for an amplifier biased at transparency. The input polarisation
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was TE. Devices from wafer E481, with a peak gain around 1.47pm were used for these 

measurements. Fig. 5.18, below shows a low intensity pulse which is unbroadened upon 

transmission through the amplifier.
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Fig. 5.18 Low intensity unbroadened pulse.

For a higher pulse intensities symmetric broadening occurred when the amplifier was 

biased at transparency.
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Fig. 5.19 Spectral broadening at transparency ~ 37d2 phase shift fo r  6.2 mW  

coupled power.
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Fig. 5.19 shows the spectral characteristics associated with a 37i/2 phase shift. 

Asymmetric spectral broadening was observed when the amplifier was biased in the 

gain and absorption regimes as the gain recovery time was long compared to the pulse 

width. A broadened high intensity pulse is shown in Fig. 5.20. The sign of the 

asymmetric broadening is determined by the sign of the induced refractive index 

changes and so is opposite in the absorption and gain regimes.

1  T 1 r
14P7.4mn 14P8.4itm 0.2mn/div 14PP.4mn

Wavelength nm

Fig. 5.20 Asymmetric spectral broadening fo r  an amplifier biased in 

absorption.

From the data of Fig. 5.19 it is possible to estimate the nonlinear coefficient, n.2 using 

Equation 5.11. Assuming the linear losses at transparency are 40cm '', an effective 

modal area of 2.8pm^ and a 15% coupling efficiency, the nonlinear index, U2 was 

calculated as 2.39 x 10'" cm^ W"'. Comparing this value to other measurements in the 

literature; Grant et al assumed a n% of 2 x 10'" cm^ W ' in an InGaAsP bulk device. 

A similar value of 4 x 10'" cm^ W ' for TE input and 2.5 x 10'" cm^ W ' for TM input 

was measured by Fisher et al in a 4 MQW GalnAs / InGaAsP device. These 

measurements were also performed using the SPM method. Measurements performed in 

the time domain by pump probe studies^"* point to values an order of magnitude smaller 

o f 1 X 10''^ cm^ W"'.

The U2 measured here by SPM in the 5 MQW InGaAsP ridge waveguide
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amplifiers supplied by BNR Europe, shows a good agreement to values measured using 

the same technique, but there appears to be a discrepancy between the values calculated 

by SPM and nz measurements in the literature estimated by pump probe methods. It 

should be noted that the main uncertainty in the values of U2 occurs because the 

coupling efficiency and modal area are not accurately known. The possible error in the 

calculated 1 :2 could be up to a factor o f 2.

5.5 Pump-probe experiment
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Fig. 5.2i  Pump-probe experimental arrangement.

A  widely used approach for examining gain and refractive index nonlinearities is the 

pump-probe interferometer technique, which can be used to obtain information about
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the sign, magnitude and recovery time o f optical nonlinearities. In one arrangement the 

light from a short pulse laser is split into orthogonaly polarised high and low intensity 

components which form the two arms of the interferometer. The signals from each arm 

are then recombined in space and time and coupled into the nonlinear medium to be 

investigated. A retroreflector mounted on a stepper motor in one arm allows a 

controllable time delay between pulses. The intense pump pulse excites the nonlinearity, 

the effects of which can be monitored at the output by separating the orthogonally 

polai'ised weak probe signal. By adjusting the temporal overlap between pump and 

probe pulses a continual recording o f the recovery dynamics o f the nonlinearity can be 

provided.

5.51 Experimental pump-probe arrangement

The experimental arrangement used is shown in Fig. 5.21 above. The output from a 

mode-locked KChTl F-centre laser was passed through an optical isolator, after which 

an attenuator was used to reduce the laser power to the desired level. A half-waveplate 

and polariser were used to separate the signal into orthogonally polarised pump and 

probe pulses. The intensity of the probe was typically set to a factor o f 20 times smaller 

than the pump, so that most of the observed nonlinearities were caused by the pump. 

The arm lengths were visually set to be of roughly equal length and pump and probe 

signals were then recombined collinearly at a beamsplitter. One method of setting the 

zero delay between pump and probe pulses is to monitor both signals with a fast 

photodiode and adjust the delay line until both pulses are observed to overlap, however 

this method is limited by the time constant of the detector and oscilloscope. The method 

finally used was to set the polarisation in both arms to be the same and look for 

interference fringes, where the signals recombine, using an I.R. camera. When the 

highest contrast fringes were observed, the zero delay position was located. The signals 

were coupled into the amplifier via an AR-coated objective lens. A high extinction ratio 

polariser allows pump and probe to be separated at the amplifiers output, ensuring the 

pump signal does not saturate the detector. The probe signal was then monitored via a 

photodiode and lock-in amplifier. A variable delay between probe and pump pulses was 

provided by a hollow retroreflector mounted on a stepper motor. It was important to 

ensure the signal is normally incident on the retroreflector or significant beam steering 

will occur as the retroreflector moves. By blocking the pump signal and monitoring the
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probe it was possible to check that the translation o f the retroreflector produces no beam 

misalignment.

In reality the above method proved problematic and considerable coherence 

noise was observed around zero delay. It was not possible to set pump and probe to be 

perfectly orthogonal and it was also likely that some polarisation scrambling occurred in 

the input objective. This noise around zero delay was overcome by placing a vibrating 

mirror in the pump arm. If the period of vibration is shorter than the lock-in time 

constant the coherence spike is averaged out.
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Fig. 5.22 Polarisation and wavelengths used fo r  the pump-probe experiment on 

the lattice matched InGaAsP 5 MQW amplifiers, device E526. In 

relation to a) the hand structure, fo r  momentum parallel to the wells 

and b) the gain characteristics. The speak o f  the spontaneous emission 

is around ISOOnm.

Experimentally it was more convenient to use a TE probe and a TM pump. This was 

because at ISOOnm, which gives the shortest mode-locked pulses from the F-centre it 

was not possible to tune a TM input to the transparency point. This occurs as the gain 

peak is shifted towards shorter wavelengths for TM because of the polarisation selection
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rules in QW structures. Fig. 5.22 shows where, in relation to the band gap, the 

experiments were performed. A device from wafer E526 was used for the experiments 

described in this section.

5.52 Pump-probe results

Fig. 5.23 show s the pum p probe dynam ics, for various am plifier drive cuiTents from  

absorption through transparency into gain.
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Fig. 5.23 Experimental pump-probe data fo r different amplifier drive currents 

fo r  3mW input power. 17mA corresponds to transparency. The F- 

centre wavelength was tuned to 15OOnm.

The data show the fast recovering component observed elsewhere and the long lived 

effects due to the interband effects arising from gain or absorption saturation. When the 

amplifier was biased deep in the absorption region, such as the 12mA data, the initial 

fast transient was swamped by the long lived effects. But at higher drive currents in the
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gain regime the initial transient was always significant as the slow interband effects 

appear to saturate with increasing drive current. At 17 mA which was close to the 

transparency point no long lived effects were observed.

Following the observations from Fig. 5.23 that the long lived interband gain 

changes saturate with increasing drive current, it was decided to examine the long lived 

effects further. The delay line was adjusted so that the probe was fixed at 240 ps after 

the pump, and the pump induced change in probe transmission was monitored for 

different drive currents and pump powers.
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Fig. 5.24 Long lived, pump induced probe changes fo r  delay line fixed  at 240ps 

after zero delay, at 1. 5/um fo r  3mW input power.
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Fig. 5.25 Long lived pump induced changes at a wavelength o f  1. 48pm, fo r  

3m W input power.
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Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the long lived, nanosecond duration, transmission changes 

experienced by the prohe at 1.5|am and 1.48}xm for similar power pump signals. The 

smaller changes in absorption observed at 1.5jum occur because the pump is nearer to 

the band edge and excites less transitions.

The effect seen in the above graphs, where for increasing currents above 

transparency the pump induced changes appear-to level out, was because the TM pump 

was below or near the edge of the band gap and does not experience gain for high 

drive cuiTents.
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Fig. 5.26 Magnitude o f  the probe transient at zero delay with increasing pump 

powers at transparency, 17mA, showing saturation o f  carrier heating.
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Fig. 5.27 Changes in the long lived transient fo r  a similar bias current to Fig. 

5.26.
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Using a similar technique as described above, the size of the initial fast recovering probe 

transient seen at zero delay, was measured for various pump powers at the transparency 

point (17mA drive current). Although it should be noted that the transparency can be 

moved if sufficient power is coupled into the device. Fig. 5.26, above, shows the 

variation of the zero delay probe transient as a function of pump power at transparency. 

Similar traces were also observed above transparency at 30 and 40mA. The data show a 

linear variation which saturates. This suggests this effect was not caused by two-photon 

absorption, which would have a power squared dependence. The quickly recovering 

transients are consistent with carrier heating effects which have been observed to 

dominate over TP A for pulse durations >lps  For modest light intensities these 

effects saturate as is shown in Fig. 5.26, similar traces were obtained for a range o f bias 

currents above and including transparency. Fig. 5.27 records the long lived transient at 

transparency. Although the data are noisy, because of pulse instability, it illustrates that 

the saturation effects observed in Fig. 5.26 are not caused by a significant non zero long 

lived transient washing out the quickly recovering transient. Again in order to verity that 

this saturation effect was not due to saturation o f the pump signal, just the pump signal 

was examined. Fig. 5.28 shows that the pump does not experience saturation for the 

power levels used even when biased significantly above transparency.
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Fig. 5.28 Intensity o f  the TM pump before the amplifier plotted against the 

transmitted pump signal, indicating a linear variation (no saturation), 

fo r  an amplifier biased at 40mA.
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5.53 Modelling of carrier heating at transparency

Carrier heating in semiconductor lasers has been identified as the dominant cause 

of gain saturation. Following the pump-probe experiments described in the previous 

section, showing saturation of the carrier heating nonlinearity at high intensities (as 

shown in Fig. 5.26), a model was developed. The model is based on the approach of 

Uskov et al and calculates the induced temperature changes of the carrier distribution 

at transparency, which allows the net gain to be calculated for a variety o f pulsewidths 

and intensities.

The model suggests that for pulse widths and energies in the regimes used in this 

thesis, carrier heating induced gain saturation will occur for power levels in the mW 

regime.

The effects of nonlinear gain in laser amplifiers are generally included by a 

modification to the linear gain term of Equation 5.5

( g o  + • à f  +  g,  ̂ • a t ;  )  -  £ -s^
---------------- i T 7 - s ---------------- <*■»>

where go is the linear gain term, as used in Equation 5.5, S is the photon density and gtc 

and gtv describe the temperature dependence o f gain in the conduction band and valence 

bands respectively. Similarly ATc and ATy represent the temperature change of the 

electron and hole distributions from equilibrium. The lower (l+Sshb S) term represents 

the nonlinear gain due to spectral hole burning, but at transparency the net spectral hole 

burning should be zero. Finally the 8tpa term allows the effects of two-photon absorption 

to be included. For the pulse durations used, the dominant nonlinearity is carrier heating 

and the two-photon term has therefore been neglected in the following analysis. The 

following expression can be used to calculate the optically induced temperature changes 

of the electron distribution.

^ 6 - h ‘ A  T - T ,P - E  + E  L  . v ^ . g „ . g ( 0  f  (5.15)
So J ^

where T] is the equilibrium lattice temperature, T is the perturbed carrier temperature,
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he (ôU/ôT)n and |u=( ôU/ÔT)t, where U is the energy density. E is the transition 

energy, p is the free carrier absorption coefficient, Vg is the group velocity of light and x 

is the interband temperature relaxation time. Equation 5.15 neglects the spontaneous 

recombination terms and the interband relaxation time, which is much longer than the 

pulse durations employed in the previous experiments and is not relevant at 

transparency. A similar expression exists for the temperature o f the hole distribution, 

but here we just consider the electron distribution as it plays the dominant part At

transparency Equation 5.15 can be simplified to the following expression,

'J1 _ rp
- ~  = K - l 3 - h - f - v ^ - . S { t ) --------- ^
Ot T

(5.16)

This equation was solved numerically using a Mathematica programme, listed in 

Appendix V, for a range of pulse widths and powers. The temporal evolution of the 

carrier temperature was calculated following excitation by a ‘pump’ pulse at 

transparency. The parameter S(t), the photon density across the pulse was modelled as a 

Gaussian. The net gain experienced by a pulse can also be calculated, by integrating 

over the temporal gain profile using a simplified version of Equation 5.14 shown below.

= + . at;,+ g,. (5.17)

At transparency the gain, go, is zero, therefore the issue of whether to use a logarithmic 

or linear gain, carrier density relation does not arise, although gain is assumed to vary 

lineaiy with temperature. At transpaiency there will be significant losses due to free 

carrier absorption. However in this simplified analysis these losses are ignored and the 

estimated saturation intensities will therefore be slightly underestimated. The parameters 

used in the model are the same as used in Section 5.31, Table 5.1. Additional parameters 

are listed below in Table 5.2.

Parameter Description Value Reference
pulse rep rate 77 MHz

P free carrier absorption coefficient 800 m ‘ 30
Vg group velocity 8.57 X 10’ ms''
he hc'*^ (ôU/ôT)n,where U is the 

energy density
0.039 m’K J-' 30
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T electron intraband relaxation time 650 fs 30,32
T, equilibrium lattice temperature 300 K
gtc gain variation with temperature -108 m'^ K"̂ 30

Table 5.2 Parameters used in the carrier heating model 

The following graphs show some of the results obtained from the carrier heating m odel
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Fig. 5.29 Modelled induced temperature heating produced by a 3 Ops FWHM  

pulse fo r  varying average powers.
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Fig. 5.30 Modelled saturation o f  the amplifier gain at transparency fo r  3 Ops 

FWHMpulsewidth at a repetition rate o f  77MHz. The results o f  Fig 

5.26 are overlaid, assuming a 20% coupling efficiency.
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Fig. 5.29 shows that for powers in the milliwatt regime, for the pulse durations used, 

substantial heating of the distribution occurs. Fig. 5.30 shows how this heating translates 

into a gain saturation, which occurs for an average power o f a few milliwatts, this is 

analogous to the experimental data of Fig, 5.26. If an output coupling efficiency o f 20% 

is assumed both experimental and theory fit well, this is lower than the measured 

coupling efficiency of 50%, but it should be noted that the model ignores the linear 

losses which are significant, which explains this discrepancy. It should also be noted 

that the parameters shown in Table 5.2 are not accurately known, a good fit to the 

experimental data is therefore unlikely. However the shape of the experimental and 

calculated responses are well matched.
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Fig. 5.31 Carrier temperature changes induced by a pump pulse o f  lOOps 

FWHM, pulse energy 65pJ

The model was also used to analyse carrier heating for vaiying pulsewidths, for a fixed 

pulse energy o f 65pJ, corresponding to an average power of 5mW at 77 MHz pulse 

repetition rate. Figures 5.31-5.34 show the carrier temperature for varying pulse 

durations. For an amplifier at transparency the shorter the pulse, the more significant the 

heating, the gain is therefore expected to be intensity dependent.
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Fig. 5.32 Carrier temperature changes induced by a pump pulse o f  I Ops FWHM, 

pulse energy 65pJ
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Fig. 5.33 Carrier temperature changes induced by a pump pulse o f  Ips FWHM, 

pulse energy 65pJ.

The model was also used to compute the temperature changes for a pulse duration of 

200fs, similar to the pulsewidths used in pump-probe studies elsewhere^'*’̂ '̂. For pulses 

of this duration it is not valid to ignore two-photon absorption, nevertheless Fig. 5.34 

neatly illustrates that the recovery time constant of the nonlinearity is limited by the 

~0.5ps intraband relaxation time. The shape of the temperature distribution in Fig. 5.34 

mirrors the gain changes seen in pump-probe studies, with a sharp falling edge and a 

slower recovery, with the distribution recovering in around 2ps.
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Fig. 5.34 Carrier temperature changes induced by a pump pulse o f  0.2ps 

FWHM, pulse energy 65pJ. In reality two-photon absorption would be 

significant at these pulsewidths.
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Fig. 5.35 Modelled gain fo r  varying pulsewidths at transparency fo r  an average 

power o f  5mW, neglecting the effects o f  two-photon absorption. The 

unsaturated gain is one.

Fig. 5.35 shows how the temperature distributions of Figures 5.31-5.34 translate into 

gain, shorter pulsewidths will have a lower saturation power level at transparency. For 

pulse durations substantially shorter than the intraband relaxation time (0.65ps was used 

here) the gain becomes pulsewidth invariant, but in reality two-photon absorption 

cannot be ignored in these cases.

The model developed shows that carrier heating leads to a pulsewidth dependent
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gain saturation. The model confirms that it was reasonable to conclude that carrier 

heating induced gain saturation at the transparency point occurs for an average power 

level of the order of a few mW inside the amplifier (for the pulse durations and energies 

used). The model also shows that this nonlinearity is likely to have a maximum recovery 

time of the order o f 2ps which corresponds to a switching frequency of 500GHz.

5.54 Discussion and conclusions

The outcome of the pump-probe studies performed, indicated that, the SPM effects 

observed in Section 5.4 are predominantly caused by earner heating. Canier heating has 

been shown to be o f considerable importance in semiconductor optical amplifiers 

and leads to saturation effects. Many of the time-resolved studies reported in the 

literature have used much shorter pulse durations, where the effects of TP A are 

more significant, these studies show that the phase shifts are accompanied by a TP A 

induced signal attenuation. However it seems likely that for practical amplifier 

applications pulse durations are more likely to be in the picosecond regime. The pump- 

probe and SPM studies performed here have shown that, for a pulse width of ~15ps, 

earner heating effects are significant and can lead to large self-induced phase shifts at 

transparency, if  intensities are sufficient. The data of Fig. 5.26 show that the carrier 

heating nonlinearity effectively saturates for modest power levels, because o f the 

elevated temperature of the carrier distribution which reduces the gain. A model of gain 

saturation due to carrier heating at transparency has been developed which supports 

these experimental results. These saturation effects at transparency could have an 

important bearing on any devices utilising this nonlinearity, for example all-optical 

switches. It may be possible to develop an optimised geometry, which reduces switching 

power levels, by increasing the device length without badly compromising the insertion 

loss, which is length dependent. In other words there will be a trade off between the 

necessary switching power and device length (and hence insertion loss).
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Chapter 6

Active integrated GaAs/AiGaAs nonlinear Mach- 

Zehnder interferometer

6.1 Introduction

The large nonlinearities present in semiconductor laser amplifiers can be utilised to form 

all-optical switching devices (for a review o f all-optical switching see Chapter 1). Of 

particular interest is the case where the amplifier is biased at the transparency point, as 

described in detail in Chapter 5. In this regime the slow recovering inter-band 

nonlinearities are cancelled out, leaving only ultra-fast components  ̂ which recover in 

a picosecond time scale. At present, all-optical switches have been realised in amplifiers 

at the transparency point in the nonlinear directional coupler (NLDC) configuration and 

in polarisation rotation switches. The asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI) 

configuration, although more complex to fabricate than the NLDC, offers the potential 

o f lower switching powers and similar devices have proved successful in the half 

bandgap regime  ̂in passive GaAs/AlGaAs waveguides.

For these reasons an active AMZI laser amplifier was fabricated in the 

GaAs/AlGaAs laser material system. Various configurations were produced and 

characterised thi'ough measurement of lasing thresholds. The linear properties of these 

AMZI geometries were theoretically analysed, using a BPM method. The AMZI was all- 

optically switched with lOOfs pulses from a self mode-locked Cr:LiSAF laser at 860nm, 

giving an effective nonlinear index, n2 of 2 x 10"'^ cm^ W ’. This is to our loiowledge 

the first time all-optical switching has been shown in an Mach-Zelmder using the 

nonlinearity present in laser amplifiers at transparency. A Mathematica program was 

developed to model the observed experimental switching behaviour. This model shows 

good agreement with the experiment and allows the values o f the nonlinear index n2 and
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the two-photon absorption coefficient, [3 to be estimated although the experimental 

uncertainties mean that an accurate estimate is not possible.

Finally in this chapter, improvements to the AMZI are suggested and its 

performance is compared with other all-optical switching devices.

6.2 Nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is a familiar device in optics and is used in switching 

and sensor applications. In the Mach-Zehnder a beam of light is split into two paths, 

which later recombine. The useful property of the Mach-Zehnder occurs when the 

effective length of one arm is changed with respect to the other. This alters the 

interference between the two signals at the recombination point.

Signal Input

 ^  )  Y angle

Voltage applied to 
change arm 'length*

Fig. 6.1 Linear integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

The integrated ‘linear' version of the Mach-Zehnder switch, as shown above in Fig. 6.1, 

has long been used to form electro-optic switches Light is input into a waveguide 

and after propagating a certain distance it is split into two different paths, at a Y 

junction. The two arms then recombine to form a single waveguide again, switching off 

when there is a tt phase shift between arms. This occurs because the two signals are n 

out o f phase at the recombination point, the higher order 01 mode is therefore excited 

and, if the waveguide geometry is suitably designed, this will be radiated. The device 

therefore functions as a switch. There are several possible methods of obtaining the 

phase change between the two arms including: the electro-optic effect quantum-
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confined stark effect Kerr effect and Franz-Keldysh effect. The power transmission 

characteristics of an ideal Mach-Zehnder show a cosine squared variation with arm 

phase change.

The nonlinear Mach-Zehnder differs from the device shown above in that the 

phase changes are self-induced or induced by an additional control pulse, using optical 

nonlinearities such as the third-order Kerr effect. By arranging the interferometer so that 

the light intensity is different in each arm, it is possible with sufficiently intense pulses 

to produce an all-optical switch as the pulses in each arm will undergo a different net 

self-induced phase change. Several design configurations are possible. The AMZI, 

shown later in Fig. 6.4, achieves the intensity variation between arms through an 

asymmetric Y junction which splits the power unevenly between arms. Another 

configuration employs a larger width waveguide in one arm and accordingly increases 

the guided mode area and decreases the intensity in that arm. Optical switching occurs 

when a n  phase shift is induced between the two arms. The expression for the switching 

intensity of the all-optical AMZI is given by

2 L { \-2 0 )m (6.1)

where L is the arm length, X the optical wavelength, ô is the arm power splitting ratio 

and n2 is the nonlinear index. In reality L will be an effective length accounting for the 

effects of linear losses, which are significant in amplifiers at transparency. The full 

expression including the linear loss term, a  is shown below.

2 { \-2 5 ) m  exp 1

«  (6.2)

The effects of linear losses have an influence on the switching power and also 

mean that there is a maximum arm length beyond which the switching power ceases to 

decrease. Fig. 6.2 shows the effects o f linear losses on the switching intensity of a 

Mach-Zehnder using the values X -  860nm, ni= 10’^̂ cm^ W'* and L=0.15cm. Even
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substantial losses of around 40cm'^ do not degrade switching intensities significantly, 

although the throughput will be poor.
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Fig. 6.2 Calculated switching power fo r  varying linear losses o f  an all optical 

AM ZI

Using the same parameters and assuming a linear loss, a  of 25cm'% the effect of vaiying 

device arm length on switching intensities has been calculated and is shown below in 

Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3 Calculated switching power fo r different arm lengths in an all-optical 

AMZI, assuming a linear loss, a  o f  25cm .

After a given length, no improvement in switching intensity is observed. This therefore 

imposes a limit on the maximum arm length that can be used to reduce switching 

powers. In addition, in a real device, switching behaviour is also likely to be degraded
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by two-photon absorption and saturation of the nonlinearity. These factors are 

considered later.

6.21 Design of the integrated asymmetric Maeh-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI)

A description o f the integrated AIGaAs AMZI laser amplifier all-optical switch is now 

given. Fig. 6.4 shows a diagram of the AMZI configuration. The fabrication mask 

designed provided a range o f splitting angles and arm lengths. Table 6.1 shows the 

various geometries available on the fabrication mask. The reasons for the designs 

chosen are outlined below.

Electrical contacts

Power divider

Oo

Signal Input < >
10pm

Fig. 6.4 Asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI) laser /  amplifier.

Splitting angle degrees, Total arm length Arm separation, S

2 1.5mm 25 pm

3 1.5mm 25pm

4 1.5mm 50 pm

3 I mm 25 pm

4 0.75mm 25 pm

Table 6.1 Parameters o f  the AM ZI's fabricated.

A key design parameter is the length of the Maeh-Zehnder arms. In general for all- 

optical switches it is desirable to maximise this length in order to reduce switching
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intensities. However amplifiers at transparency have high linear losses due to free- 

carrier absorption. This imposes a limit on the Mach-Zehnder length that can be used 

before the linear losses limit switching improvement. Fig. 6.3 illustrates that lengths in 

excess of 1mm give no improvement, assuming an a  of 25cm"\ Longer length lasers 

also suffer from greater heat dissipation problems. For these reasons the maximum 

Mach-Zehnder arm length used was 1.5mm.

In order to provide an asymmetric power split, fairly large splitting angles of a 

few degrees are used. These large splitting angles ensure the Y branch is non-adiabatic 

and acts as an asymmetric power splitter rather than a modal evolution region which 

would result in a 50/50 split Larger bending angles also ensure that the region over 

which the evanescent fields interact strongly is short. The radiation losses o f these 

asymmetric Y branches are relatively small, although at the recombination Y branch, 

power will be radiated mainly from the angled arm. In a real device some power loss 

will be associated with the blunted tip of the Y branch, a result o f the limited 

lithographic resolution. Angle bends were utilised rather than S bends for ease o f mask 

design and conservation o f chip area. Although angle bends are more lossy for larger 

turn angles the device is expected to have considerable losses due to free-carrier 

absorption and the bending losses aie estimated to be small compared to these. The 

analysis of the angled bends and Y branches employed is described later in Section 6.31.

A 25 pm minimum arm separation was selected to prevent excessive interaction 

between arms. The mask designed consisted o f a range Mach-Zelinders in series with 

700pm of straight waveguide in between. This allowed the devices to be cleaved with 

up to 700pm of straight waveguide after the recombining Y branch, which should be 

long enough to radiate any higher order slab or substrate modes that are excited.

It is important in the AMZI to ensure that the waveguiding structure rejects 

higher order modes. To this end, the waveguide geometry was modelled using F wave, a 

finite difference 2D mode solver program developed within the department by Michael 

Taylor. F wave can analyse multilayer waveguide geometries such as MQW structures. 

Table 6.2 shows the results of the F wave analysis with reference to the ridge waveguide 

structure shown in Fig. 6.5. The modelling of mode ‘cut o f f s ’ with a 2-D technique is 

not as clear cut as with the effective index method. When the higher order mode was 

observed not to be localised to the waveguide and would not yield a stable solution it
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was judged to be "cut-off.

A|o2Ga"»As ^
. Contactseparate ,

confinment
heterostructures

W

AK<Ga*^As
Upper
cladding

....... ----------
/.... ....—- — '

' AI"«Ga«*Ag
Lower cladding

jjH^K

: d
^  MQW

Fig. 6.5 AMZI ridge cross section for HôOnm wavelength operation. The full 

structure details are given in Appendix I.

Unetched upper 

cladding depth, d

Ridge 

width, W

TEo

supported

TE,

supported

TEz

supported

0 pm 3.5pm z Z y

0.05pm 3.5pm z Z z
0.1 pm 3.5 pm z z %

0.15pm 3.5pm z I I
0.2pm 3.5 pm z I I

0.25pm 3.5pm z % I

Table 6.2 Modes supported for various waveguiding geometries analysed using 

Fwave, a 2D finite difference mode solver.

The 2-D mode solver Fimmwave by Photon Design was later used to analyse the 

structure and Fig. 6.6 shows the obtained mode profiles.
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Fig. 6.6 Mode profiles o f  optical power for the zero order mode , top and the F' 

order mode, bottom for a 3.5 wide guide with a dimension d=0.25pm, 

as defined in Fig. 6.5. The contour lines are at 10% spacing.
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Fig. 6.6 illustrates that the P' order mode is effectively a slab mode for the dimensions 

used and should radiate and suffer a large attenuation as it will be out with the pumped 

region. Following the F-wave analysis, typical geometries were a ridge width, w of 

3.5pm and a gap, d of 0.2-0.25pm corresponding to an etch depth of 0.85-0.9 pm. A 

mask was also made with a waveguide width of 2.5pm, but 3.5pm was preferred for 

ease of fabrication.

A brief description of the device processing details are now given, full 

fabrication details are given in Chapter 3. The wafers used were 2 and 4 MQW AIGaAs 

MBE laser struetures for operation around 860nm. as detailed in Appendix 1. Vertical 

confinement was provided by 0.1pm thick Alo.zGaosAs separate eonfmement 

heterostructures surrounding the GaAs wells. Lateral confinement was provided by 

partially etching through the contact and upper cladding regions using reactive-ion 

etching to form a ridge waveguide strueture. A diagram of a typical device cross section 

is shown in Fig. 6.5. A photograph of a complete Mach-Zehnder, prior to cleaving into 

individual chips, is shown below in Fig. 6.7. The light areas are the metal contacts, 

within which the waveguides are faintly visible.

117X 25KV WD 31 MM  ̂ @$000 P 8000C
200UM--------------

! ",

Fig. 6. 7 SEM photograph o f  a fabricated AMZI prior to cleaving into individual 

chips.
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Additional SEM photos o f the AMZI’s are shown in Chapter 3. The straight section 

could also be cleaved into individual straight lasers to compare device thresholds. The 

deviees facets were not AR eoated beeause at transparency there are considerable linear 

losses due to free-carrier absorption, the presence of which should reduce any Fabry- 

Perot effects. Separate contacts were provided for the input and output waveguide 

sections and for the central section. Two mask variants were available, one which 

allowed the individual Mach-Zehnder arms to be biased independently o f each other and 

one with a continuous contact for both. Isolation was achieved by leaving a 10pm gap 

between adjacent contacts. The resistance was measured to be 350 Q. This allowed the 

whole device to be biased at transparency.

6.3 Linear characterisation of the AMZI s

6.31 BPM model

The linear properties of the AMZI fabricated, such as bending loss and splitting ratio, 

were modelled using Menufast, a public domain 2-D beam propagation method 

(BPM) program from the University of Twente. This first required the waveguiding 

geometry to be broken down, using the effective index method to a slab providing 

lateral confinement.

The losses at the angle bends were first examined for the device geometries 

used. Bending losses occur when, beeause of a change in waveguide direction, part of 

the previously guided mode is no longer confined and therefore radiates. Fig. 6.8 shows 

an example of this; part of the mode continues to be guided in the new direction while 

part is radiated.
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direction

Radiated
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mode

Fig. 6.8 BPM analysis o f  radiation losses at an angle bend. The signal is input 

from the top o f  the 'page \ the apparent vertical axis represents intensity. 

The radiation losses can be seen to the left o f  the guided mode.

The calculated losses for the structures used are shown below  in Fig. 6.9.
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Fig. 6.9 Calculated power losses for various angle bends from the BPM  

analysis.
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As can be seen the losses are modest for small angle bends but become large for angles 

of 3 and 4 degrees with most of the original power radiated.

The Y branch splitting ratios were calculated for a range o f asymmetric Y branch 

angles, an example of the BPM output is shown in Fig. 6.10.

Toptical intensity

propagation

direction

Straight through

Split-ottarm

Fig. 6.10 BPM analysis of a waveguide Y junction. The apparent vertical axis 

represents optical intensity.
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Fig. 6.11 Modelled ratio o f  power travelling straight through to power coupled 

to the angled waveguide fo r  various asymmetric Y branch angles.

The results of the BPM analysis are shown above in Fig. 6.11. The obtained ratios vary 

from nearly symmetric for 0.5 and 1 degree splits to large ratios for the greater angles. 

Interestingly, for a 0.5 degree split the analysis suggests more signal would be coupled 

into the angled waveguide than the straight thi'ough Y branch section. This is because 

the guided mode redistributes itself in the region where the waveguide gradually widens 

before the split and more of the mode is on the side of the angled waveguide at the 

separation point.

The modelled power losses in the Y junctions were roughly similar at around

0.45 dB for all the geometries analysed, although in reality losses are likely to be larger 

due to fabrication practicalities. In particular the point of the Y branch, where the two 

waveguides split, will be blunted because of limited lithographic resolution. This can 

cause back reflections and scattering losses. The effects of a blunted AMZI tip were 

examined, again using a BPM approach. A blur of 1.5pm produced an additional 

modelled loss o f 0.5 dB per Y junction, giving a total loss of IdB at the Y combiner.

6.32 AMZI lasing characteristics

The AMZTs, because they were not AR coated, operated as lasers when driven 

sufficiently. This provided a convenient way of characterising their performance. For 

testing, devices were cleaved into chips containing straight Fabry-Perot lasers, Y
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branches and complete AMZPs. In the first instance the chips were tested on a 200:1 

duty cycle pulsed laser test rig. This allowed the devices’ performance to be accessed 

without mounting. Any devices showing poor characteristics were abandoned.

As described in Appendix II, substantial information can be obtained from laser 

characterisation. When initially tested, the AMZI contacts, as shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.7, 

were all biased together, which makes threshold comparisons with straight lasers of 

similar length complicated. Fig. 6.12 shows L-I characteristics for a complete AMZI, 

with a prominent kink. Kinked L-I characteristics occur when the laser mode hops either 

in wavelength or to higher order guided modes In this device the L-I curve kink is 

likely to be caused by asymmetries between the separate arms caused by fabrication 

inaccuracies.

g
E

Io
CL

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

Current (A)

Fig. 6.12 Kinked L-I characteristic fo r  an AM ZIlaser amplifier.

Fig. 6.13 shows the usually obtained unkinked AMZI L-I characteristics, the threshold is 

different than in Fig. 6.12 because the AMZI design is different. Table 6.3 shows a 

comparison of thresholds for different device geometries. The table confirms the BPM 

analysis that losses are significant, as illustrated by the higher thresholds for devices 

with greater bend angles. Straight Fabry-Perot ridge waveguide lasers were also cleaved 

from the straight portions o f the AMZI mask, typical thresholds for 500jiim devices were 

8mA (corresponding to a current density o f 457 A cm-^) with power outputs o f 25mW 

per facet at 100mA.
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Fig. 6.13 Typical L-I characteristics fo r  a complete AM ZI

Arm length 

(mm)

Y angle 

degrees

Input

waveguide 

Length (pm)

Output

waveguide 

Length (pm)

Threshold

current

(mA)

Threshold 

current 

density 

(A cm

1.5 2 100 100 90 818
1.5 3 100 100 101 901
1.5 4 100 100 130 1160
1 3 100 100 75 974

0.75 4 100 100 100 1680

Table 6.3 Average thresholds fo r  comparable AM ZI device geometries.

• pulsed 
operation
c.w.
operation

,000 .025 .050 .075 .100

C u rre n t  (A)

.125 .150

Fig. 6.14 Comparison between c.w. and pulsed operation fo r  a 400pm long AM ZI Y 

junction segment.
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The c.w. characteristics for selected deviees were compared with their pulsed counter 

parts, the c.w. and pulsed tliresholds showed little difference, as illustrated above in Fig. 

6.14.

Devices showing good characteristics were mounted on individual gold plated 

copper blocks for c.w. operation and assessment.

6.4 All-optical switching of the AMZI -Experimental

6.41 Experimental details

The AMZTs, described previously, were tested for all-optical switching using a diode 

pumped self mode-locked Cr:LiSAF laser at Strathclyde University Department of 

Physics and Applied Physics. The laser produced 100 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 80 

MHz. The laser was tuned to 860 nm, which should be close to the gain peak in the 

AMZI laser amplifiers. Fig. 6.15 shows the spectrum of the Cr:LiSAF laser; the small 

ripples in the trace were due to a dielectric coated mirror used to align the beam to the 

spectrum analyser.

1.00

□ 0.80 
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Fig. 6.15 Spectra from  the mode-locked Cr:LiSAF laser when producing lOOfs 

pulses, bandwidth 13nm, FWHM.

Because the pulses are significantly shorter than the anticipated recoveiy time of the
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nonlinearity, little information can be obtained from the analysis o f the speetra emerging 

from the laser amplifiers. It is not possible to use spectral broadening in amplifiers to 

measure the nonlinear index, ni, for pulse durations this short.

The AMZI laser amplifiers were mounted p-side (ridge side) up on gold plated 

copper blocks, which were temperature stabilised with a thermo-electric cooler and 

thermistor. Coupling in and out o f the devices was via microscope objective lenses. An 

experimental arrangement, similar to Fig. 5.7, was used to test the AMZI laser 

amplifiers for all-optical switching. The incident power level was adjusted using a X!2 

waveplate on a rotating stage followed by a polariser. The power output was measured 

on a large area photodiode and a small percentage of the input was split off and 

measured in a similar fashion. The ratio of these two signals gave a measure of the 

AMZI transmission. A long 1500 pm device (plus 500 pm output waveguide) AMZI 

(from wafer B454) with a 2 degree Y-branch angle was used to minimise switching 

powers and because some of the higher angle devices exhibited greater attenuation, 

according to the BPM analysis.

The technique used to estimate input coupling efficiency was similar to that used 

in Chapter 5. For a given input power the output power can be measured, the 

relationship between input and output is expressed as,

= -C,, (6.3)

where C, and Co are the input and output coupling overlap losses respectively. R is he 

facet reflectivity and the e'“' term represents any gain or loss in the device. In these 

uncoated devices the facet reflectivity is typically 0.3, the output coupling efficiency can 

be estimated by measuring the luminescence power, with the optical input blocked. A 

large area photodiode was used to measure the luminescence power close to the facet, 

this was then compared to the power obtained when the output was lensed on to the 

photodetector. Using this method the output coupling overlap was measured as 0.61 for 

a 40x objective. The only remaining unknown is the device’s linear loss (or gain), at 

transparency the linear loss can be obtained from laser characterisation data, as 

described in Appendix II. Free carrier absorption losses are typically within the range of
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7-35 cm'' (although a linear loss of 35cm'' would be a very poor for an AIGaAs laser), 

depending on the material structure and quality. Scattering loss, caused by etch 

rouglmess which scatters light into higher order modes, also contributes to the total 

propagation loss, but this is normally small compared to free carrier absorption.

Two 500pm long straight waveguide devices were measured at transparency, the 

fractional thioughputs were 1.30% and 1.04 %. If an assumption is made as to the value 

o f the free carrier absorption, an estimation of the coupling efficiency can be made. The 

estimates this gives are an overall input coupling efficiency o f 4% for a==7cm'', and 

16% for a=35cm '' and a coupling efficiency o f close to 10% for a=25cm ''. For the 

AMZI analysis a coupling efficiency of 10% (+/- 6%) is assumed.

6.42 AMZI switching results and error analysis

Fig. 6.16 shows the all-optical switching characteristic obtained for a device with a 2 

degree Y angle and a 1.5mm arm length. On the vertical axis is plotted the normalised 

device transmission. A ti phase shift is achieved for a peak power of 30W in the device 

or a pulse energy of 3pJ, assuming a coupling efficiency of 10%. No similar effects were 

observed with c.w. input or for straight waveguides. Although other AMZI 

configurations were available, because of time pressures it was not possible to 

investigate them fully.
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Fig. 6.16 All optical switching o f  the AM ZI fo r  lOOfs pulse input. The switching point 

corresponds to a peak power o f  SOW in the device or a pulse energy o f  SpJ.
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The error bar analysis is described in detail in Appendix VI. Consecutive repeat 

measurements also indicated that the experimental uncertainties are significantly smaller 

than the measured switching contrast, showing that the response was due to genuine 

switching. O f relevance in optical switches is the contrast ratio, which is defined as the 

ratio of the maximum to the minimum transmission of the switch. The contrast ratio 

achieved here is poor, only 1 : 0.88. Another way of looking at this is the extinction 

ratio which is only 0.5dB or 12%. The possible reasons for this poor switching contrast 

are covered in the next section

6.5 All-optical switching of the AMZI- analysis and 

discussion

In this section the performance of the AMZI is analysed, in particular the reasons for the 

poor switching contrast. Comparisons are also made with other published work on 

amplifiers at transparency. A program has been developed to model the switching 

characteristic of the AMZI and good agreement between the experimental and modelled 

data is seen.

6.51 Comparison with other work in amplifiers at transparency

From the graph of the Mach-Zehnder switching characteristic, Fig. 6.16, the effective 

value of ii2 can be calculated. The self induced phase shift between the two arms of an 

AMZI is given by Equation 6.4,

2- Ti-ni. I  - {X - l ô )  Aé = --------------- -̂----—- l ~ e -aL

a
(6.4)

where I is the switching intensity, L is the arm length, X the optical wavelength, 5 is the
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arm power splitting ratio, 112 is the nonlinear index and a  is the linear loss due primarily 

to free-carrier absorption. The switching intensity which corresponds to a tt phase shift 

is expressed as,

/  = ------   1------  (6.5)
2 ( } - 2 0 ) m  exp~°'- 1

a  a

The values assumed are cl-  25cm '', as estimated from laser thi'eshold data and 5 =0.16, 

from the BPM analysis. The modal area was calculated to be 1.75 pm^ for the 4MQW 

ridge waveguide structures used. The input coupling efficiency was estimated to be 

10%, allowing for the overlap integral and facet reflectivity. Using these parameters the 

nonlinear index, 112 was calculated to be 1.2 x 10"'^ W cm"^, neglecting two-photon 

absorption. If the two-photon absorption coefficient is assumed to be 30 cm G W ' a U2 

of 2.0 X 10"'^ cm^ w '  is calculated. In reality the analysis is more complicated than 

Equation 6.4 suggests and for this reason a Mathematica program, described later, was 

used to include additional factors such as two-photon absorption. The effect of the 

initial attenuation that occurs before the Y junction split was included as was the 

modelled loss of 2 dB due to the angle bends, although this has only a small effect as 

significant absorption occurs before the bend. Not included in the calculation were the 

effects o f losses due to bluntening o f the Y branch tip, which were modelled to be IdB, 

which means the calculated 112 is likely to be slight underestimate. There are also 

significant uncertainties in derivation of the value of U2 from the results, this is 

discussed later.

The nonlinear index, n2 , has also been measured by other groups and 

slightly larger values have been measured. Pump-probe measurement techniques in 

AIGaAs bulk laser material in the small signal regime point to 0 2  values of 5x10''^ cm^ 

W '. The nonlinear index in InGaAsP has also been measured from small signal pump 

probe experiments to be -IxlO"'^ cm^ W ' ,  depending on the nature of the laser active 

region.

The AMZI described here is compared with the AIGaAs nonlinear directional 

coupler (NLDC) of Lee et al ' which switched from the bar point to the 3 dB position for 

an input pulse energy of 6 pJ for TE polarisation, using pulses o f 200 fs FWHM from a
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self-mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser. The structure of the NLDC was similar to that used 

here, both employed 100Â thick GaAs quantum wells with Alo.2 Gao.8As bamers, 

however the AMZI used a thicker banier layer, 100 Â compared to 50 Â. The AMZI 

structure used here employs fewer quantum wells, 4 compared to 10 in the directional 

coupler structure. Comparing the switching powers of these two similar structures, the 

directional coupler switches with an intensity 5 times smaller than the AMZI. These are 

several effects which could lead to this difference in switching intensity and the smaller 

ii2 , which is calculated here.

• The AMZI fabricated here is a more lossy structure than the NLDC. Bending 

losses were modelled as 2dB. In addition the AMZI contains a small 10 pm 

long unpumped region which serves to isolate the electrical contacts between 

the input waveguide and the Mach-Zehnder region. This unpumped region 

will account for additional insertion losses.

• The directional coupler is excited by pulses of longer duration. There are 

several competing nonlinearities in amplifiers The dominant nonlinearity 

depends on pulse duration. In the regime of the AMZI operation, the net phase 

shift will be the sum of the negative An due to two-photon absolution and the 

positive An due to carrier heating. Shorter pulses will experience more two- 

photon absorption. The NLDC of Lee et al employs a 1OMQW structure and 

would have a greater vertical confinement factor. This would enhance the 

carrier heating nonlinearity compared to the 4QW structures used here. 

Conversely a more poorly confined structure is likely to see more two-photon 

absorption, which occurs mainly in the cladding. It is difficult to make a 

definitive conclusion on the reasons for the higher switching intensity as the 

coupling efficiencies are not given in Lee et a f  s data, although it is suggested 

that such a device would see more earner heating effects.

In summary the AMZI shows higher switching intensities than the NLDC of Lee 

et al. This is consistent with the higher insertion losses associated with its more 

elaborate structure. Consequently the 112 calculated is likely to be an underestimate. The
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device is also likely to see more two-photon absorption than the NLDC of Lee et al, 

which would further increase switching powers, if TP A is excessive.

6.52 Analysis of the AMZI switching characteristics

The AMZI devices show only weak switching behaviour, with a switching contrast of 

only 1 to 0.88. There are several possibilities that could account for this:

1. Pulse-break up: A 1:0 switching contrast ratio will only be achieved by a 

perfectly square pulse, in a real pulse only the peak experiences the maximum 

phase shift, reducing switching contrasts.

2. Two-photon absorption: If significant, two-photon absoiption will 

preferentially attenuate the signal in the Mach-Zehder arm with most power, 

limiting the all-optical switching performance. The detrimental effects of 

two-photon absorption on switching response have been observed in a passive 

Mach-Zehnder

3. Competing nonlinearities: The nonlinearity at transparency when excited 

with pulses of 1 OOfs duration has both positive and negative components

4. Poor radiation of higher order modes: In the AMZI it is crucial that the 

waveguide is single mode, otherwise the device will not switch off properly.

5. Additional asymmetry in the Mach-Zehnder arms: Even if the Mach- 

Zehnder arms are fabricated perfectly symmetrically and two-photon 

absorption is neglected there are additional factors which may lead to 

degraded extinction ratios. The nonlinearity in amplifiers at transparency has 

a significant gain component, in addition to the nonlinear refractive index 

component which we wish to exploit. In Chapter 5 the gain dynamics were 

investigated using a pump-probe technique and the gain at transparency was 

shown to saturate due to heating of the carrier distribution. This leads to an 

intensity dependent transparency current which has also been observed 

elsewhere In the literature it has been observed that the gain changes 

associated with a n phase shift can almost totally extinguish the pulse This 

nonlinear gain will clearly complicate the Mach-Zehnder response from the
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ideal case.

These points are now addressed in turn.

Pulse break up: Taking the first point, the area under a normalised gaussian 

distribution is given by,

.  +CO

y—̂  Ïe~^ ' d t  ~ \  (6.6)
A'Iti _i

where, t is time and t  is a constant determined by the pulsewidth. This is analogous to 

the total pulse power in the AMZI, assuming a gaussian pulse shape. Taking into 

account the cosine squared switching characteristic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

Equation 6.6 can be amended to give the transmission for a ‘real’ device, which is 

limited by the pulse wings as shown below,

this expresses the AMZI transmission for a peak phase shift o f (j) between arms. 

Equation 6.7 is equal to 0.26 for a n phase shift. Rather than switching from 1 to 0, even 

an ideal AMZI when excited with a gaussian pulse would only switch from 1 to 0.26 

because of the pulse ‘wings’. Although the non-square pulse shape does limit the 

switching response partially, it does not fully account for the poor switching 

characteristic of the AMZI.

Two-photon absorption: There have been few experimental measurements of p, the 

two-photon absorption coefficient, in active laser structures at energies around the band 

gap. However TP A has received considerable attention in passive waveguides at 

wavelengths below the bandgap, because of its relevance to all optical nonlinearities in
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waveguides and because o f its role in producing efficient waveguide autocorrelators. 

Two-photon absorption together with free carrier effects influence semiconductor laser 

and amplifier performance. A brief review o f the literature on TP A in GaAs/AIGaAs is 

now presented.

Two-photon absorption (introdueed in Chapter 2) is a nonlinear process which 

gives a light intensity dependent loss mechanism. The process is significant for high 

intensity optical signals, which primarily occur in pulsed or mode-loeked lasers. For low 

light intensities in a semiconductor material, at wavelengths below the band edge 

interband absorption is expected to be small. Therefore in a semiconductor waveguide 

the optical loss will just be given by the residual losses caused by scattering due to 

waveguide surface roughness. However at high intensities, two photon absorption 

becomes significant. In this process an electron can experience an interband transition 

through the absorption of two photons, i.e. transitions which would be forbidden with 

one-photon absorption are now possible.

In general TP A has a wavelength dependence, at photon energies at less than 

half the bandgap TP A is small, at around half the bandgap a strong resonance occurs 

and TPA becomes significant. The wavelength response for larger photon energies, 

away from the resonance features, is relatively flat. TPA also shows signifieant 

polarisation dependenee. The two photon absorption eoefficient in GaAs and 

GaAs/AlGaAs waveguides has been measured in a wide range of structures for a wide 

range of conditions. Some o f the published work is summarised in Table 6.4 below.

TPA coefficient 

(cm GW ')

Structure and measurement 

conditions

Reference

45 +/-10 Si doped bulk GaAs.

1.06pm

pulsewidth^Sps

31

26 Bulk GaAs,TE polarisation. 

A-= 1.06 pm 

pulsewidth=80ps

31

In bulk GaAs most quoted 

values lie between 20-30 

cm G W ' at 1.06pm for 

picosecond pulse 

excitation.

23 Bulk GaAs , k= l .06pm, pulsewidth=80ps. 32
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20 +/- 8 GaAs / Alo.2 Gao.8As MQW waveguide with 

58 periods,TE polarisation.

X= 1.06pm 

pulsewidth=90ps

33

31 +/- 6 GaAs single QW laser with graded AIGaAs 

separate confinement heterostructure with a 

Lasing wavelength o f 0.83pm. The laser 

was pumped optically not electrically.

TE polarisation.

1=0.8 6 pm 

pulsewidth=50ps

34

Obtained using a pump 

probe technique.

11 +/- 2 85 period Alo.1Gao.9As / Alo.2 5Gao.7 5As 

MQW waveguide with a band edge of 

760nm.

1=0 . 8  5 pm 

pulsewidth=3.5ps

35

The optical source was a 

Q-switched diode laser.

50 +/- 25 Double QW Alo.2 3Gao.7 7As / Alo.5 5Gao.4 5As 

LED with an emission peak o f 670nm.

TE polarisation 

1=0.810pm 

pulsewidth=l 15fs

36

Obtained from 

photocurrent

measurements from a 

range o f reverse biased 

devices.

0.15 GaAs / Alo.4 5 Gao.5 3As MQW waveguide 

with 54 periods, the band edge for the LH 

transition is 770nm.

1=1.55pm 

pulsewidth=250fs

37

Measured for TM input at 

below half the bandgap, 

polarisation dependence 

o f n2  and |3 is observed.

Ranges from 0.2 

cm G W ' at 

1.625 pm to 10 

cm G W ’ at 

1450pm.

85 period GaAs / Alo.3 2Gao.6 8As MWQ 

waveguide.

Strong polarisation anisotropy is observed 

together with exciton features, 

pulsewidth=5ps

38,39

Measured for both 

polarisations across a 

wavelength region 

corresponding to half the 

band gap.

Ranges from 2 Bulk GaAs waveguide (band gap 0.87pm) 40
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cm G W ' at 

1.7pm to 32 cm 

G W ’ at 1.45pm

with a 1.3pm thick guiding region. 

pulsewidth=8 ps

34 Theoretical calculation, a wavelength of 

1.064 is assumed.

41

Close fit to

experimental

data.

Theoretical calculation. 42

Table 6.4 Summary o f  measured and theoretical values fo r  the t\\>o-photon 

absorption coefficient, f ,  in GaAs / AIGaAs.

In this section the value of p assumed is that measured by measured by Lee et al as 30 

cm GW in an unbiased AIGaAs laser structure at 860nm . Using this value o f P, the

influence of two-photon absorption can be accessed. The influence of linear losses and 

two-photon absorption experienced by a propagating optical signal in a straight 

waveguide is expressed by,

dz
= —cc ' I  — fd- F

(6.8)

where I is the intensity, a  is the linear absorption coefficient and p is the two-photon 

absorption coefficient. If this term is integrated Equation 6.9 is obtained.

(6.9)

Which can be simplified by introducing an effective length, lea = (l-e '“')/a, giving 

Equation 6.10.

-al
Î = I

o u t  III

i + 4 , (6.10)

Clearly two-photon absorption becomes important when P'Leff lin is not significantly less
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than one. In the AMZI switching is obtained for 3mW average power. This corresponds 

to a peak power of 375W or 37.5 W peak power coupled into the device, assuming a 

coupling efficiency of 10% and an active area of 1.75pm^. In the AMZI this gives a 

value p L Ii„ of 9.63, although the inclusion of linear losses in the effective length term 

reduces this by a factor of 4. Even so two-photon absorption cannot be ignored.

The simple calculation, shown above, shows that two-photon absorption is not 

insignificant when pulses of this duration are used, and for this reason its effect on the 

Mach-Zehnder switching response is now more fully quantified. Firstly the nonlinear 

phase shift is considered, which is given by,

L
(l̂  = k • j u j l  - dz (6.11)

0

where k is the vacuum wavenumber, U] is the nonlinear index and L is the length over 

which the phase shift occurs. Upon integration, using Equation 6.9 to express 1, 

Equation 6.12 is obtained for the self-induced phase shift.

—cc — I  • fl  I  ' p  - e-a-l

- a
(6.12)

For simplicity the effects of the linear loss can be ignored, leading to Equation 6.13, the 

induced phase shift in a straight waveguide.

The variation of the AMZI transmission, with intensity is given by the following 

expression.

Transmission = ~ h, sin  ̂(A^) (6.14)
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where la and ly are the output intensities of each respective Mach-Zelinder arm and A(j) is 

the difference in the self-induced phase shift in each arm, obtained from 6.13. Using 

Equation 6.9 and taking 6:1-8 to be the Mach-Zehnder split ratio, Equation 6.14 

becomes,

Transmission
1

sin? (A^) (6.15)

where hn is the input intensity. This is an expression for the transmission of an all- 

optical AMZI including the effects of two-photon absorption and linear losses.

A Mathematica program, listed in Appendix V was used to solve 

Equation 6.15 for various values of p, leading to the graphs of Fig. 6.17. The parameters 

used were U2=2.5 xlO ''^ cm^ W ‘ and 6=0.16, with the other parameter values as used 

previously.

Modelled AMZI switching characteristic for varying 
TPA

(0« 0.6

g  0.4

Beta=5 cm/GW 
Beta=15 cm/GW 

' Beta=30cm/GW 
Beta=50cm/GW

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Peak power in device (W)

Fig. 6.17 Modelled effect o f  two-photon absorption on AM ZI switching power 

and contrast ratio, ft  has been measured to be 30cm GW^ in AlGaAs 

lasers.

From the above graph it can be seen that two-photon absorption can significantly affect 

the switching characteristics. For the analysis of Fig. 6.17, the ni value was adjusted to 

produce a switching intensity similar to that observed in the real device. Assuming p=30
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cm GW the switching response is degraded, however the calculated characteristics 

are not similar to those observed. TPA would limit contrast ratios but not to the degree 

seen. Larger values of p than those plotted above lead to a 1/intensity decay, as expected 

from Equation 6.9. Two-photon absorption alone cannot account for the obtained 

switching characteristics.

Competing nonlinearities; As mentioned previously the nonlinearities in amplifiers at 

transparency, when perturbed by pulses of < lps duration, show nonlinear components 

with opposite signs The AMZI will see the net phase shift, whilst any competing 

effects would increase switching powers by cancelling each other out, they would not 

compromise contrast ratios. The NLDC of Lee et al was operated in a similar regime 

and switched from 0.8 to 0.4 in the cross state.

Rejection of higher order modes: Although the structures were modelled as single 

mode it is difficult to produce laser structures that are truly single mode. If the guides 

are slightly multimode this will have a marked effect on the switching response.

A 2-D BPM program, Prometheus from B.B.V. software was used to investigate 

the radiation of the higher order mode excited at the Mach-Zehnder recombination 

point. The index step between ridge and slab was calculated to be 0.0027 using a slab 

solver, this was later compared with a 2-D mode solver and a similar value was 

obtained. The plots of Fig 6.18 show the BPM analysis for a 3.5pm guide width (the 

geometry used) and a 1.5 pm wide waveguide.

The BPM analysis of Fig. 6.18 reveals that for a 3.5pm wide guide, as used, 

significant power remains in the vicinity of the waveguide. In a real device, following 

the mode profiles of Fig. 6.6, the order mode is poorly confined and is largely out 

with the pumped region. When the AMZI was tested the output spot was imaged onto a 

CCD camera. Higher order guided modes were not observed, although stray light in the 

slab regions made observation difficult. The L-I characteristics of the amplifiers also did 

not show any large discontinuities associated with mode jumps. Although the modelling 

suggests that the order mode does not decay quickly, it will present less of a problem 

in a real device and therefore poor mode rejection is unlikely to fully explain the 

observed switching characteristics.
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3.5pm  w ide  

w aveguide

i----------------- ---------------------------------►

3mm

1.5pm  w ide

w aveguide

-------------------------------- ►

3 m m

□  □ Optical Intensity

Fig. 6 . IS BPM analysis of a Mach-Zehnder with a t t  phase shift hetw>een arms 

for a 3.5pm wide guide, top and a 1.5pm wide guide, bottom . The 1st 

order mode is radiated almost fully after 300pm in the case with the 

narrower guide but fails to radiate completely when a wider guide is 

used even after 3mm.

A sym m etry in the M ach-Z ehnder arms: The data from other pum p-probe studies 

conducted using similar pulse durations to the AMZI switching experiment described
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here, show a significant gain nonlinearity is associated with a n phase shift. These 

pump-probe studies show that the gain nonlinearities can lead to an almost complete 

absorption of the pump signal. Similar modelled results are shown in Chapter 5. 

Hultgren et al quote a linewidth enhancement factor of 2 for the dynamics associated 

with carrier heating in AlGaAs laser amplifiers and we can use this to estimate the gain 

reduction associated with a n phase shift, assuming the nonlinearity does not saturate. 

The linewidth enhancement factor was described in Chapter 1 and can be defined as.

where ko is the wavenumber, An and Ag are the induced gain and index changes. In the 

AMZI, neglecting any additional loss mechanisms, a tt: phase shift for an arm length of 

1.5mm leads to a Ag of 2.1 x 10^cm'\ This leads to an attenuation of 95% of the 

original signal or a gain reduction of 13dB. The other arm, assuming a 5.4:1 split ratio 

sees a lesser gain reduction o f 45%. In this case the switching contrast would be limited 

to 50%. The nonlinear gain due to carrier heating will have a similar effect on the 

switching response as TPA, because in both cases the light in the straight through arm is 

preferentially attenuated.

The transparency condition in amplifiers at transparency can be influenced by 

the light intensity If this if significant in the AMZI it would mean that the effective 

bias conditions seen by the pulses in each aim are different. This is not an additional 

effect but an artefact of the gain saturation phenomena described above.

A fabrication defect in one arm of the device could lead to a switching response 

similar to the one observed, however the devices were visually examined and no 

obvious defects were observed.

6.53 Unified AMZI switching model

As described in the previous section, the AMZI switching characteristics are influenced 

by many factors and until now these have been dealt with in isolation. A Mathematica 

program, listed in Appendix V, was developed to model all of these competing effects.
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The modelled switching powers are within 15% of the experimental data for a broad 

range of (3 and % values. This allows the boundaries within which ns and (3 lie to be 

calculated for this GaAs/AlGaAs laser structure.

The model takes Equation 6.14 as its starting point and also provides a facility 

for the incorporation of the following effects:

Linear losses, a , which are mainly due to free-earrier absorption in amplifiers.

Two-photon absorption. This is included using Equation 6.12 for the self

induced phase shift and Equation 6.9 which gives the attenuation due to two- 

photon absorption and free carrier absorption. The attenuation in the initial 

AMZI straight input section is also included.

Pulse shape. In reality the AMZI is not switched by a ‘top hat’ shaped pulse 

and this leads to a decrease in the switching contrast. This is included using 

Equation 6.7 at all points in the switching characteristic.

The program allows additional asymmetries in absorption and phase to be 

introduced between Mach-Zehnder antis. This could occur because of 

fabrication or material imperfections or because of the intensity dependent 

gain saturation, described in detail in Chapter 5. In the model Mach-Zehnder 

arm asymmetries can be introduced by allowing a difference in earner 

densities between arms. Gain changes are then given by including the term 

a(Nl-NO) where a is the gain coefficient, NO is the carrier density in one arm 

and N 1 is the carrier density in the other arm. Although these parameters are 

not accurately known, this approach allows the effect of asymmetries to be 

modelled. The linear loss / gain term now becomes g-̂ KNi-NO)-a]L̂  a value for 

the linewidth enhancement factor is assumed index asymmetries can also be 

included.

The table below shows values used in the AMZI switching model.
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Parameter Description Value 

(estimated 

uncertainty limits)

Reference

W a v e len g th 8 60nm

P T w o -p h o to n  a b so rp tio n  
c o e ff ic ie n t. In th e  m o d e l th is  
v a lu e  is a d ju s te d  to  g iv e  a 
b es t f it  to  th e  d a ta .

3 0  cm  G W ’’ 
(1 0 -5 0  cm  G W ')

34

a L in e a r  lo ss te rm 2 5 c m ‘’
(7 -3 0 )

1
Also laser characterisation 
data in Appendix 11.

"2 N o n lin e a r  c o e ff ic ie n t 2 .5x1  O’’W W '  
(0 .5  - 5 cm ^W "')

27,28

a re a E ffe c tiv e  m o d a l a re a 1.75 pm^ 
(1 .2 5 -2 .2 5  pm ")

From 2-D mode solver 
calculations using 
FW AVE as described in 
Section 6.21

Ô M a c h -Z e h n d e r  a rm  p o w e r
sp li ttin g  ra tio
ô : ( l - ô )

0 .1 5 6 F ro m  B P M  m o d e llin g  
S ec tio n  6 .31 . T h is  is a 
c r it ic a l fu n c tio n  o f  
w a v e g u id e  d im e n s io n s , 
b u t in th e  a n a ly s is  is 
a s su m e d  to  be  
a c c u ra te ly  k n o w n .

L M a c h -Z e h n d e r  a rm  leng th 1.5 m m

Ljiiput L en g th  o f  s tra ig h t in p u t 
w a v e g u id e

0 .2 m m

Ppeak/Pave P eak  to  av e ra g e  p o w e r  ra tio . 
F o r th e  C r;L iS A F  la se r  u sed . 
8 0 M H z re p e tit io n  ra te , lOOfs 
p u lse  w id th s .

1 2 5 x 1 0 ^ 26

Table 6.5 Parameters used in the AM ZI switching model, listed in Appendix V.

Many of the parameters in the model such as ni, P, a  are not accurately known, the 

estimated uncertainties in these values are shown on Table 6.5. The approach taken was 

therefore to vary them in turn and compare the modelled switching characteristic with 

the experimental data. Some of the calculated switching responses are shown below.
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Modelled switching characteristic for a range of assumed
TPA coeficients

0 . 9 9

0  0 . 9 7  

W  0 . 9 5

1 0-53
2  0-91

H  0 . 8 9  

0 . 8 7

1

0 . 9

X X
X

X X

X

t  0.8 
0 . 7

■i' 0.6
I 0 . 5  

1 0 . 4

♦  experim ental data 

cu rvefil 

- ■ ■ ' m o d e lle d  data (a) 

m odelled  data (b) 

X  m od elled  data (c)

0  2  4  6  8

Input power (mW)

Fig. 6.19 Experimental (left side) and modelled data (right side). The 

parameters assumed are shown in Table 6.5, The TPA coefficient, p  

takes the values o f  a) 30 cm GW^ b) 25 cm GW^ c) 20 cm G W \

Modelled switching characteristic for a range of assumed

0 . 9 9  

. 1  0 . 9 7  

S  0 . 9 5I  0 93
§  0.91

H  0 . 8 9

x ' '

nonlinear coeficients, 112 

   1

X
XxX

♦

X xx

X

X

0 . 8 7  1" ■ " 

0

X

*

4  6

[ 0 . 9

^  I 0.6

; 0 . 5  

--------------------f  0 . 4

♦  experim ental data 

~  " curvefit

• - — m od e lled  data (d)

m od elled  data (e)  

X m odelled  data (f)

Input power (mW)

Fig. 6.20 Experimental and modelled data. The nonlinear index, « 2  takes the 

values o fd) 3 x 10'^^ crn^ e) 3.5 x cm^ f  4 x 10'^^ cm^ JF 

’. Other parameters are os in Table 6.5.
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Modelled switching characteristic for a range of assumed
linear losses, a

0.99 

.1  0.97 
(? 0.95

1 0 93
2  0.91 
h- 0.89

0.87

♦
X\

" X'
x'i.

XX
X

1 0.9

x l ^ x î :  0.8

X
XX

- 0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

‘ 0.4

♦  experim ental data

* " ' ' curvefit

- - - - m odelled  data (h) 

m od elled  data (g) 

X  m odelled  data (c)

0 2 4 6  8

Input power (mW)

Fig. 6.21 Experimental and modelled data. The linear loss term, a  takes the 

value o f  c) 20 cm'^ g) lOcm'^ and h) 30cm'^. The other parameters 

used were n2=2.5 x 10 cm^ W \ p=20 cm G W \ The remainder as 

shown on Table 6.5.

Modelled switching characteristic for a range of assumed
values with arm asymmetry

0.99
0  0.97 : ^
Ü) T«  0.95 ,
E
1  0.93 !

2  i
H  0.89 ! 

0.87 1 --

X \ v

X
X

X

-

♦ ^ x X

- - - - - - 1
I 0.9 

%  0.8
- " f  0.7

i- 0.6

X

experim ental data
curvefit

data (i)

data (j)

data (k)

0.5

-i 0.4

Input power (mW)

Fig 6.22 Modelled data fo r  a AM ZI with an initial phase offset between arms o f  

i) n/3 with an U2=3.5 x 10'^^ cm^ j)  n/3 with an n2^4 x 10 cm^ 

and k) n/2 and n2^4 x 10'^^ cm^ . Other parameters as Table

6.5.
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Modelled switching characteristic for a range of assumed 
parameters and asymmetric gain

0.99
0  0.97 
( 0  0.95

1 0 93
5  0.91
H  0.89 

0.87

♦ X
X

X

Te X

0.95

0.9
X , 'X 85 

I 0.8 

-! 0.75

♦  experim ental data 

curvefit 

X  m odelled  data (1) 

m od elled  data (m )

0 2 4 6  8

Input power (mW)

Fig 6.23 Modelled switching with different gain (loss) in each arm and an initial 

phase shift. The model makes the simple assumption that there is a 

different effective carrier density in each arm and the ratio o f  the 

carrier densities, N1/N2 can be varied. It should be noted that this 

leads to decreased contrast ratios. The parameters used were I) 30 

cm'’, p~  17 cm G W ’, U2 = 4 x  cnP W ’ , N l/N2= 0.9 m) 25cm' 

’, f — 12 cm GJF’, n2 — 4 X 10'’  ̂ cm^ W ’ , N l/N2= 0.9. Otherwise 

parameters are as Table 6.5.

6.54 Critical assessment of fit with model

Some of the data of Figures 6.19-6.23 show, subjectively a reasonable fit to the 

experimental data. However it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about the 

fit between model and theory, because o f the large number o f variables involved, many 

of which are not known to a high level of accuracy. A more objective method was 

subsequently adopted in order to determine how well the theory fits the experimental 

data and over what range o f parameters. The degree of error between a given curve and 

a series of experimental data can be measured by the least squares method where the 

least squares rms error is given by.

(6.17)
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where T and T^t are the experimental and modelled data values respectively. The 

existing AMZI Mathematica model was adapted to scan over a matrix of parameter 

values and perform a least squares fit to the experimental data (for input powers 

between 0.5 and 7mW), outputting the least squares fitting parameter as defined by 

Equation 6.17. The adapted programme is listed in Appendix V. In the AMZI model, the 

factors which influence the switching response are summarised in Table 6.5. The 

primary parameters are n2 , a  and p, these are not known to a high level of accuracy, 

hence they are all allowed to vary in the search for the best fit. Although not accurately 

known, the coupling efficiency is taken to be fixed, it is assumed that the uncertainties 

in the coupling efficiency will lead to uncertainties in the accuracy with which U2 , a  and 

p can be subsequently determined. Secondary parameters are the asymmetry in the 

Mach-Zehnder arms, in terms o f both phase and gain.

When comparing the modelled and experimental data the contrast ratio of the 

switching response is ignored, both data sets are normalised. This is because a range of 

causes, as discussed in Section 6.52. could degrade the contrast ration.

A wide range o f parameter values were scanned over. The estimated 

uncertainties in the parameters values, as listed on Table 6.5, defined the scan area. A 

phase asymmetry of up to 0.571 was also allowed. Additional gain asymmetries although 

allowed for in the model were not investigated as this would have significantly 

increased the parameter space that was required to be scanned over.

The results of the least squares fit analysis is shown on Table 6.6. The results are 

divided into two, the upper data does not include a phase asymmetry, while the lower 

data does. The modelled curve fits are graded into 3 divisions; Division A- a good fit, 

Division B- a reasonable fit and Division C which encompasses everything else. A good 

fit corresponds to a least squares fitting parameter of less than 0.15, or in other words 

the average rms error between the modelled and the experimental data points is less than 

15%. From the least squares fitting data the following conclusions are drawn:

• A significantly better fit is obtained if an initial arm asymmetry is allowed.

• The best fit is obtained for a=40 cm'*, p=10 cm GW'*, U2^  4 x 10'*  ̂cm^ W'*

• A good fit o f is obtained for a wide range of parameters (up to 100% 

variation), it is therefore not possible to determine the values of U2 , a  and P
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unless one of the parameters is known to a high level of accuracy.

c
0
wui
1 
c

xXXXKXxxx"

10

Input power (mW)

Fig 6.24 Graph showing the smallest least squares error between modelled and  

experimental data with no initial arm phase asymmetry. The 

parameters used are a=SO cm ’, p=5 cm G W ’, n2 = 2 x W ’  ̂cm^ W ’. 

The modelled data is indicated by the crosses.

co
0.98
0.96%

.Î2 0.94 
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1
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0.7 
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- 0.2
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Fig 6.25 Graph showing the smallest least squares error between modelled and 

experimental data with no initial arm phase asymmetry. The 

parameters used are a=40 cm'’, P^IO cm G W ’, n2 ^  4.5 x W ’  ̂ cm  ̂

W ’, with an initial path imbalance o f  0.36Tt.

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the best curve fits obtained with and without an initial phase 

shift.
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a lpha beta n 2 phase least  s q u a r e s fit
( c m -1) (cm G W - p (cm2 W - l ) a s y m m e t r y  

(1/71) ’ ’
rm s  e r r o r qua l i ty

30 5 2 0 0.17 B
40 5 3 0 0 . 1 7
35 10 3 0 0.21
40 10 3 0 0.21
45! 5 4 0 ” 0.22
45 15 4 0 0.22 C
30 10 
45] ' 5

2 0 ’ 0.25
3 0 0.26

40 25 4 0 0.27

{(with modeled initial phase asymmetry 1jetween arms)
-

40 10 4.5 0.36 0.1 1
30 10 3 Z .  . 0 .3 6 —  0.12
25 15 3 0.45 0.13
35 : 2 o 4.5 0.36 0.131 ”  A
20 .15 .........2,5 0.45 0.14
45’ 10 _____. . . 4 .5 0.18 0.14 ■
20 20 3 0,5 0,16
25 ' 15 3 0.36 0.Î6 ■
25’ 20 ’3:5 0.45 0.16
25 20 3.5 0.5 0.17
35 10 3 0.18 0.17
1 5T 20 2,5 0.5 0.18 B
20 . . !J 2.5 0.5 0.18
40 20 4.5 ’ 0.18 0.18
20
20

15
20

“ 2.5
3"

0.36
0.45

0.19
0.19 -

20 25 3.5 0.5 0.19
30’ 20 4.5 0.5 0.19
25 15 _____ 2.5 0.275 0.2

- -
25
25

15
15

2.5| 0.18  
3 ; 0.5

0.2 
0.2 1 ■

25 20 3^ 0.36 ’ ’ ’ 0.21
25’ 20 3 0/275 0.21
25 20 3.5 0.33 0,21^
25 ’ 25 3.5 0.45 0,21
30 10 3 0.18 0.21
30/ 30 4.5 0.36

.. - - - .. . .

40 10 4.5 o.Ts 0.21
25 3/5 0.36 0.22
25 25 3.y 0.36 0.22
15 20 . 2:5! 6.45 0.23
20 20 2.51I 0 3 6 0.23
20 ’ 25 3 0.45 ’ 0.23
25: 15 3 0.275 0.23
35 20 Z  4.4 0.18 0.23
\5 A  20 3 0.45 0.24
20 ^ 5 3 0.36 0.24
25 15 2.5 0.36 0.24!
25 _ 2 5 .......... 3 J 0,275 0.24 -

2  c 7
20 20 2 J 0.45 0.26
20 20 0.33 0.261
20 25 3 |  0.5 

3.5 : ’ 0.5
■ 0 26 %

25 15 0.26
30 20 3 O.I_8̂ 0.26'
30 30 4.5 0.5 0.26
35 ' 10 4^5 0.5 0.26
40 20 4:5 0.36 0.26
25 20 2.5 0.10 0.27
15 "25 2.5 0.45 0.28’
25 ' 2 0 2 :f 0.18 0,28
25 2 0 3.5 0.25 0.28
35 '10 4.5 0.5 0.31
25 ' 2 0 2T5 6/25 ..................  0,32
25 40 2.5 0.25 0.35

Fit quality

A-good 

B-reasonable 

C-poor

Table 6.6 AM ZI model output, fo r  a selection o f  modelled values which gave the 

best fit. The lower part o f  the table allows an initial phase imbalance.
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Taking the data from Table 6.6 it is possible to gauge how critically dependent 

the curve fit is on each of the parameters ni, a  and p, by plotting pairs of these 

parameters against each other. Taking the data points when the third parameter is 

constant, a series o f graphs is obtained. The graphs are shown in Appendix VI. The 

gradient of these graphs is a measure of the variation in one parameter that is required to 

offset the variation in another, and return the modelled characteristic to what is a good 

fit. More data points would be required for a full analysis, but o f note is the strong 

correlation between the two loss terms a  and p.

The effects of the uncertainties in the AMZI parameters are now considered. The 

key parameters which determine the switching response are assumed to be nj and a , 

while the coupling efficiency, p and the arm imbalance are regarded as secondary 

parameters which finely hone the modelled characteristic to the desired response. The 

coupling efficiency was estimated by assuming a value for a  in a similar, but shorter, 

device. From Table 6.5 a , is taken to be in the range 7-30 cm'*, which gives a coupling 

efficiency which could vary by up to a factor o f 3, or +/- 100%, this will lead to a 

corresponding uncertainty in n2 . Fig. A20, in the appendix, shows that the values of p 

and a  which give a good fit, for a fixed 112 show significant correlation. Any 

uncertainties in a  therefore mean that the TPA which the model predicts shows an 

uncertainty of up to 70% of the variation in a.

The results of the AMZI model, curve fit and the significance of uncertainties in 

the AMZI parameters are now summarised.

By comparing the experimental and modelled data it is possible to gain more 

insight into the obtained switching response of the Mach-Zehnder. As observed 

previously, all the numerous effects which act to limit the switching response even when 

considered together do not limit the contrast ratio to the extent seen. The model 

described in this section did not include: poor radiation of higher order modes, carrier 

heating induced gain saturation and additional asymmetries- these effects are difficult to 

quantify. Compared to the passive Mach-Zehnder structures^’ that proved successful 

in AlGaAs at half the bandgap, the active AMZI response is susceptible to a great many 

more competing effects, all o f which potentially limit its performance. Also compared to 

the directional coupler switches that have been demonstrated in amplifiers at
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transparency, the AMZI will suffer more significantly from the effects of gain 

nonlinearities as it has two separate arms. It is therefore concluded that the AMZI 

should, and does, have a significantly worse response compared to comparable passive 

all-optical switches and active directional coupler devices.

From Fig. 6.19 it is observed that the AMZI switching is not catastrophically 

limited by the effects o f two-photon absorption, although this prevents the Mach- 

Zehnder from showing further on/off cycles. An improved fit to the experimental data, 

as shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.25, can be obtained if an initial phase shift is allowed 

between arms, suggesting that the AMZI experiences some asymmetry in path length 

between arms. Fig. 6.23 includes some gain asymmetry between arms which reduces the 

contrast ratio to values similar to that observed. The approach used assumes that the 

linear losses in one arm are larger. This is obviously a simplification and would only 

accurately model asymmetries due to fabrication imperfection, for instance. A more 

complex model could also include an additional intensity dependent loss term, to more 

accurately model gain saturation due to carrier heating.

The model shows a good fit to the experimental data, the optimum fits were 

identified using the least squares method. However, the device parameters, cannot be 

accurately deduced from the best fit data, because for a range o f values o f U2 , (3, and a  

we find the modelled switching characteristic within 15% of the experimental data. As 

none of these parameters are accurately known there exists a wide matrix of values over 

which ii2 , a , (3 could lie, up to +/- 100% typically. In order to deduce these parameters 

accurate measurements of a  and ideally another parameter would have been required.

6.5 Practical applications of semiconductor 

optical amplifiers at the transparency bias point

In this section the practicalities of devices such as the all-optical AMZI are addressed. 

Initially, possible improvements to the AMZI switch are suggested and then its potential 

is compared with other competing devices.
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The AMZI fabricated was designed to be a proof of principle, there is considerable 

scope for optimisation. Taking the case o f a 1x1 switch, which could be adapted to form 

a routing / demultiplexing switch, the following areas can be improved:

Longer pulse widths: Pulses of duration in the sub picosecond regime lead 

to competing nonlinearities in amplifiers and enhanced two-photon 

absorption and carrier heating gain nonlinearities. This will degrade the 

switching response. Also pulses o f this duration are unlikely to be available in 

a communications network employing semiconductor laser sources.

Reduction of bend losses: The AMZI in its cunent form is lossy: the 

asymmetric power splitting Y branch will lead to a loss greater than 7dB at 

the recombination point, assuming a 5.4:1 split ratio. A better device could 

use different width waveguides in each arm to introduce asymmetry.

Reduction of coupling losses: Insertion losses are also significant. These 

could be reduced using taper structures which have been recently developed 

in lasers to mode match to optical fibres Similarly AR coatings would 

improve throughput.

• Active and passive sections: In the AMZI demonstrated, the input and output 

sections were also biased at transparency and because of the linear losses due 

to free carrier absorption this leads to additional loss. A better solution would 

be to introduce active and passive sections using regrowth techniques or 

disordering. Alternatively gain in the input and output sections would also be 

possible, although at milliwatt power input levels gain saturation would be 

significant in the input section.

• Optimised MQW ’s: There is potential for optimising the amplifier structure: 

work by Roberts suggests that if the carrier-heating nonlinearity is to be 

employed, a bulk structure or a structure with a large number of repeated 

quantum wells would be optimum as it enhances the confinement factor. This
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is important because the nonlinear carrier heating interactions mainly occur in 

the active region. This would however increase the linear losses associated 

with free earner absorption.

• Gain saturation compensation: If the asymmetric gain saturation seen in the 

arm with most power is known, a design can be developed to compensate for 

this allowing improved contrast ratios, limited only by the pulse shape.

In order to assess the practicalities of a switch using an amplifier at transparency 

the comparison is drawn with the TOAD (terahertz optical asymmetric

demultiplexer) and fibre loop mirror switches two other contenders for all-optical 

1 OOGHz routing switches and time division demultiplexers.

Input ►

Nonlinear 
fibre loop

Uneven split 
Coupler

^  "
Output

Fig. 6.26 The fibre loop mirror, a possible configuration.

A diagram of a fibre nonlinear-optical loop mirror is shown above in Fig. 6.26. 

The device works on a similar principle to the AMZI but is adapted so that the two 

pulses travel the same optical path. The nonlinearities in optical fibre are relatively weak 

necessitating long lengths o f fibre. The loop mirror approach removes the problem of 

instability between interferometer arms, which would be significant for the fibre lengths 

used. With reference to Fig. 6.26, the input signal to the loop mirror is split 

asymmetrically by the coupler. If sufficiently intense, each pulse will experience a 

different nonlinear self phase modulation. When the pulses return to the coupler the split 

ratio will depend on the relative phase shift between pulses, so the device therefore 

forms an intensity dependent switch. A more practical application o f the loop mirror
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could employ a control pulse to switch the data signals.

A similar device called the TOAD (terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer) 

is shown below in Fig. 6.27. This device employs the strong interband nonlinearities 

present in optical amplifiers. In the TOAD a signal pulse is split in half, each half travels 

around the loop in opposite directions. An intense eontrol pulse is used to induce an 

index change in the amplifier, which is displaced from the loop centre. Because o f the 

asymmetry each pulse experiences the phase shift in the amplifier at a different time. 

The net result o f this is that the control pulse changes the mirror transmission for a 

period of time determined by the amplifier’s displacement from the loop centre. 

Although the interband nonlinearity has a slow recoveiy time of the order of hundreds 

of nanoseconds, it has a fast turn on time. The device does not need to fully recover 

between switching pulses so high switching speeds are possible. TOADs are expected to 

achieve bit rates of 100 Gbs'*

Input
►

50/50
Coupler

laser amplifier |  
displaced from 
loop center

Output

Fig. 6.27 TOAD (terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer).

As a means of addressing the practicality of utilising the nonlinearity at transparency in 

amplifiers, the projected performance parameters for a signal routing or demultiplexing 

switch are compared with those published for TOAD and Loop mirror devices. Table 

6.7 lists these comparisons.
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Device Nonlinear loop 
mirror

TOAD44-52 Optimised 
amplifier at 
transparency

Likely
performance
specs.

>50 GHz speeds 
Negligible attenuation.

Power / length trade
o f f .

1-lOOpJ pulses.

260 GHz Speed 
Attenuation limited by 
fibre laser coupling. 
<2dB insertion loss 
possible.

mW average powers 
possible.

100 fJ pulses.________

500 GHz
Attenuation in device 
-lOOdB cm '’ at 
transparency so 1 OdB 
for 1 mm device.

sub Watt peak 
powers.

lOQpJ pulses.
Advantages Fibre compatible 

In principle length / 
power trade off is 
fairly flexible.

Recovery times faster 
than TOAD as it 
exploits a Kerr-like 
nonlinearity.

Lower powers 
required.

Small physical size.

Possibility o f adjusting 
the switching energies 
by changing the 
amplifier bias to 
account for intensity 
fluctuations in data.

Possibility of 
offsetting some of the 
loss with gain.
Small physical size.

In principle faster 
recoveiy times are 
possible than the 
inter-band effects 
used in the TOAD.

Disadvantages Soldons possibly 
required to offset 
dispersion.
Length reduction is 
possible but requires a 
speciality fibre.

Fibre to amplifier 
coupling limits 
insertion loss.

Gain nonlinearities 
limit switching 
contrasts, requiring 
more complex 
geometries

Switching pulse should 
have a regu 1 ar clock.

The linear losses at 
transparency are 
large.

Gain non linearities 
also limit 
performance.

Table 6.7 Comparison between switching in an amplifier transparency and 

other alternative switching configurations.
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As is shown in the table all the devices offer the potential for switching in the 

1 OOGHz regime. The clear disadvantage o f the nonlinearity at transparency is the 

attenuation, which would be in excess of lOdB for a 1mm long active region. Insertion 

losses for most optical components are generally required to be small, <ldB. 

Amplification after the switching section could be possible, but for the intensities 

involved the amplifier may experience saturation.

To conclude, devices utilising nonlinearities present at transparency are limited 

because of their large insertion losses. At the moment TOAD like devices offer more 

hope for 1 OOGHz routing switches because of their lower power requirements. 

Amplifiers at transparency could provide a role when faster switching is required, and 

also have other useful nonlinear properties which could be utilised in high speed 

switching networks. At the moment the main impetus in utilising the large bandwidth of 

optical fibres is dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) schemes, where 16, 

32 or 64 closely spaced channels are used to increase capacity but faster routing

switches will have a role to play further into the future.

6.6 Conclusions

To conclude, for the first time an active asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

(AMZI) laser / amplifier all-optical switch has been fabricated in the GaAs/AlGaAs 

material system. Prior to this, to our knowledge, only all-optical switches based on the 

nonlinear directional coupler or polarisation rotation configurations had been 

demonstrated in amplifiers at transparency.

The AMZI devices have been tested as lasers and their linear characteristics have 

been analysed using a BPM technique, the results of which agreed with the data 

obtained from lasing thresholds. The devices were all-optically switched with pulses of 

lOOfs duration, yielding an effective n2 o f 2 x 10'*  ̂cm^ W'*, which is consistent with 

values obtained elsewhere. The switching contrast ratio was poor. A range of effects 

including two-photon absorption and the non square pulse shape have been modelled
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and were shown to significantly reduce contrast ratios, but only to 50%, which is 

significantly better than the 12% observed. An additional factor specific to current 

injected devices is carrier heating induced gain saturation, which will lead to an 

additional preferential attenuation of the signal in one arm. However the full reason for 

the poor contrast ratios is not entirely clear from the work done to date. Further 

experiments would be required to identify if its origin is related to a device 

imperfection, or fundamental property of the nonlinear AMZI, It is pointed out that 

compared to the passive Mach-Zehnder all-optical switches which proved successful, 

the active AMZI is susceptible to many more effects which degrade its performance. In 

particular amplifiers at transparency do not have an ideal Kerr-like nonlinearity. A 

significant gain nonlinearity exists, which in a nonlinear Mach-Zehnder configuration 

will reduce switching contrasts. This is less o f a problem in an NLDC amplifier switch.

A model of the AMZI switching response was developed, which predicted a 

similar switching characteristic to that observed, and allowed the influence of the 

various limiting effects to be accessed together. The model however shows a close fit 

for a wide range o f parameters. Additional analysis showed that the device parameters 

have an interrelated effect on the AMZI switching response, the uncertainty in one 

parameter results in subsequent uncertainty in deducing additional material properties 

using the model. Therefore without accurate knowledge of key material properties, other 

parameters such as U2 and (3 cannot be deduced accurately, the uncertainties are large, 

up to 100%. Further measurements would have been required to establish more 

conclusively how well the model and experimental data fit and to accurately deduce the 

values o f key material parameters.

There have been few experimental studies on two-photon absorption in laser 

structures, quantifying and obtaining a more accurate measure of [3 would be a key 

requirement in producing an efficient switch. Similarly the nature of the carrier heating 

induced gain saturation requires further investigation

Improvements to the AMZI have been suggested, in particular a longer switehing 

pulse duration is proposed, to reduce TPA and gain saturation, secondly a more 

optimised design could reduce optical losses. A more complicated Maeh-Zehnder 

design could be employed to offset the gain nonlinearities, allowing the device to switch 

off fully. If future similar experiments are envisaged it is important to accurately
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characterise the key material parameters, to help analyse device performance.

Similar devices could provide a role in all-optical signal routing and operate to 

speeds comparable with TOAD and loop mirror switches, but at the moment the device 

is limited by its large insertion losses, even if the other limitations discussed here can be 

overcome.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and summary
In this section a summary of the work presented in this thesis and the reasons why it was 

undertaken is given. The main achievements o f this thesis are summarised, suggestions 

for future work are made, together with the outlining of some of the problems that 

impeded this research.

Chapters 1 & 2 presented the background to this thesis, the relevance and 

possible applications of the ultrafast nonlinear effects in semiconductor laser amplifiers. 

A review o f the recent literature was presented, concentrating on pump-probe, four- 

wave mixing and other studies designed to investigate the magnitude and origin of these 

nonlinearities. The majority of these studies were conducted in the small signal regime 

with very short pulse durations. Little published material was available on the effects of 

these nonlinearities upon excitation with longer pulse widths in the large signal regime, 

which would be more practical for a real device. In particular, attention was drawn to 

the possibility of utilising the ultrafast nonlinearities in amplifiers at transparency to 

form an all optical switch, this had previously been demonstrated in the nonlinear 

directional coupler configuration and a polarisation rotation switch.

Chapter 3 presented the fabrication techniques used to produce the integrated 

GaAs/AlGaAs asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer all-optical switch, the ridge 

waveguide laser geometry was used which is relatively easy to fabricate. Separate 

contacts were provided, allowing each portion of the Mach-Zehnder to be biased 

separately. Originally the intention was to fabricate this device in the InGaAsP material 

system allowing it to be tested in-house using the F-centre laser, described later. 

However at the time a partial dry etch / wet etch process was used to form the ridge 

waveguide laser structure, only later did it become apparent that this process, because of 

the high r.f. powers used in the dry etch, caused damage to the quantum wells even 

though they were lOO’s of nm from the etched surface. Later it was also shown that, the
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hydrogen ions in the etch also passivated the Zn dopants in structure resulting in poor 

contact resistance which could cause the diode to fail catastrophically. Subsequently a 

wet etch teclinique was developed as well as an improved dry etch using a lower r.f. 

power. These improvements were too late to be of benefit to this project. Much time 

was spend trying to fabricate the AMZI structure in InGaAsP, but because of the reasons 

described above this proved unsuccessful. It was only possible to produce the AMZI 

structure in GaAs/AlGaAs, this meant it had to be tested externally, at Strathclyde 

University.

Chapter 4 concerns the development o f the experimental laser system, later used 

to perform experiments on InGaAsP/InP amplifiers. The system employed a prototype 

diode-pumped Nd:YLF laser from Microlase Optical Systems which pumped a St. 

Andrews University huilt F-centre laser. This was, to our loiowledge, one o f the first 

diode-pumped F-centre systems demonstrated. The Nd:YLF laser produced 2.2 W 

output and was FM mode-locked at 77.77 MHz producing pulses o f 20ps FWHM 

duration. When synchronously pumped the F-centre produced pulses of lOps FWHM 

duration with a maximum average power of 200 mW, wavelength tuning was over the 

range 1.45 to 1.55 pm. An interesting property of the pump laser was its ability to Kerr 

lens mode-lock, producing pulses of duration bps FWHM, this allowed pulses as short 

as 4ps FWHM to be produced from the F-centre, when synchronously pumped. The 

cavity was analysed and the LiNbOs phase modulator was identified as the Kerr 

medium, which has a larger n% than the Nd:YLF rod, and is longer. The modulator is 

also positioned in a place where the beam size is near the minimum. The cavity is close 

the instability limit and calculations, give a 0.5% Kerr induced beam waist reduction, 

dw/w, in the rod, which is assumed to be the effective aperture. The exact cavity 

dimensions are however not known exactly and the dw/w may be as low as 0.2% or high 

as 1.5%. This weak Kerr lensing explains why the KLM is not self starting. 

Experimental trials with a slit, to enhance KLM, were unsuccessful, analysis showed 

that this was because the optimum slit position in the cavity is close to the rod, which 

was impossible to access. The KeiT lensed mode-locking and FM operation was prone to 

slow drifts over time and required constant adjustment to optimise it, this was attributed 

to thermal instabilities.
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Further analysis showed that the pump induced thermal lensing is strong, a lens 

with a focal length o f 1.06 m was calculated. The inclusion of this lens in the resonator 

analysis moves it closer to the instability limit. These thermal instabilities meant that the 

Nd:YLF pump laser and therefore the F-centre laser could not realise there full 

potential, as a reliable source of tuneable ultrashort pulses.

Suggestions are made to improve the system, in particular it is pointed out that 

the standard Microlase Nd:YLF system, which employs a shorter cavity, designed to 

mode-lock at 122 MHz suffers far less from any thermal lens fluctuations as it employs 

a stronger focusing miiTor.

Chapter 5 concerned the probing of InGaAsP/InP semiconductor optical 

amplifiers, obtained from BNR using the synchronously pumped F-centre laser. Initially 

the linear amplifier properties such as gain peak, gain ripple, transparency current, and 

threshold were characterised. The nonlinear index, ni was measured as 2.39 x 10"' ' cm^ 

W"', by spectral broadening for pulses of 20ps duration. The main focus of this work 

was a pump-probe experiment to identify the ultrafast gain nonlinearities and to look 

into the saturation of the nonlinearities when exited out with the small signal regime. By 

biasing the amplifier at transpai'ency it was possible to just observe the ultrafast 

nonlinear components. The dominant nonlinearity is shown to be carrier heating for 

pulses of 20 picosecond duration, significant two-photon absorption was not observed. 

The carrier heating nonlinearity is observed to saturate for excitation in the milliwatt 

regime, a saturation effect which has not been reported before, elsewhere. Further 

information such as the recovery time of the nonlinearity could not be obtained because 

this was smaller than the minimum pulse duration of the experimental laser system.

A model of the carrier heating induced gain saturation at transparency was 

developed, this showed good agreement with the experimental data from the pump- 

probe study. The nonlinearity is expected to saturate for power levels in the mW regime, 

the mechanism of saturation is an attenuation of the signal, caused by a heating of the 

temperature distribution. It is pointed out that the gain nonlinearities which complement 

the index nonlinearities could degrade the performance of optical switches utilising this 

nonlinearity.
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Chapter 6 describes the design of an integrated asymmetric Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (AMZI) laser amplifier in GaAs/AlGaAs. Similar structures have proved 

highly successful all-optical switches in AlGaAs at half the bandgap. This was, to our 

knowledge, the first time such a switch had been constructed using an amplifier at 

transparency. The AMZI configuration should, in principle offer reduced switching 

powers compared to other configurations.

This structure was fabricated to allow different regions to be biased separately. 

The structures were characterised as lasers. The geometries used were analysed using a 

BPM method to give a picture of the asymmetric splitting ratios used and the losses of 

the structure. A 1.5mm long AMZI was switched with pulses of lOOfs, from a self 

mode-locked Cr:LiSAF laser. The pulse energy for switching was 3pJ, or a peak power 

or 30W, in the device. This is a slightly larger switching power than seen in similar 

structures, but the AMZI is a more complex structure and has more inherent losses. The 

switching contrast obtained was poor, in order to identify the reasons, the various factors 

limiting switching performance were considered, including; two-photon absoiption, non 

ideal pulse shape and linear losses. The inclusion of these factors does not fully account 

for the observed response. Although with their inclusion a switching contrast o f only 

50% is obtained, compared to the observed contrast of 12%. Other effects such as 

asymmetries between arm bias conditions and carrier heating induced gain 

nonlinearities, as discussed in Chapter 5, are likely to further limit switching. Compared 

to passive all-optical switches which have proved successful in AlGaAs at long 

wavelengths and fibre loop mirrors, the AMZI switching extinction is poor. It is noted 

that switching of the active AMZI is influenced by many more effects than for similar 

passive structures and does not have an ideal Kerr-like nonlinearity, instead a significant 

gain nonlinearity accompanies the index nonlinearity. Compared to the active NLDC 

configuration the AMZTs switching contrast is expected to be degraded more by arm 

asymmetries caused by gain nonlinearities, fabrication inaccuracies or current bias 

differences. If the comparison is made with similar active NLDC switches a poorer 

switching contrast is indeed observed in the AMZI. Further work is required to 

understand fully the interplay between the numerous faetors which restrict the AMZTs 

performance.

A model o f the AMZI was developed. In order to identify which parameters gave
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the best fit a least squares technique was used, which revealed that a good fit was 

achieved for a wide range of material parameters. Modelled variations o f up to 100% 

were possible in a , p and U2 , whilst still achieving a good fit. The coupling efficiency 

was estimated assuming a value for the linear losses, a , which was not known 

accurately. This consequently lead to an uncertainty in the power in the device. Without 

detailed knowledge of key material parameters such as a  or P as it was not possible to 

accurately predict the value of U2 from the model. An improved experiment would 

measure these parameters.

Finally suggestions are made for an improved AMZI type switeh and the 

potential of such a device is compared with other candidates for ultra-fast routing 

switches, although the gain nonlinearities can be compensated for, the large insertion 

losses will remain as a major problem.
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Appendix I

Wafers used

B 337 MBE GaAs/AlGaAs lattice matched 4 MQW structure 

grown 4/93

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

7 GaAs p 2 x 1 0 **̂ cm"^ 0 .1 pm contact layer

6 Alo.4 Gao.6As p 9x l0 '^  cm'^ 0.9pm upper cladding

5 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs “ 0 .1 pm SCH

MQW GaAs/AlGaAs “

3 Al0 .2 Ga0 .sAs - 0 .1 pm SCH

2 Alo.4 Gao.0As n 5x10*^ cm‘̂ 1.5pm lower cladding

1 - n 1 pm buffer

substrate GaAs - - -

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well GaAs lOnm 4

barrier AlGaAs lOnm 3
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B 452 MBE GaAs/AlGaAs lattice matched 2 QW structure

grown 5/94

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

7 GaAs p 5x l0 '^  cm'^ 0 .1 pm contact layer

6 Alo.4 Gao.6 As p 5xl0 '^  cm'^ 1 pm upper cladding

5 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs - 0.1pm SCH

MQW GaAs/AlGaAs -

3 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs - 0.1pm SCH

2 Alo.4 Gao.6 As n 5x l0 '^  cm'^ 1.5pm lower cladding

1 - n 1pm buffer

substrate GaAs - - "

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well GaAs lOnm 2

barrier Alo.2GaAso.s lOrnn 1
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B 454 MBE GaAs/AlGaAs lattice matched 4 QW structure

grown 5/94

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

7 GaAs p 5x10*^ cm"^ 0 .1 pm contact layer

6 Alo.4 Gao.6 As p 5xl0 '^  cm'^ 1 pm upper cladding

5 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs - 0 .1 pm SCH

MQW GaAs/AlGaAs -

3 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs - 0.1pm SCH

2 Alo.4 Gao.6As n 5xlO'^ cm’̂ 1.5 pm lower cladding

1 - n 1pm buffer

substrate GaAs - - -

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well GaAs lOnm 4

barrier Alo.iGaAso.g lOnm 3
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B 456 MBE GaAs/AlGaAs lattice matched 4 QW structure

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

7 GaAs p IxlO '^ cm'^ 0 . 2  pm contact layer

6 Alo.4 Gao.6As p 2 x 1 0 *̂  cm"^ 1 .1 pm upper cladding

5 Al0 .2 Ga0 .gAs - 0.1pm SCH

MQW GaAs/AlGaAs -

3 Al0 .2 Ga0 .sAs - 0.1pm SCH

2 Alo.4 Gao.6As n 1.4xl0'^ cm'^ 1.8pm lower cladding

1 - n 0.5pm buffer

substrate GaAs - - -

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well GaAs lOnm 4

barrier Alo.2GaAso,8 lOnm 3
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A 948 MBE GaAs/AlGaAs lattice matched 2 QW structure

grown 6/95

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

7 GaAs p 5xl0"^ cm"^ 0.1pm contact layer

6 Alo ^Gao^As p 5x l0 '^  cm’̂ 1pm upper cladding

5 Alo.2 Gao.8As “ 0.1pm SCH

MQW GaAs/AlGaAs -

3 Al0 .2 Ga0 .sAs - 0.1 pm SCH

2 Alo.4 Gao.6As n 5x l0 '^  cm’̂ 1.5 pm lower cladding

1 - n 1pm buffer

substrate GaAs - - -

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well GaAs lOnm 2

banier Alo.2GaAso.8 lOnm 1
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MR 398- Sheffield MOCVD InGaAsP lattice matched 5 QW

structure grown 6/94

Layer Material Doping Thickness Comments

11 IU(0.53)GaAs p 8 x l0 '“ cm'^ 0.1pm contact

10 GalnAsP (Q1.18) p 5 x lO ‘“ cm'^ 0.05 pm

9 InP p 7x l0 '^  cm'^ 1pm upper cladding

8 GalnAsP (Q1.05) - 80nm SCH

7 GalnAsP (QI.18) - 50nm SCH

6 GalnAsP (Q1.26) - 12nm

MQW In(o.5 3 )GaAs/GaInAsP “

4 GalnAsP (Q1.26) - 12nm

3 GalnAsP (Q1.18) n 5x10^^ cm"^ 50nm SCH

2 GalnAsP (Q1.05) n 5xlO'^ cm'^ 80nm SCH

1 InP n 2x10^^ cm'^ 1pm lower cladding

substrate InP - - “

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well In(o.5 3)GaAs 4.5nm 5

barrier GalnAsP (Q1.26) 12nm 4
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MR 598- Sheffield MOCVD InGaAsP lattice matched 5 QW

structure grown 8/95

Layer Material Doping Thicknes

s

Comments

11 IU(o.53)GaAs p 8xlO'*^ cm'^ 0.1pm contact

10 GalnAsP (Q1.18) p SxlO''^ cm’̂ 0.05pm

9 InP p 7 x l0 '^cm '^ 1pm upper cladding

8 GalnAsP (Q1.05) - 80nm SCH

7 GalnAsP (Q1.18) - 50nm SCH

6 GalnAsP (Q1.26) - 12nm

MQW In(o.5 3 )GaAs/GaInAsP

4 GalnAsP (Q1.26) - 12nm

3 GalnAsP (Q1.18) n 5xlO'^ cm’̂ 50nm SCH

2 GalnAsP (Q1.05) n 5x10*^ cm“̂ 80nm SCH

1 InP n 2xl0"^ cm'^ 1pm lower cladding

substrate InP - - -

MQW Layer Material Thickness Periods

well In(o.s3 )GaAs 4.5nm 5

barrier GalnAsP (Q1.26) 12nm 4
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Appendix II

Laser characterisation

It is important that the characteristics of laser wafers are objectively assessed to 

determine the quality of the material. To these ends broad area lasers were fabricated 

with a range of facet lengths with 75pm stripe widths. The devices were tested on a 

pulsed laser test rig with a 1:200 duty cycle. By measuring slope efficiencies and 

thresholds for various lengths useful characterisation data could be obtained The V- 

I characteristics were also obtained. Typically devices of lengths 400pm-1200pm were 

fabricated.

By plotting a graph of threshold density against the reciprocal of device length it 

is possible by extending the graph to calculate the threshold density for infinite length, 

which gives a measure o f how good the material is. Table A1 shows the obtained 

tlii'esholds for the AlGaAs MBE structures used and Table A2 shows the characteristics 

for the quaternary structures used.

Structure Threshold current density for infinite length

(A cm'^)

Comments

B337 400 4QW

B452 284 2QW

B454 318 4QW

B456 not characterised 4QW

A948 370 2QW

Table A1 Characterisation data fo r  the AlGaAs MBE laser structures used
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Structure Threshold current density for infinite length

(A cm^)

Comments

MR398 637 5QW

MR598 563 5QW

El 192 385 BNR 6Q W  

strained layer

Table A2 Characterisation data fo r  the quaternary laser structures used

From the slope efficiency data for various device lengths it is possible to extract 

information about the internal quantum efficiency and the losses at transparency. 

Extracting this data from the experimental results can be difficult if there are not 

sufficient data points. Table A3 shows the available quantum efficiency and linear loss 

data. The test data from the other wafers was scattered and it was not possible to 

establish what the internal quantum efficiencies or linear losses were. The value used in 

Chapter 6 is therefore an estimate based on a wafer grown at a similar time, B452 with 

some allowance made for the increased free carrier absorption likely because of the 

larger number of quantum wells.

Wafer Internal quantum efficiency a  (cm ‘)

B337 0.39 8

A948 0.43 6.4

B452 0.61 17

Table A3 Additional characterisation data

The approach taken was not to exhaustively chai'acterise each wafer but identify if it was 

of reasonable quality and worthy of further use, or if it was poor. The wafers shown here 

showed acceptable characteristics, although in general the wafers with lower thresholds
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were used preferentially. The technique of characterising broad area lasers is important 

because fabricating more complicated structures is time consuming and not the most 

efficient way to establish if a wafer is poor.
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Appendix III

Details of the BNR devices selected for this 
thesis
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, long wavelength InGaAsP amplifiers were investigated, these 

devices were supplied by BNR. The devices were available from a range of wafers 

which were originally grown as part o f a development program for 1480 nm erbium 

doped fibre amplifier pump lasers. In total eleven wafers were available, from which 

four suitable wafers were chosen. Laser Bars from these four wafers were AR coated. 

The selection gave a range o f gain peak wavelengths and acceptable single mode 

characteristics. Some of the data considered is shown in the table below.

Wafer L-I
characteristics

Room
temperature
Photo
luminescence
(nm)

Easing
wavelength

(nm)

Acceptable
(on the basis o f  L-I 

characteristics and 

threshold and centre 

wavelength)
E467 kinky 1482 1506

E470 smooth, 1 St order 1493 1467 V, selected

E475 smooth, 1st order 1461 1500 V, selected

E481 smooth, 1 st order 1479 1496 "V, selected

E512 single mode 1496 V

E515 single mode 1495 V

E516 kinky 1483 1500

E526 smooth, 1 st order 1491 V, selected

E529 smooth, but some 

1 st order

1492

E541 kinky 1493

E543 single mode 1499 V

Table A4. Characteristics o f  the BNR wafers, out o f  which four bars were selected for  

AR coating.
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The optical spectrum of lasers from these wafers was captured, to give an indication of 

the likely peak of the material gain. The devices were measured above threshold at 

70mA drive cunent. Selected devices were also measured at 30mA, around threshold 

and below threshold, as this should give a better indication of where the gain peak of an 

AR coated amplifier would lie. The spectra ar e shown below.
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Fig. A1 Spectrum ofE 467 at 70mA.
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Fig. A2 Spectrum ofE475 at 70mA.
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Appendix IV

ABCD matrix method for the modelling of 

gausslan beams In laser cavities
The ABCD matrix method is a powerful technique, allowing the path o f a gaussian 

beam (for example a laser beam in a cavity or a beam emerging from an optical 

waveguide) to be calculated through an assembly of optical components. These 

components could include lenses, minors, dielectrics or many others which are not 

discussed here. The technique is particularly useful because it allows the effect of 

multiple components to be represented by a single matrix, allowing the easy calculation 

o f beam parameters and their dependence on variations in the laser cavity. In this section 

the technique is summarised with reference to its application in Chapter 4, to analyse 

Nd:YLF laser cavity. The computer model that performs this analysis is listed in 

Appendix V.

A beam of light which is gaussian in profile can be characterised at a given 

position by two parameters, the beam radius and the phase front curvature. The beam 

electric field profile, at a given position along the optical axis, can be represented by,

E(z) = e x p  -  + i - k —  (A .l)
I  w" 2R )

where r is the transverse distance from the beam centre, z is the beam position along the 

propagation axis, w represents the beam radius or spot size at a particular position, R is 

the phase front curvature and k is the wavenumber. The spot size, w, corresponds to the 

distance in the transverse direction from the beam centre to the point where the light 

intensity falls to 1/e^ of its peak value. The position along the propagation axis where 

the beam radius is smallest is termed the beam waist. For convenience, instead of the 

form of Equation A1 a gaussian beam is usually expressed in terms of a complex beam 

parameter, q(z), as shown in Equation A2.
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1 1
q{z) R \ ; r -w

A
(A.2)

As a gaussian beam propagates from the beam waist it expands. This is analogous to 

waves diffracting through a narrow slit, the matrix method allows this together with the 

effect of optical elements such as lenses to be readily modelled.

In the ABCD matrix method optical components are described by a 2x2 matrix 

as shown below.

a b 
c d

general matrix form

The matrices of some common optical elements are shown below.

1 d f  uniform medium of length, d

0 1 

1 0"

- 1 / /  1 

1 O'
- 2 ! R  1

1 0 

0 n \ ! n2

thin lens of focal length, f

curved mirror with radius of curvature, R

dielectric interface from medium nl to n2

The effects of generic optical system on a gaussian beam are described by, 

A- q^+ B (A3)
C ' ^ i  + D

where qi and q2 are the input and output beam parameters, as given in Equation A2. The 

matrix of a complete optical system is obtained form its individual components, as 

shown below.

total matrix.
~a, b, “ ’«,,-2 K-1 '
_e, d,_ d„_ _^h-2
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The combined matrix is obtained by multiplying the matrices of the elements that make 

up the optical system in reverse, i.e. the last element is multiplied “first”. By using this 

teelmique the effects of an optical system on a known input beam can be calculated. 

Generally systems can be analysed independently in the two orthogonal planes, allowing 

for cylindrical lenses and birefringence.

In a laser resonator the situation is slightly different. The beam waist and radius 

are initially unlmown, apart from at the mirror or lens, where the beam radius is required 

to be equal to the mirror curvature or determined by the lens focal length (a lens o f focal 

length, f  is equivalent to a curved mirror o f radius R=2f). It is the lens and mirror 

combinations and the optical distances which define the beam dimensions within the 

cavity. In order to analyse this, it is assumed for a stable cavity that the beam parameter, 

q, at a given position, in z, is identical for consecutive cavity round trips. Equation A3 

then becomes,

A-q{z)  + B
g(z)  = (A4)

C-q(z)  + D

where q(z) describes the beam at a particular position within the cavity, and the ABCD 

matrix here describes a complete round trip starting from the position where the beam 

parameters are to be calculated. Equation A4 can be solved and equated into real and 

complex components to give the beam width and curvature. Considering the following 3 

element system,
M3
curved mirror 

gg to output coupler

M2
curved mirror

M l
rod to curved mirror

one round trip

start

M l M3M2

M2M l
M3

Fig. A15 Matrix multiplication order fo r  resonator analysis.
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In ABCD matrix analysis the matrices are multiplied in reverse order, to give the matrix

of the total element assembly, M t=Mi.M 2 .M3 .M3 .M2 .Mi. Beeause a complete round trip

is being considered, the matrices can effectively be multiplied in any order because the

forward and reverse path involve a traverse through the same matrix elements.
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Appendix V

Computer programs
1 Beam waist calculation for Nd:YLF cavity as used in Chapter 4

Clear All[a,b,c,d,l,r,x]a 

lt=1.948;

rl=500; (**6.6*2 for keiT lens**)

r2=1.5;

11=0.8025

12=lt-ll;

x=0.0;

lamda=l .047* 10̂ -̂6;

m l= {{ l,ll-x} ,(0 ,l}} ;

m 2={{l,0},(-2/r2,l}};

m3={{l,12},{0,l}};

m 4={{l,0},(0,l}};

m5={{l,12),{0,l}};

m6=m2;

m 7={{l,ll},{0,l}};

m 8={(l,0},{-2/rl,l}};

m 9={(l,x},{0,l}};

mr=ml.m2.m3.m4.m5.m6.m7.m8.m9;

{{a,b},{c,d}}=mr

m=(a+d)/2;

t=Solve [q==((a* q)+b)/ ((c* q)+d),q]

sol=q /.t

sol=l/sol

(** solution for 1/q**)
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w=Sqrt[ Abs [(lamda*b)/(3.14* Sqrt[ 1 -((d+a)/2)^2])]] 

N[%]

Print[''for 11= ",11," m is ",m, " beam size is ",w]
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2 Beam waist with Kerr lens for the Nd; YLF laser cavity- Chapter 4

Clear All [a,b,c,d,l,r,x] ;

lt=l .948; (**total cavity length**)

fni=77.74* 10^6 (**pulse repetition rate**);

tp=6*10^-12 (**measured FWHM pulsewidth**); 

n2=9* 10^-20 (**nonlinear index in the keiT m aterial*);

P=20 (**average power in the cavity in watts**);

Lkerr=2.5* 10^-2 (**kerr material length m**);

fm=77.74* 10^6 (**pulse repetition rate**);

Print[" 11 m waist(um) dw/w flcerr"];

(**calculate the waist for a range of mirror positions**)

Do[

w o= l00000 (**set the initial kerr lens value to zero **); 

wnew=wo;

rthermal=-2*l (**thermal 'mirror' ROC = 2*fth in meters**);

lens**)

(** loop around the cavity until the beam waist converges**)

Do[

flcerr= N[( (wnew'^4) *Pi*fm*tp)/(4*n2*2*P*Lkerr)];

r l= N [ l/(  (l/rthermal)+l/(flcerr*2) )] ;(**keiT lens and thermal

r2=1.5;

12=lt-ll; 

x=0;

lamda= 1.047* 10^-6 ; 

m l= {{l,ll-x} ,{0 ,l}};
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m2={{I,0},{-2/r2,l}};

m3={{l,12},{0,l}};

m 4=({l,0},{0,l}};

m5=({l,12},{0,l}};

m6=m2;

m 7={{l,ll},{0,l}};

m 8={{l,0},{-2/rl,l}};

m 9={{l,x},{0,l}};

mr=ml .m2.m3 .m4.m5 .m6.m7.m8.m9;

{{a,b},{c,d}}=mr;

m=(a+d)^2/4;;

t=Solve[q==((a*q)+b)/((c*q)+d),q];

sol=q /.t;

sol=l/sol;

(** solution for 1/q**); 

wold=w;

w=Sqit[ Abs [(lamda*b)/(3.14* Sqrt[ 1 -((d+a)/2)^2])]] ;

(** remember the beam waist for the c.w. case with no Kerr leasing**) 

If[ i==l,wcw=w];

wnew=w;

(** output the results of each iteration**) 

d w=N [100* (wcw-wnew)/(wnew)] ; ( * * % waist decrease **) 

diff=Abs[(wnew-wold)/wnew]; (** check if the solution has converged**)

If [diff > 0.00001, Print ["the solution has not converged"],

Print[ll," ",m, " ",w*10^6," ",dw," ",flcerr] ];

,{11,0.608,0.908,0.02}]
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3 C.W. amplifier gain vs current and input power version 1, linear gain 

approximation -Chapter 5

ClearAll[h,f,q,alpha,gamma,slope,nt,l,d,w,v,a,b,c,smax,s,sl,nl,steps];

h=6.625* 10^-34;

f=0.19608*10^15;

q = l.6*10^-19;

alpha=30;

gamma=0.07;

slope= 7*10^-16;

nt=1.0*10^18;

1=500*10^-4; 

d=0.1* 10^-4; 

w=3.5* 10^-4; 

v=w*l*d; 

a=10^8; 

b=10^-10;

0=4*10^-29 

smax=3 * 10'^-3 ; 

s=0.000025*10^-3; 

sl=s;

nl=6*10^18;

steps=10;

Calcun[m_]:=FindRoot[m==q*v(n(a+b*n +c*n*n)+slope*(n-nt)*s/(h*f*w*d)),{n,nl}] 

1=0.030 

lstep=l/steps 

While[s<smax, 

sl=s;

Do[

t=Calcun[i] ; 

den=n /.t;
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gain= Exp [(slope *gamma(den-nt)-alpha) * Istep] ; 

s=s*gain;

,{num,Istep,1,Istep}];

gain=s/sl;

smw=sl*1000;

Print [smw," ",i," ",gain];

s=sl*2
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4 C.W. amplifier gain vs current and input power version 1, logarithmic gain 

approximation -Chapter 5

(**with recommended alterations now includes a logaritnmic expression for gain in 

terms of canier density**)

Clear All[h,f,q,alpha,gamma,slope,nt,l,d,w,v,a,b,c,smax,s,sl,nl,steps];

h=6.625*10M 4;

f=0.19608*10^15;

q = l.6*10^-19;

alpha=30;

gamma=0.07;

slope= 7* 10'^-16;

nt=1.0*10^18;

slope2=1424; (** gain parameter for the logarithmic expression for gain**)

(**obtained by equating the two expressions at a given drive cuiTent (100mA) for a low 

input power**)

1=500*10^-4; 

d=0.1*10M ; 

w=3.5* 10^-4; 

v=w*l*d;

a=10^8 (**small enough to ignore**);

b=10^-10;

c-4*10'^-29

smax=3 *10^-3;

8=0.000025*10^-3;

sl=s;

nl=6*10^18;

steps=100;

(* *Logg[m ] :=(2*(n/nt-1 )/(n/nt+1 )+( 1 /3)*( (n/nt-1 )/(n/nt+1) )^3)**)
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C al cun [m_] : =FindRoot [m==q * v(n(a+b * n 

+c*n*n)+slope2*Log[n/nt]*s/(h*f*w*d)),{n,nl}]

1= 0.2

lstep=l/steps

While[s<smax,

sl=s;

Do[

t=N[Calcun[i]] ; 

den=n /.t;

gain=N [ Exp [(slope2 * gamma* Log [den/nt] -alpha) * 1 step] ] ;

s=s*gain;

, {num,Istep,1,Istep}];

gain=s/sl ; 

smw=sl*1000;

(**Print[smw," ",i," ",gain," n=",den];**)

Print[gain];

s=sl*2
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5 Amplifier pulse amplification -Chapter 5

(** calculate the effects of pulse amplification **)

(**units mostly in cm**)

(**from agrawal 1989 paper**)

q= 1.6 * 10^-19 ; (* * electron change* * ) 

d=0.1 * 10^-4; (**active region thickness**) 

w=3.5* 10^-4; (**active reigion width**)

1=500*10^-4; (**device length**) 

no=l*10^18; (**cm-3**) 

nt=no

nl=6*10^18 (** trial solution **)

gamma=0.07; (**confinement factor**)

a=10^8; (**recombination constants**)

b=10'^-10; (**cm3 . s-1**)

c=4* 10^-29; (**cm6. 2-1**)

slope=7*10^-16; (**gain coeficient cm-2**)

f=0.196* 10^15; (**optical frequency**)

h=6.625* 10^-34;

alpha=30

v=w*l*d

stepno=100;

pin=T able [ 1, {100} ] ;

pout=Table[l,{100}];

gain=Table[l, {100}] ;

ampli=T able [ 1, {100} ] ;

tpulse= 2; (**in pico seconds**)

span=2; (* *no of times greater that pulse width to calc**)

tstart=-tpul se * span;
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tstep=(tpulse * span* 2)/stepno ;

epulse=l ; (**input pulse energy PJ**)

Calcun[m_]:=FindRoot[m==q*v(n(a+b*n +c*n*n)),{n,nl}]

(**Read in input pulse**)

t=tstart;

count=l;

Print["input power"]

Do[

pin[[count]]=N[epulse/tpulse*(E^(-(t*t)/(tpulse*tpulse)))]; (**Watts**) 

t=t+tstep;

Print [pin [ [count] ] ] ;

,{count, 1, stepno, 1}];

(**next bit**)

(** get the value of n**)

1=0.05; 

t=Calcun[i] ; 

den=n /.t; 

n=den;

trec= 1 /(a+b * n+c * n* n) ;

esat=h*f*w*d/(gamma*slope); (**units Joules**)

iO=q*w*d*l*no/trec; (**units**) 

go=gamma* slope* no(i/iO-l);

(** calculate the gain**)

area=0;

count=l;
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esat=esat*10^12 ;(** convert to PJ**)

Print ["output powers"];

Do[

area=area+(pin[[count]]*tstep); (**time in ps**) 

gain[[count]]=N[go*E^(-area/(esat))]; 

p out [ [count] ] =pin [ [count] ] * E^((gain[ [count] ] -alpha) * 1) ; 

ampli [ [count] ]=pout [[count] ]/pin[ [count] ] ;

Print [pout [ [count] ] ] ;

, {count, 1,stepno,!}];

(** calculate the net gain**)

inp=0;

out=0;

count=l;

Do[

inp=inp+pin [ [count] ] ; 

out=out+pout [ [count] ] ;

,{count, 1,stepno,!}];

totalgain=out/inp

Print["net gain=",total gain]
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6 Calculate the carrier heating induced gain saturation-Chapter 5

(** calculate the carrier heating induced change in the temperature of the carrier 

distribuition for various pulse widths and intensities **)

Clear All[h,f,pulsewidth,reprate,lamda,tc,tp,TL,beta,pav,Hi,vgroup,sigma,d,w,length,are 

a];

(**Plancks constant**)

(** frequency o f the light**)

(**FWHM pulsewidthin ps **)

(**pulse repetition n'ate**

(**time between pulses**)

(**average optical power in the device Watts**)

(**free carrier absorption coeficient m-1**);

(**l/h = dependence of enegry wrt

h=6.625*10M 4; 

f=0.196*10^-15; 

pulsewidth=30; 

reprate=77*10^6; 

period= I/reprate; 

pav=5* 10^-3; 

beta=800;

Hi=(6.26*10^-21)/(L6* 10^-19); 

temperature* *)

Gi=-108;

vgroup=(3 * 10^8)/3.5 ; 

tc=0.65*10>12);

TL=300;

sigma=N[( pulsewidth/2 )/ (2*Log[2])]; 

tp=N[((pulsewidth/2)^2)/Log[2]];

(**gain coeficient m-1 K-1**)

(**group velocity**)

(**intra-band relaxation time in ps**) 

(**equalibrium lattice temp K**)

(**pulswidth parameter***)

(**pulswidth parameter 1/ps squared***)

d=0.1;

w=3.5;

length=500;

area=d* w* length* 10'^-18;

(**active region dimensions um**)

tstart=-45; 

stepno=1000; 

H=-tstart * 2/stepno ; 

Tnew=300; 

steptest=stepno/300;

(**starting time ps**) 

(**number of steps**)

(**step size**)

(**output this number of points**)
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steptest 1 =steptest;

k= beta*vgroup*pav*period*Hi/( area*sigma*( 2*Pi)^(l/2) );

sumold=0;

sum=0

deriv[t_]:=N[k*( E^(4*t/tp) )-(Told-TL)/tc];

gain[t_]:=N[H* E^( Gi*length*(10'^-6)*(Tnew-TL ) ) * ( E^(-t*t/tp)) / 

(sigma*(2*Pi)^(l/2) )];

Print[" ******* OUTPUT STARTS *******,'].

Print["time (ps) temperature (K)"];

Do[ (**step over the pulse**)

Told=Tnew;

sumold=sum;

Tuew=Told+(H* 10^-12)* deriv|j] ; (**solve the temperature at each point

across the pulse**)

(**by Eulers method**) 

sum=N[sumold+ gainjj]] ; (**sum up the net gain over the pulse**)

It]j>(tstart+steptestl*H), (**temperature output**)

Print[N[j]," ",EngineeringForm[ Tnew,14]];

steptest 1 =steptest 1 +steptest;

,dummy=0;

];

,{j,tstart,-tstait,H}];

Print["total gain= ",sum] ; (* * output net gain**)

Print}"* * * * * *calculations complete* ******"];
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1 Calculate the nonlinear index, n2 from the AMZI switching power- Chapter 6

As used in section 6.51. The effects of two-photon absorption, linear losses and bend 

losses can be included.

(** calculate the n2 from the AMZI switching power**)

(*=!: including TP A**)

Clear All [lamda,psplit,alpha,ll,12,bdloss,a,ppeak,pinp,iin,isplit,leffang,Ieffstra,n2]

lamda=0.860*10'^-6; (* * wavelength m**)

psplit=0.1563; (**modeled MZ arm split ratio**)

alpha=25*10^2; (**estimated FCA loss m-1**)

11=716 *10^-6; (** angled arm length m**)

12=784* 10^-6; (**straight arm length m**)

bdloss= 1 ; (** bend loss**)

a=0.5*3.5* 10^-12; (** calculated modal area m2 **)

ppeak=3*125; (** peak power watts 80MHz, lOOfs pulses**)

pinp=ppeak*0.7*0.15; (** input coupling efficiency estimated**)

iin=pinp/a; (**input intensity W/m2 **)

isplit=iin*E^(-alpha*200* 10^-6); (** initial attenuation before the splittinh Y

branch**)

beta=(30* 10^-9)* 10" -̂2; (**TPA coeficient m / GW**)

leffang=N[(l-E^(-alpha*ll))/(alpha)]; (** effective length**) 

leffstra=N[( 1 -E^(-alpha* 12))/(alpha)] ;

(** calculate the expression for the phase shift/Pi*n2 in each arm**)

n2a=N[( (2/lamda)*(l-psplit)*isplit*leffstra)+ ((2/lamda)*(l-psplit)*bdloss*isplit*E^(- 

alpha* 12) * leffang)] ;

n2b=N[ ((2/lamda)*psplit*isplit*leffang) + ((2/lamda)*psplit*bdloss*isplit*E'^(-
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alpha*l 1 )*leffstra)] ; 

n2=N[l/(( n2a-n2b )* 10^-4)];

Print["simple calc, ii2= ",n2];

(** now include TPA**)

phase[i_,l_]:=(2/(lamda*beta))*Log[ ( -alpha-i*beta+i*beta*E^( -alpha*! ) )/ ( -alpha )]; 

tpaatten[i_,l_];= ( alpha* E^( -alpha* 1 ) )/( alpha+beta*i*( 1-E^( -alpha* 1 ) ) ) ;

(** calculate the expression for the phase shift/Pi*n2 in each arm including TPA**)

ii2a= phase[( 1 -psplit)*isplit,I2]+ phase} tpaatten} ( 1-psplit )*isplit,12] *(1- 

psplit)*bdloss* isplit,11 ] ;

n2b= phase [psplit* isplit,l 1 ]4- phase [tpaatten} (psplit 

)*isplit,ll]*(psplit)*bdloss*isplit,12]; 

ii2=N[l/(( ii2a-n2b )* 10^-4)];

Print ["with tpa calc, n2= ",n2]
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8 Calculate the effects of two-photon absorption on the AMZI switching 

characteristic- Chapter 6

Used in section 6.52 to produce the data shown in Fig 6.17. The program was intended 

to determine the effects o f excessive two-photon absorptionon the switching 

characteristic.

(** calculate The AMZI switching characteristic including beta**)

(** ignoring linear losses**)

(** all units in m etc., no prefixes**)

ClearAll[d,lamda,area,length,beta,alpha,k,n2,a,Beta,out,b,inten,ppeak,i,out,phase,val];

d=0.156; (** AMZI split ratio**)

lamda=0.86* 10^-6; (** wavelength* *)

area= 1.75*10^-12; (** device modal area**)

length= 1.5*10^-3; (** arm length in m**)

beta=(50 *10^-9)*10'^-2; (**TPA coeficien 30 cm2/GWt**)

alpha=25*10^2; (**linear losses**)

k=2*Pi/lamda; (** wave number**)

n2=(2.5* 10^-16); (**nonlinear coeficient n l *10-12 cm2/W**)

ppeak=30; (** peak power watts**)

(**ignoring the bending losses**)

inten=ppeal<7area

(** calculate the power in each arm at the recombination point**)

a[i_]:= d*i*(l-d)/(l +beta* i * length* d) ; (** arm with least power**)

b[i_]:=(l-d)*i*d/(l+beta*length*i*(l-d)); (** arm with most power**)

phase [i_] :=(k * n2/beta) * (Log[ U-( 1 -d) * (i * beta* length)] -Log [ 1 +d * i* beta* length] ) ;

out[i_]:=(a[i]-b[i]*(Sin[phase[i]/2])^2)/i;
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T able [out [val]/0 .13,{ val ,inten/100 ,inten,inten/5 0 } ] ; 

ListPlot[%,PlotJoined->True] ;

Prmt["intensity — peak power — transm ission  phase shift "];

Do[

Print[val/(1* 10^12)," ",val*area," ",N[out[val]/0.13]," ",phase[val]] 

, {val, inten/100, inten, inten/ 50}]
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9 A unified model of the AMZI switching characteristics- Chapter 6

Used in section 6.53 to model the AMZI switching including a range of effects. The 

modelled responses are shown in Fig. 6.19-6.21.

(**modelled AMZI switching characteristic **)

(**including two-photon absorption and linear losses **)

(** include a d.c. offset in gain and phase shift between arms**)

(** include the effects of the pulse wings **)

(**bending losses are ignored**)

(** all units in m etc., no prefixes**)

Print[" CALCULATION IN PROGRESS "];

ClearAll[d,lamda,area,length,tpa,alpha,k,n2,a,out,b,atten,inten,ppeak,i,out,phase,val,bl, 

NO,Nl,lef,slope];

d=0.156; (** AMZI split ratio**)

lamda=0.86* 10^-6; (** wavelength m**)

area=l.75* 10^-12; (**effective modal area**)

length= 1.5 *10^-3; (** length of AMZI arms**)

tpa=(30 *10^-9)* 10^-2; (**TPA coeficien 30 cm2/GWt**)

alpha=25*10^2; (**linear losses**)

k=2*Pi/lamda; (*wave number**)

ii2=(4*10^-16); (**nonlinear coeficient n l*  10-12 cm2/W**)

ppeak=60; (**max peak power to scan to in watts**)

leff=( 1 - E^( -alpha* length ))/alpha; (* * effective length* * ) 

inten=ppeak/area; (**optical intensity in device**)

atten[i_]:=N[ alpha*( E^( -alpha*200* 10^-6 ) )/(alpha+tpa*i( 1-E^( -alpha*200*l 0^-6) 

))] (**include initial attenuation before Mach Zehnder**)

(** setup paramétrés for a d.c. offset in one of the arms**)
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slope=3.1*( 10'^(-17 ) )*10^( “4 ) ; (**slope of the gain characteristic m2

check **)

lef=5 ; (**linewidth enhancement factor**)

bl=lef*slope/( 2*k ); (**phase coeficient**)

N0=l*(10^18)*10^6 ; ( * * carrier density m-3 * * )

gain=0 (** gain set to one to allow asymmetric gain in each arm.

set to zero to forbid**)

(** calculate the power in each arm at the recombination point**)

a[i_]:= d*i*( 1-d )*E'^( -alpha*length ) / (l+tpa*i*leff*d ); (** arm with least power**) 

b[i_]:=( 1-d )*i*d*Exp[gain* slope*( Nl-NO )*length ]*E^( -alpha*length )/( 

l+tpa*leff*i*( 1-d ) ); (** arm with most power**)

(** calculate the effect o f the pulse wings for a given power**)

wings[ph_]:=Nlntegrate[(l/(2*Pi))^(l/2) * (Sin[ph*E^(-(x^2)/2)])^2 * E'^(-

1 * (x^2)/2), { x,-4,4}, WorkingPrecision-> 10] ;

(** calculate the phase shift betwen arms for a given power**)

phase[i_]:=k* b l*( Nl-NO )*length + ( (n2*k)/tpa )* ( Log[( -alpha-(l-

d)*i*tpa+ (l-d)*i*tpa*E^( -alpha*length ) )/(-alpha) ] - Log[( -alpha -d*i*tpa+d* 

i*tpa*E^( -alpha* length ) )/(-alpha) ] ) ;

(** calculate the transmission for zero power**)

N1=1*N0; 

start=out[inten/l 00];

N1=0.85*N0; (**nominal carrier density in 2nd arm**)

(** caiclate the AMZI transmission for a given power**)
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out[i_]:=(a[i]- wings [phase [i]/2] *b[i]*(Sin[phase[i]/2])^2)/i;

(** build a table to plot results and also output as text**)

Table[out[va]l/start,{val/atten[val],inten/1000,inten,inten/( ppeak ) } ]; 

ListPlot[%,PlotJoined->True, PlotRange~>{{0, (ppeak) },{0,1}}]; 

Print["intensity — peak pow er-transm ission - phase shift "];

Do[

Print[N[ val/(atten[val]* 1*10^12)]," ",N[ val * area/atten [val] ],'

",N[out[val]/start]," ",N[ phase[ val ]/Pi ]," Pi" ]

, {val, inten/1000,inten,inten/5 0} ]
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10 A unified model of the AMZI switching characteristics with least squares fit to 

experimental data- Chapter 6

(**modelled AMZI switching characteristic **)

(**2000 for thesis connections quantify fit between the modelled and experimental 

dat**)

(** file; Characdc4**)

(**including two-photon absorption and linear losses **)

(** include a d.c. offset in gain and phase shift between arms**)

(** include the effects o f the pulse wings **)

(**bending losses are ignored**)

(** all units in m etc., no prefixes**)

ClearAll[d,lamda,area,length,tpa,alpha,k,n2,a,out,b,atten,inten,ppeak,i,out,phase,val,bl, 

NO,N 1,lef,slope,error,counter,error 1 ,fit„leff] ;

d=0.156; (** AMZI split ratio**)

lamda=0.86*10'^“6; (** wavelength m**)

area= 1.75*10^-12; (**effective modal area**)

length=l .5* 10^-3; (** length of AMZI arms**)

tpa=(13 *10^-9)* 10^-2; (**TPA coeficien 30 cm2/GWt**)

alpha=25*10^2; (**linear losses**)

k=2*Pi/lamda; (*wave number**)

n2=(3.7* 10^-16); (**nonlinear coeficient n l*  10-12 cm2/W**)

ppeak=60; (* *max peak power to scan to in watts* *)

leff=(l- E^( -alpha*length ))/alpha; (** effective length**) 

inten=ppeal(/area; (**optical intensity in device**)

intstep=inten/20; (**step to take in the power domain**)

(**fit to experimental data points**)

fit[iJ:=N[0.739716+1.184541969*i-2.284412085*U2+2.401955273*D3-
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L499128734*U4+0.5719715323*U5-0.1362U5307*U6+0.02030536377*U7-

0.001841020121*U8+0.0000928408846*U9-1.997576115*(10^-6)*U10];

atten[i_]:= N[ alpha*( E^( -alpha*200* 10^-6 ) )/(alpha+tpa*i( 1-E^( -alpha*200*10^-6) 

))] ; (**include initial attenuation before Mach Zehnder**)

(** setup paramétrés for a d.c. offset in one o f the arms**)

slope=3.1*( 10'^(-17 ) )*10^(-4 ) ; (**slope of the gain characteristic m2

check **)

lef=5 ; (** line width enhancement factor**)

bl=lef*siope/( 2*k ); (**phase coeficient**)

N0=l*(10^18)*10^6 ; (**carrier density m-3**)

gain=0 ; (** gain set to one to allow asymmetric gain in each arm.

set to zero to forbid**)

(** calculate the power in each arm at the recombination point**)

a [ i j :=  d*i*( 1-d )*E^( -alpha*length ) / (l+tpa*i*leff*d ); (** arm with least power**) 

b[i_J:-( 1-d )*i*d*Exp[gain* slope*( Nl-NO )*length ]*E'^( -alpha*length )/( 

l+tpa*leff*i*( 1-d ) ); (** arm with most power**)

(** calculate the effect of the pulse wings for a given power**)

wings[phJ:=Nlntegrate[(l/(2*Pi))^(l/2) * (Sin[ph*E^(-(x^2)/2)])^2 * E^(-

l*(x^2)/2),{ x,-4,4},WorkingPrecision->10];

(** calculate the phase shift betwen arms for a given power**)

phase[i_]:=k* b l*( Nl-NO )*length + ( (n2*k)/tpa )* ( Log[( -alpha-(l-
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d)*i*tpa+ (l-d)*i*tpa*E^( -alpha*length ) )/(-alpha) ] - Log[( -alpha -d*i*tpa+d* 

i*tpa*E^( -alpha* length ) )/(-alpha) ] ) ;

(** calculate the transmission for zero power**)

N1=1*N0; 

stait=out[inten/l 00] ;

N 1=1 *N0; (* * nominal carrier density in 2nd arm**)

(** caiclate the AMZI transmission for a given power**)

out[i_];=(a[i]- wings [phase [i]/2] *b[i]*(Sin[phase[i]/2])^2)/i;

(** build a table to plot results and also output as text**)

tpl=N[Table[out[val]/start,{val,inten/1000,inten,inten/20 } ]]; 

ListPlot[%,PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->{{0, (ppeak) },{0,1}}];

pmw=T able [ 100, {60} ] ; 

trans=T able [ 1, {60} ] ;

transexp=Table[ 1,{60}]; (**experimental curve fit**)

itensity=T able [ 1, { 60 } ] ;

(** perform the least squares curve fit for a range of paramétrés**)

Print["calculations underway, light blue touch paper "];

Print["data appears alpha Tpa n2 Nl/NO gain phase "];

Do[

Do[

Do[

Do[
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(**main body of programme - really should fill up the anuy with the real experimental 

data outside this loop**)

countei-1 ; (**set up a counter to build an array o f the results**)

Do[

trans [ [counter] ] =N [out[val]/start] ; ( * * transmission* * )

pmw [ [counter] ]==(N [ val * area/ atten[val] ]*10)/(125); (** average power

mw**)

itensity [[counter]]=N [ val/(atten[val] * 1 * 10^ 12)] ;

transexp[[counter]]=N[fit[pmw[[counter]]]]; (**fill an array with the

experimental response**) 

countei-counter+1 ;

,{val,mten/1000,mten,inten/50}]; 

phasval=N[phase[inten/1000]]; (**phase offset**)

trans 1 =trans; (**define a new array to contain the normalised response**)

(** normalise the transmission between land 6mw**) 

countei-1;

mineM 1 ; (**find the minimum transmission**)

While [pmw[[counter]]<7,

If [ trans [ [counter] ]<minel,

minel^trans [ [counter] ] ; ] ;

counter==counter+1 ; ] ;

(**normalise the array**) 

trnasexpold=transexp;

Do [

trans 1 [ [counter] ]=(trans [ [counter] ] -minel)/( 1 -minel) ;

transexp[[counter]]=(transexp[[counter]]-0.884336)/( 1-0.884336); (**normalise 

the experimental data**)

,{counter, 1,60,1}];
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(**perform the lease squares error analysis for pin >0.5 but <8 **)

(** and >0.5 and < 5**)

cnt=l;

error=0;

error 1=0;

pl=0;

pll=0;

Do[

If [ (pmw[[counter]]<7) && (pmw[[counter]]>0.5),

error 1 =en*or 1 +(trans 1 [ [counter] ] -transexp [ [counter] ] )^2 ; 

pll=counter;

If[ pmw[[counter]]<5,

error=error+(trans 1 [[counter]]-transexp[[counter]])'^2; 

pl=counter;

]; 

];

cnt=cnt+l;

,{counter, 1,50,1} ];

(**get the rms error**) 

error2=error 1 /pi 1 ; 

error 1 =(error 1 /pi 1 )^( 1 /2) ; 

error=(error/pl)^( 1/2);

Print[alpha,"J’,tpa*10^1 l,"_",n2*10^16,” '’,N1/N0," ",gain," ",phasval,"_ewi=",eiTorl, 

" ena=", error];

ListPlot[transexp,PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->{(0, (30) },{0,1}}]; 

Print["model"];

ListPlot[transl,PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->({0, (30) },{0,1}}];
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,{alpha,1500,2500,1000}];

,{tpa,20* 10''-11,40* 10^-11,10* 10''-11}] ;

,{n2,2.5*10''-16,4.5*10''-16,l*10''-16}];

,{N1,N0,0.9*N0,-0.025*N0}];

,{gain,0,0,0}];
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Appendix VI

Error analysis of AMZI switching response and 
uncertainty in the modelled AMZI response
It is important that the experimental errors are considered particularly in complicated 

experiments such as the AMZI switching experiment of Section 6.4, where the 

experimental uncertainty is not insignificant. In this section that data of Fig 6.16 are 

reconsidered with respect to experimental errors. The inteipretation and fitting of the 

data with the modelled repines and the uncertainties in deducing parameter values from 

the experimental results are covered in Section 6.54, although the accuracy with which 

the AMZI model can be used to deduce device parameters is partially considered here.

Gaussian or normal distributions, have various useful properties which 

simplifies their analysis, only distributions with a large number o f independent factors 

approach a gaussian. It is however a widely used assumption, in this section the error 

distributions are assumed to be gaussian.

The uncertainties in the data of Fig 6.16 are first considered and are summarised 

in Table A5, below.

parameter assumed value, symbol
power stability, Scw +/-2% variation in average power (Chapter 6 reference 26)
pulsewidth 
variation,

assumed to be small for a diode-pumped regenaratively 
stabilised KLM system

coupling stability, Sc +/- 2%
input power reading,
Gin

determined by the lockin amplifier used, +/- 0.0ImV 
uncertainty

output power reading 
accuracy. Gout

determined by the lockin amplifier used, +/- 0.0ImV 
uncertainty

bias current and 
temperature drift

assumed to be negligible over the short duration of the 
experiment

Table A5 Experimental uncertainties in the AM ZI switching experiment

The transmission of the device can be expressed as,

(AS)
input
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The total uncertainty in the input reading is obtained by considering the components 

described in the table above. If a gaussian error distribution is assumed with 3sigma 

distributions given by the values 8 (3a= s) , described in the table above, then the total 

standard deviation in the input readings is given by Equation A6.

<̂,npu, = (A6)

For the purposes of the initial error analysis the output and input variables are treated as 

independent, the standard deviation o f the output power is given by.

^ o ii lp u l 's j  ^  mil

The standard deviation in the transmission is therefore\

(AT)

transmission

— CJ input ■

— CF input

p2.
1 tnpitl

\  ̂ înput J

+  <y output

+  O ' output ' 

1

ST

V ̂ ôutput J
(A8)

V înput J

where T is the transmission and Pinput and Poutput are the input and output powers 

respectively, the calculated error is around +/-3% for most of the data points, These 

arrors are shown in Fig. A 16.
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Fig. A Î6  All-optical switching o f  the AM ZI fo r  lOOfs pulse input. The switching 

point corresponds to a peak power o f  3OW in the device or a pulse 

energy o f  3pJ. The error bars indicate the estimated 3 o  limits using a 

simplified error analysis.
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Following the simple analysis, treating the errors in the output and input powers as 

independent a more detailed analysis was used, to estimate the experimental uncertainty. 

Instead of deriving an analytical expression for the conditional errors in the 

transmission, a Monte Carlo technique was used. In Excel several random gaussian 

noise distributions are generated, one for each error term; each distribution has 1000 

random values. For each of these 1000 points the individual unique errors are added to 

the input signal, this is then used to calculated the output signal, using the equation 

found from the curve fit to the experimental data. The errors in the output are then 

added, allowing the transmission to be calculated. Because a large sample size is used, 

the standard deviation o f the resulting transmission with eiTor data gives the 

experimental error. This technique gives an 3a  value for the transmission of around 2% 

for most of the data points, in other words the uncertainty is within +/- 2%, except for 

low input powers. This is lower than was estimated by the simplified analysis. A graph 

of the AMZI switching with the error distribution predicted by this method is shown 

below in Fig. A7, which is also presented in Chapter 6.
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Fig. A17 All optical switching o f  the AM ZI fo r  lOOfs pulse input. With detailed 

error analysis, the uncertainty in transmission is <2Fo fo r  most o f  the 

data points.

Figures A16 and A17 neglect any pulsewidth variation which would have a big 

effect on the error analysis, for example a +/-5% pulsewidth variation leads to a +/- 6% 

uncertainty in the AMZI transmission, but the pulsewidth variations in regeratively 

mode-locked and actively stabilised KLM systems should be small
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Fig A I 8 The crosses indicate the AM ZI switching data with random gaussian 

noise applied. Figures 1-5 use noise with the estimated standard 

deviation and Graphs 6-10 use an error distribution three times bigger.
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The influence of the experimental uncertainties are illustrated in Fig A18 which plots 

the experimental data with the addition of random noise. If a 3a of 3% is taken which is 

worse than predicted. The nature of the switching distribution is largely unchanged as 

illustrated in Graphs 1-5 (at the top of the page). A much larger error of 9%, as 

illustrated in graphs 6-10 alters the characteristic significantly.

In summary, the biggest uncertainty is in the transmission data, a simplified 

analysis gave an error of +/-3% (3a), a more detailed analysis estimated the error in the 

transmission to be <2%. Errors of this magnitude, although not negligible are not 

expected to alter the measured AMZI switching characteristic significantly.

The output from the least squares fit AMZI model was used to produce the series 

of graphs shown below in Fig A19-21. The best fitting data from Table 6.6 were used to 

establish how the values of U2 , a  and p are traded off in the model. Pairs of parameters 

are plotted for a fixed third parameter. The gradient of the fits to the graphs give a 

measure of how accurately one parameter can be determined for a given uncertainty in 

another, from the best fit modelled data.

__ y = 0.0897x+ 1.2692
5.00 

^  4.00
1 3.00.
CN
2 2.00_1_ y = 0.0897x+ 1.2692 

5  1 . 0 0 -  

c  0 . 0 0 -

ni vs a  with p=20 cm G W

+
Fig. A19 Correlation o f  U2  and a, taken from  the best f i t  modelled data. Each 

point on the graphs corresponds to one fo r  the modelled runs from  

Table 6.6.
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P vs a  with H2=3 xlO '’  ̂cm^ W50.00
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Fig. A20 Correlation o f  p  and a, taken from  the best f i t  modelled data. Each 

point on the graphs corresponds to one fo r  the modelled runs from  

Table 6.6.
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Fig. A21 Correlation o f  n2  and p, taken from  the best f i t  modelled data. Each 

point on the graphs corresponds to one fo r  the modelled runs from  

Table 6.6.
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